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Consumers Get
Price Break At
Grocery Stores
Consumers got a bit of a break at the
grocery store during September, an
Associated Press marketbasket shows.
But higher prices for coffee, butter, eggs
and pork wiped out most of the savings on
beef and sugar.
The AP drew up a random list of 15 commonly purchased food and nonfood items,
checked the price at one supermarket in
each of 13 cities on March 1, 1973, and has
rechecked on or about the start of each
succeeding month.
During September, the marketbasket
total at the checklist store increased in six
cities, up an average of 3.7 per cent, and
decreased in seven. cities, down an
average of 2.6per cesit.Oyer-all,the bill at
the start of October was three-tenths of a
per cent more than it was a month earlier.
During both July and August, the

marketbasket bill was up at the checklist
store in 10 cities and declined in only three,
indicating some improvement last month.
The price fluctuations generally reflected changes at the farm and wholesale
levels.
At the farm level, the U.S. Department
of Agriculture said Tuesday that prices
paid to farmers rose 3 per cent from Aug.
15 to Sept. 15 after remaining steady the
month before. The increase was due
mainly to higher prices for milk, beef cattle, eggs, pork and wheat.
Frost in Brazil damaged much of the coffee crop that'would have been harvested
next year. That drove up the cost of coffee
beans now available and manufacturers
started raising wholesale prices.
The wholesale boosts took a while to
filter through to the retell level, however,
because many stores offer coffee as a loss
Isadee to. get buyers—into -their - outlets..
Manufacturers, promotion offers to supermarkets also helped keep prices down for
consumers.
During September, however, the price of
a one-pound can of coffee went up at the
checklist store in eight of the 13 cities surveyed, rising an average of 13 per cent.
The biggest increase came in Previdences- Another negotiating session has been R.I., where a one-pou
nd can went from
scheduled for October 15 in the 15 week old $1.28 to $1.59, up 24
per cent. Coffee was unTappan strike here.
changed at the checklist Store in four cities
Mediation officials said a meeting was and was not available
in the specified size
held yesterday at Ken-Bar, and both sides at the
survey store in the 13th city.
will continue reappraisal of current
Helping offset the increases on coffee
positions in the interim between now and and other
items were lower prices for beef
October 15.
and sugar.
Both sides have agreed to a "news
Sugar prices, which soared to record
blackout" on the current negotiations.
levels last December, then started
declining, had been rising during the summer, reflecting an increase in the price of
Increasing cloudiness and cooler with raw sugar. The raw sugar price went down
showers and thundershowers likely today. again; refiners charged grocery stores
*High in the upper 60s and low 70s. Partly less: and retail prices dropped. The AP
Cloudy and cooler with thundershowers en- survey showed the price of a five-pound
ding early tonight. Low in the low to mid sack of granulated sugar declined during
40s. Partly cloudy and cool Thursday. High September at the checklist store in 11
in the low to mid 60s. Friday partly cloudy cities. The average decrease was 10 per
cent.
and cool.

TulipaiiAiid
Union Hold
Negotiations

Showers Likely

LIBRARY WORK ON SCHEDULE — Work is reported going on schedule on improvements to the Calloway County Public Library, according to Librarian
Margaret Trevathan. Mrs. Trevathan said paving will be done first to help

Two Jailed On
Charges In
Robbery Here
Two per
have been jailed in co
nection with a holdup Saturday at the SayRite Pharmacy here, according to ;pea:
officials.
County Attorney Sid Easley identified
the pair as Wayne Pifat, 23, Route Five.
and Barry Bequette, 20, Route Two Hazel
Easley said that other arrests are alse
pending in the matter.
Bequette and Pifat have been jailed on a
$20,000 bond, on charges of first degree
robbery. Bequette, a Murray State
University student, is in the city jail, and
Pifat in the county jail.
Officials said a large quantity of drugs,
identified as having come from Say-Rite,
were confiscated at the home of Bequette.
City, County, and State officials coordinated their efforts in the arrests, Easley
said.

alleviate parking problems at the library. Occupancy of the
additions is expected
by early April.
Staff Photo by David HI

Apparent Boycott By School Bus
Drivers Underway In Louisville

LpuISVILLE, Ky. (AP)—Despite
denials from union and anti-busing
leaders, a boycott apparently began today
by bus drivers,students and some workers
in Jefferson County.
School officials said 151 bus drivers
failed to show up for work today, and many

Truck Destroyed
In Fire Tuesday
A truck owned by Austelle Crouse of
Murray Route One was destroyed by fire
Tuesday afternoon about four o'clock
while at the Ellis Popcorn Company.
Cause of the fire was unknown and the
truck was reported to be a total loss, according to the report filed by the Calloway
rOWity 1*r
0-Rescue Squad.

student& at high schools in She soethern
and southwestern parts of the county were
absent.
The Ford auto plant at Fern Valley was
closed because of a high rate of absenteeism, although other major industries in the county were operating. No
figures on just how many workers stayed
home were available.
Sue Connor, leader of Concerned Parents, Inc.,said Tuesday her group planned no
boycott today.
Officials of the United Auto Workers and
International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers unions also said they knew of no
planned boycott.
County Supt. Ernest Grayson said
Tuesday night several drivers had
received anonymous threats, but he had
been assured by city and county police

•

Rape Crists-Prognam At MSU
Attended By Almosf-400 Persons

QUOTA CLUB DONATIONS — Mrs. Wayne Doran, president of the Quota
Club of Murray, presents two checks totaling $85 to Dr. Larry Marrs, chairman of
the Department of Special Education at Murray State University, to support the
program for preschool children in that department. A $75 check will go toward
the purchase of an auditory training unit to be used as part of a home training
program for a preschool child with a hearing impairment,and a $10 check will be
used toward the purchase of materials for the preschool room. Dr. James Fitch
and Jeanette Walker, program supervisors, said further donations needed for the
purchase of the unit and the materials may be made by calling(502)762-6963.

Almost 480 persons attended the two
sessions of "Rape Crisis," a special
program held at Murray State University
this week.
The presentation was sponsored for the
second successive year by the Personal
Enrichment Center on the campus and
featured a discussion of the various
aspects of rape by a panel of local officials
and instructors at the University.
Mrs. Lanette Thurman, director of the
center, was the coordinator of the program
,which also included the presentation of
film on how to prevent rape.
"Rape is no joking matter," said Cincl%
Ellis, a counselor and graduate assistant
at the university. "It is one of the three
most violent crimes along with aggravate,'
assault and murder."

Needline Case Load Increases
Significantly In Recent Months
By Nell Eaton
Board Member
Although the directors of the
NEEDLINE organization held no
meetings in July and August, its director,
Euple Ward, was well occupied at the
NEEDLINE Office at 205 South Fifth
Street, Murray.
Her report to the directors at their
recent meeting revealed that the number
of persons getting help during these
months had increased considerably over
the same period last year.
Mrs. Ward listed cases in the order
sought during that time and continuing
after opening of the school year. 'They
were job related, food stamp information,
counseling on problem pregancies, legal—
dealing largely with inequities in food
stamp distribution and cost, and furniture.

Over forty-seven new cases were added
to her files which Mrs. Ward emphasized
are strictly confidential.
In her "new" and more spacious office,
Mrs. Ward is well situated to handle the
increasing clientile, having more room for
private interviews, and additional file
facilities. She can now better accommodate an assistant when a student
from the Social Setvices Department of
Murray State University is again available
as was the case last year.
Mrs. Julie Lovins, head of the Social
Concerns Department, MSU, has been a
great asset in the role of consultant from
the inception of NEEDLINE and will
continue in this role
The treasurer's report showed substantial contributions from organizations
who have previously contributed on a
periodic, annual, or semi-annual basis,

and also a number of new sources, including individuals which are greatly
appreciated.
Organizations presently participating in
the annual, semi-annual budgetarY
program are Lions Club, Bank of Murray.
and Fiscal Court.
It was recognized in reviewing this
report which also listed monthly expenditures that in order to assure the long
range operation of NEEDLINE, it will be
necessary to solicit a greater number of
sources making budgetary annual or semiannual contributions.
This, in no way, is to diminish the great
importance and appreciation for any and all eontributiens. The need for five iihr'
coverage of the arEEDLiNr office= orstead of three days now in practice, is
becoming evident For this, additional
funds are necessary

Ellis presented several statistics
compiled on rape which revealed that over
28 per cent of rape victims are students
and 27 per cent are housewives in the 29and-under age group.
Sgt. Dan Kelly of the Murray Police
Department described the procedure that
police would use in investigating a rape

and questioning the victim. Sgt. Kelly said
that the hardest part of the investigation
on the victim is the reconstruction of the
crime.
The legal aspects of rape were outlined
by Calloway County Attorney Sid Easley
who told the group the procedure used fot
(See Rape Crisis, Page 16)

delatalliatwheatchildren would be sate:
Tie sada“Soine bin drivers would be asked
to make extra runs and could be as much
as 20 to 30 minutes late. He urged parents
to take children to school if buses fail to
show up.
Grayson said the absence of 50 of the 568
drivers in the school system should not be
an insurmountable problem, noting that on
one of the opening days of school 95 drivers
didn't report for work,.
"We've been through this before,"
Grayson said. "So we are going to try to
work it out and we'll ask people to be
patient and understanding."
Twenty-two of the drivers, from Fairdale High, voted not to drive at a meeting
Tuesday. Drivers at Southern High and
Fern Creek planned to meet this morning
to decide whether to make their runs.
School transportion officials said they
would try to reach as many drivers as
possible Tuesday night to try to persuade
(See Busing, Page 10
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Only 4 bays Remain
To Register To Vote
ft is every citizen'. privilege and aety
to vete, ht order to vote in tbelllevesther
*teethe residents et Weiser Canty
nest he registered by Monday. Weiser
6.

Gov. Carroll
Joins Tour Of
West Kentucky
FRANKFORT, Ky, cAP — Gov. Julian
Carroll was to join the Governor's Chamber of Commerce Tour this morning and
spend the day touring Western Kentucky
with the goodwill delegation.
businessmen,
Enough
industry
representatives and Chamber of Commerce members to fill three buses met
with the governor at his office in the state
capitol Tuesday after a kickoff breakfast,
then set off on the three day tour Carroll's
press aide, John Nichols, said the governor's appearances with the group would be
governor" and nonpolitical.
Although dubbed the governor's chamber for nearly a decade tour,the venture is
n°t
;"
sP eredbyt"
to arriv.e at.
The delegation
s
on is
the Ken Bar Resort at 430 p.m. and have
dinner at a development known as Raintuck Territory

MEMORIAL. SCHOLARSHIP FUND DONATION — Sharon O'Neil, president of
Distnct 13 of the Kentucky Nurses Association and an assistant professor of nursing at Murray State University, presents a $350 check on behalf of the district to
Jim Williams of Murray for the Cindy Hill Memorial Scholarship fund Shown with
him is Dr Ruth Cole,chairman of the Department of Nursing on the campus. Mrs.
Hill of Murray was a junior nursing student at Murray State when she died April
25 of injuries sustained in an automobile accident as she was returning from a
field trip to Louisville. The contribution raised the fund total to $2,135. The goal is
$2,500. Williams, chairman of the fund drive committee sponsored by the Alumni Association, expressed appreciation for the donation and called it most ap-pootoiatern the professional held to which Cindy HO was.
*. orn
preparing herself." He timed other individuals and organisations viishing to make
a contribution to act immediately. Nurses from five counties — Graves,
Calloway, Fulton, Hickman and Marshall — make up District 13 of the KNA.
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Miss Toni Grimes And
Michael Livengood Wed

Gamma Gamma Chapter Meets
Home Of Miss Beverly Brittain
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi held their
second meeting of the 1975-76
year at the home of Beverly
Brittain, president, on Thursday, September 25.
Miss Brittain was in charge of
the program, "What Women
Are Heir To." All members
participated by giving different
adjectives describing women.
Members present were: Miss
Martha Beale, Mrs. Sue
Brandon, Miss Beverly Brittam, Miss Libby Conley, Mrs.
Linda Fain, Mrs. Janella Fox,

Mrs. Kathy Liditenegger, Hrs.
Tricia Nesbitt, Mrs. Jemtta
Randolph, Mrs. Linda Rogers,
Mrs. Dortha Stubblefield, Mrs.
Sylvia Thomas, and Mrs. Edna
Vaughn.
Refreshments of coconut cake
and coffee were served by the
hostess, Beverly Brittain.
To hasten the drying of a
sweater, fold it neatly in a
heavy turkish towel and roll it
well on both sides with a rolling pin.

By Abigail Van Buren
i 975 try Chicago Tribun•-111 V Nous Synd., Inc.

Irene Humphrey, right, looks at the large array of accessories in the home brought by lesson leaders of the
various homemakers clubs at the lesson taught by Mildred
Potts, Ballard County,center.

Homemakers Training Lesson Is
Held For Leaders By Mrs. Potts
The homemakers clubs' phrey, North Murray; Della
lesson on "Selection and the Use Taylor and Amy Wilson, Paris
of Accessories in the Home" Road; Louise Short, Potwas taught on Tuesday, Sep-- tertown; Paola Palmer and
tember 23, by Mildred Potts, Betty Palmer, Wadesboro;
Ballard County Extension Jean Smith, Pacers; Delores
Agent for Home Economics.
Lawson and Donna L. Story,
She said there are two types Town and Country; Rosanna.
of accessories, useful and Miller, Suburban; Marilyn
vlip3styz.,pi2ria
decorative and four ,has!c....tie.vid
guides are: Use a Tew ac- Buhler,
Friendship; Lou
cessories, make a plan for McGary, Suburban; Kay
accessories and make sure they Taylor, Sunnyside; Donna
will serve their purpose and see Jackson and Sherry Paschall,
that they fit in with the other South Pleasant Grove; Beverly
furnishings, select accessories Shelton and Paula Morton,
of good design, and arrange World-Wide; and Kittie Dillard,
accessories attractively.
Cheerful.
Extension
Twenty-five
Other clubs taking this lesson
Homemakers Clubs took the
but who were not represented
lesson.
Leaders attending were: were: Coldwater, Dexter, New
Julie Janecek and Eleanor Concord, New Frontier, Night
D'Angelo, Harris Grove; Dixie _Owls, Penny, South Murray,
Workman and Irene Hum- and Sunshine.

EVERYDAVISA
WHITESALEDA Y/

DEAR ABBY: I am a 28-year-old professional man who
is just getting started—on a shoestring, you might say.
A very bright (but terribly overweight) 26-year-old
woman has been aggressively pursuing me. She's good
company, but I have no real love interest in her.
I do not like being seen with her because of her size. (She
wears clothes that look like tents or maternity clothes.)
She has plenty of money, since she just came into an
inheritance, and has been buying me some very expensive
presents. She has offered to buy me a car, but so far I have
refused although it would come in very handy.
She is an excellent bed partner, but I have to take her out
in public occasionally, which makes it awkward.
My brother, who has met her, tells me that if I do not
have marriage in mind, I should not see her or accept any
more gifts from her.
What do you advise?
CANADIAN
DEAR CANADIAN: Your brother is wiser than you are.
The more you accept from this girl, the greater your
obligation. Furthermore, she may equate your accepting her
as a bed partner with having a "real love interest" in
her— which you have not.
The advice from here is to either level with her or say
DEAR ABBY: Why should anyone be made to feel guilty
for having mistaken a boy for a girl? I wouldn't let the kid
put the onus on ME, I'd put it on HIM, where it belongs.
This happened to me once, and I asked, "Well, if you
don't want people to think you're a girl, why do you go
around looking like one?"
VIVIAN G.: PALM SPRINGS
AR VIV: Thanks for a beautiful gender bender!
•DEAR ABBY: I am a professional entertainer. I love to
sing, and being on the bandstand, showing people a good
time, is what it's all about.
I have a very real gripe: Invariably, there is a frustrated
singer in the audience. He (or she) will dance as close to the
mike as possible and sing loudly along with me. It's very
distracting to hear someone singing a beat behind (or
ahead) and usually off-key.
I want everyone to enjoy themselves, but not at my
expense. After all, someone just might be trying to listen to
ME.
The orchestra and I practice long, hard hours to make our
music good, and it bugs me to have somebody who is on his
own little ego trip louse it up for everyone else.
If some self-styled vocalist wants to be where I am, let
him take voice lessons as I did, form a group and take it
from the top, boys! I hear you also get paid.
So, if you're there in the audience, please, don't sing'
TEXAN
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for AblWs booklet
"How to Write Letters for AU Occasions." Please enclose
long, self-addressed, stamped (20.1 envelope.

Around Hazel—.
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PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT!
C1NE
OPENING FRIDAY, OCTOBER 3
(Pass List Suspended)
(No Discount Tickets)
Check Theatres for Show Times

MAYFIELD PATIENT
Randy Sons of Murray was
dismissed September 20 from
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.

41 No. Rot. Rt.

I

Thru

Miss Toni Grimes of WinstonSalem, North Carolina, became
the bride of Michael Livengood,
also- ',Miami-Sid-obi; on
Saturday, August 30, at the
Calvary Baptist Church there
with Dr. Gary Chapman officiating.,
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Grimes
+ nee Nancy Wear) and the
granddaughter of Mrs. Loren
Adams, 317 South 13th Vieet,
Murray, and the late Elliott M.
Wear. She is the niece of Mrs.
Ronald W. Churchill and Mrs.
Connie Ford of Murray.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, wore a dress of
silk organza overlaid with
embroidered daisies. The dress
was floor length with a six inch
ruffle extending into a chapel
length train.
Her finger tip veil was attached to a juilette cap of
embroidered daisies and her
bouquet was of daisies,

_
-zat
-laniuriine Susan n‘

I

(Imre IN Nut Entiegit.

Thru Thur. I

NEEDLE

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Fannie Rushing of
Murray has been dismissed
from
Lourdes
H9spital,
Paducah,

Electrolysis
(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

7:15,845
TH UR WED.

Starts
Thru

.The EXORCIST +
.•

Call 153-8856

Dacron Red Label

pillows with permapress tickings.
Greatresistency and
is non-allergenic
Great buyjnocan
'
t

Standard molar 3.49
Owen ropier 4.49
Kiev logatar 5.49

Mattress Pod Sale!

Charge
it today,
Sew it tonite,
Wear
it tomorrow

Beth Cashman, Susan Carlisle,
Leslie Crisp, Jo Ann Gentry,
Susan Gray, Susan Higdon,
Karen Johnson, Brenda Meyer,
Kathy Oliver, Kathy Skillion,
Karin West, and Vicki Whittis,
students.

Central Center
Murray,Kentucky
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
10 a.m.to6 p.m.
SATURDAY 10a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

The shore of the Dead Sea,
1,286 feet below sea level, is the
lowest point on the earth's land
surface.

.

Moniquc fabrics

open today 10 to 6!
giant savings!
Shades of Autumn
Come alive with

Bell has
Oven Seats
Parses

Christmas Tree Ornaments
Instrection Books
Tennis Racket Covers

99

Regular

Yard

Fall color crepe stitch double knits are perfect for sewing wardrobe beginnings. Save
now on this 100% polyester 60" wide machine
washable fabric.

PIN-WALE CORDUROY
What better way to dress-up this fall than with
this popular fabric! 45" wide ill an assortrhent of
auturrut colors - so easy to care because its cotton!
Firs Scream
Stools
Ltionota Racks
Tapestry Terns

Knitting &Oochet Yarns in Wool & Acrylic
Cress Stitch Quilts
Crewel Embroidery
Latch Hook Rugs
Cross Stitch
Painted Needle Point & Afghan Kits

(A)Ore
Tee
SA%
(B) She
upp
Tric
SA1

1st
PAh

10-7)
94 Si

Hours0.30 to 5:00 Mon.-Sat

Needlepoint*

FLESH GORDON

Harlanettt Thorium, and Bart

Smith. Junior attendants were
Miss Shannon Pugh, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Pugh,
formerly of Murray, and Miss
Bambi Walton. The flower girl
was Little Miss Mandy Gann,
and the maid of honor was Miss
Robin Pass of Clerunons, N. C.
Each of the attendants wore
an azure blue dress and carried
a bouquet of daisies.
The groomsmen were Allen
Grimes, the bride's brother,
Reid Jarvis, Danny Burton, and
Bruce Henson. Best man was
Clifton Livengood.
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the church
fellowship hall.
The bridal couple left after
the reception for a southern
wedding trip and are now at
home at 3814-L Country Club
Road in Winston-Salem, N. C.

Thomas II 7..

PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Dianna Williams of
Murray has been a patient at
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

For Information
Regarding

stephanotis, and ivy.
The attendants were Miss
Lynne Hayes, Vickie O'Brien,

Teachers And Students Attend
Special Seminar At Nashville

Local teachers and students
were among more than four
hundred home economics
teachers and home economists
from throughout the south attending the South's First Home
Economists' Sewing Seminar
Saturday, September 27, at the
New Hyatt Regency Hotel,
—Nashville, Tenn.
• The seminar was sponsored
by the Golden Needle Club,
-Student-teacher organization of
the Remnant House Fabric
Stores. Stage presentations
using live models, slides and
teachers and students were
Home, Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Betty Compton of used to showcase the latest
Murray visited her mother, designer original patterns from
Mrs. Jun Wilcox, at Hazel Vogue, McCall, Butterick, and
Simplicity. Sewing demonSaturday.
Roy Hart visited Mr. and Mrs. strations were by Coats and
Ralph White Sunday afternoon. Clark, Conso and Stacy of New
Kenny Futrell of Nashville, York.
Additional presentations were
Tenn., is visiting his grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Winburn made on sewing and teaching
techniques, fabric care, new
Alton.
Sgt. Jon Ray Alton who is Innovations in the sewing inserving with the Marines is dustry, tailoring, and home
visiting his parents, Mr. and decorating.
Attending from Murray State
Mrs. Winburn Alton, and will go
University were Dr. Pauline
to Okinawa in October.
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis McSwain Waggener, associate professor
and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Paschall of home economics, Miss Sue
were Sunday visitors of Mrs. Fairless, assistant professor of
Cretia Hooper. Miss Kathryn home economics, Mrs. Grayson
McSwain of Jackson, Tenn., McClure, secretary for home
visited her grandmother, Mrs' economics department, Polly
Hooper, Saturday.
Anderson, Arrowhanna Blake,

Thur.

641 No Bus Ft1

I

By Mrs. Herbert Alton
September 16, 1975
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders
and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alton
visited Mrs. Bernice Taylor and
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Shuff and
John in Hickman Wednesday.
Mrs. Jim Byrn__et Murray
visited her grandmother, Mrs.
Cretia Hooper on Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders,
Mrs. Herbert Alton, Mrs. John
Burton, and Mrs. Elton Hutson
attended the funeral of Mrs.
Melvin Chadwick of Buchanan,
Tenn., at Ridgeway Funeral
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Mrs. Michael Livengood

At Horries'In The Atipa
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.... 1.88 Yd.

Americana Bicentennial influenced
calico & patchwork motifs

22
.222
regular 2.99 yd..

Mtdque

fabrics

Remnants
/
1 2 off
Already Discounted
Price
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
10.. M. to Sp. as.
SATURDAY 10.. m. to 5:30 p. en.
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Wednesday, October I
Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women will meet at seven p.m.
at the church.

Thursday,October 2
North Elementary School
Parent-Teacher Club will meet
at The school at seven p. m.

onut cake
ad by the
*in.

Nature's Palette Garden Club
will wet at the Ellis Community Center at 1:30 p.m.

Wranglers Riding Club will
have a special call meeting at
the Calloway County Court
House at 7:30 p. m.

ing of a
ttly in a
nd roll it
tit a roll-

Flint Baptist Women and
Baptist Young Women, along
mission
other
with
organizations, will meet at
seven p.m. at the church. „„.

at

For a .splendid appetizer
idea for small get-togethers
such as showers, bridge clubs
or gatherings before a dance,
serve Hamalade Rolls. Blend
3 ounces cream cheese, Ifs cup
2 tea1
orange marmalade and /
spoon dry mustard and spread
mixture on 8 slices "boiled"
ham; roll as jelly roll and dip
ends of rolls in sightly beaten
egg white; then in finely
chopped parsley. Chill. Cut
rolls crosswise in halves or
thirds if desired. Serve with
pieics.

a field trip
ril Between the Lakes.

Kirksey Baptist Church
Women will meet at seven p.m.
at the church.

.• -

Women of Moose will meet at
the lodge hall at eight p.m.

The Murray.
Ledger P Theses

Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees will meet at
the library at seven p.m.
Senior Citizens Arts and
Crafts group will meet at ten
a.m. at St. John's Center, 1620
West Maim Street. Lesson on
Copper Tooling will be at six

Friday, October 3
Shopping for Dexter Senior
Citizens to Murray will be 9:30
a.m, and for Murray Senior
Citizens to Roses and downtown
Murray at 12:30 p.m.
Night Visual, Ph hour drive
for wildlife species, will start at
six p. m.at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes.
Golden Age Club Will meet at
the parking lot of the First
United Methodist Church at 9:30
a. m. to go to Paris Landing
State Park for a picnic.
Saturtby, October 4
Mysteries of Bird Migration,
slide lecture and search foe fall
migrants, will be at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes from two to five p. m.

OfInterest To

Senior
Citizens

Holt-Coleman Vows To
Be Read On October 11
Mr. And Mrs. Frank Edmond Dawson of 101 Dolley Madison
Road, Greensboro, N. C., announce the engagement of their
daughter, Mrs. Judy Lee Dawson Holt, to James Richard
Coleman of High Point, N. C., son of Mrs. Margaret Cranford
Coleman of High Point and the late James Wilson Coleman,Jr.
Mr. Coleman is the grandson of Adam J. Cranford of
Wadesboro, N. C., and Mrs. J. W. Coleman of Murray.
The bride-elect graduated from Guilford High School and
Rowan Memorial Hospital School of Nursing. She is a registered
nurse employed by Dr. David Rubin.
The groom-elect graduated from Forsyth Technical Institute in
Winston-Salem and Davidson County Community College in
Lexington, N. C. He is a senior at Guilford College where he is
--rtinjoeing in eatiminal.justice adrninistratioa. HR.-served in. the
Marine Corps and is an assistant training officer with the Guilford
County Sheriff's Department.
The couple will marry Saturday, October 11, at the Lutheran
Church of the Resurrection,Greensboro, N. C.

Lesson Planned
Here Thursday
The first class on "Copper
Tooling" for the senior citizens
will be held Thursday, October
2, .at six p. m. at St. John's
Center, 1620 West Main Street.
Don Riley of the Hazel
community will teach the
classes. Supplies will be furnished at a minimum cost of
fifty cents per-person --.
Transportation • will be
provided if persons Call the
office at 753-0929 before four p.
m.

••

11

Homecoming dance will be
held at Murray Country Club at
nine p.m. with Mr. and Mrs.
Don Burke as chairmen.
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NEALE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. William Earl
Neale of Almo Route One are
the parents of a baby boy, Jason
Ray, weighing seven pounds
three ounces, born on Monday,
September 22, at 11:22 a. m, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son,
Randy Joe, age twelve. The
father is employed with Edwin
Cain Construction, and the
mother is on leave as a teacher
at North Elementary School.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Otto Chester of Murray
Route Seven and Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Neale of Alrno Route One.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Georgia Chester of Westview
Nursing Home, Murray, and
Homer Ross of Benton.

Prxes Goad
thru Saturday

for

Women arid
(A)Great-looking Sling-batk
Teens Cushion Insole Assorted Colors
SAVE $2.137. Regular $797
— •
• (B) Shapely Hi-vamp Slip-on 'Soft supple
uppers in Black. Tan or Red Nyton
Women s and Teens Sizes
SAVE $2.07. Regular $997

90

Tricot-tined

1st Quality
PANTYHOSE

32

Multi-compartment
SWAGGER BAGS

SAVE 644.
S1.53

Req 57 9/ Asst d Colors
-rF14(maRGE Card
10-1 Friday
Gesak,
Shopping
-lbws
Mon
10-7
14Sr.
Murray
94518
Getto know us: youll like us.

FOY GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Foy of
Lynnville are the parents of a
__baby girl, Kelly Dawn, born
Thursday, September 11, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
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BEGLEY'S FEATURES
A FANTASTIC

Annual Darnall reunion tiltbe at the home of Harold
Darnall
Sutherland near
Cemetery near South Marshall
School with a basket lunch to be
served at noon.

41

/Shopping
II

II

Bake sales will be held at
three locations on the court
square starting at 8:30a;m.,
sponsored by the Calloway
County High School Beta Club

SHOES

PANDORA-PRE TEENS
Just Arrived
Sweaters, Tops, Denim Pants,
Matching Patchwork Top, Polyester
Pants.
Health-tex
GIRLS
S3.60 up
Pants
up
$2.89
Tops
up
$6.89
2 Piece Sets
up
$7.00
Jackets
BOYS
Pants
$4.00 up
$2.89 up
Shirts
2 Piece Sets
.$6.50 Up
Denim Jackets
$7.25 up
Basketball, Football, Ice HockeN
Picture Pullover Shirts
Leisure Shirts & Suits
Coats-Knit Caps-Gloves 8, Mittens.

Making pompom decorations for the homecoming dance to be held Saturday, October 4, at
nine p.m. at the Murray Country Club are left to right, Doris Cella, Michelle Woolley, Carolyn
Woolley, and Judy Muehleman. In charge of arrangements are Messrs and Mesdames Don
Burke, Larry Contri, Johnny McCage, Wilson Woolley, Tom Muehleman,and Ron Cella.

rs4 _fir

Party Morsels

Ls

atk
1 -114\.t

Hayride and cookout will
start at five p. m. at Center
Station in the Land Between the
Lakes. Make reservations at
Corner Baptist campground gates before one p.
Cherry
Women, Baptist Young Women, m.
and Acteens will meet at the
church at seven p.m.
Ellis Center will open at 10.15
a.m,
for senior citizens with
2
Thursday, October
Gar en Depart ue,t of table games at one p.m.

Chris Carver was elected
student-of-the-month by her
the
in
fellow-students
Mayfield clerk-steno class,
located in the Mayfield
Vocational .Center. Election
was based on attitude, attendance, and her scholastic
efforts and achievements
Chris lives at 18A Fox
Meadow, Murray. Upon completion of the course, she accepted a position with State
Farm Insurance in Murray.

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Robert Westerman of
Mrs. Rex Billington of
Murray has been disrnisSed Murray has been dismissed
Hospital,
Lourdes
Lout ties
Hospital, from
from
Paducah.
Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Recently dismissed • from
Charles Reeves of Murras
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
has been a patient at Lourdes
was Mrs. Phillip Jones of
Hospital, Paducah.
Murray.
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Today In History

-Sensing The News
By ANTHONY HARRIGAN
Executive Vice President

United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: WHITE COLLAR CRIME
Dr. Russell Kirk, the conservative
scholar and defender of private enterprise,
has written eloquently of the necessity of
"reasserting moral principles in the
complex economic negotiations of our
time." It is indeed a necessity in an era in
which many people have lost sight of their
moral legacy.
The application of moral principles in
the business dealings of life must come,
first of all, in the everyday transactions of
shop, office and factory. The moral imperative to practice honesty must be felt
by every echelon of business—from the
wealthiest executive to the lowest paid
manual worker.
Tragically, the moral imperative of
honesty has deteriorated under the fierce
pressures of modern life. Believers in the
importance of free economy have been
shocked and dismayed by 'disclosure that
the executives of a few companies have
given bribes in order to do business
abroad. In so doing, they have hurt the
image of business generally and provided
the foes of legitimate, -law-abiding
business With a AticX..bY F4.i.ft they can
strike at free enterprise.
Of course, the companies that offered
bribes were only following a pattern laid
out by the federal government. The
government regularly dangles money
under the noses of colleges, for instance,
stating that the sums will be -withheld if
certain actions aren't taken. Isn't this
bribery? It would be hard to defend the
proposition that there is a moral difference
betweenthese private and federal actions.
Nevertheless, it is essential that
everyone in business be more concerned
about dishonesty in all its forms.
Edward J. Walsh of the U. S. Industrial
Council recently analyzed the extent and
impact of dishonesty. He cited "the
housewife who slips small items of merchandise into her handbag, the neigh—
borhood grocer who provides free lunches
to the local police officer in return for
occasional favors, and the waitress who
charges bills paid in casts taa stolen..credit
cards. And all in the complialkne-lItitlen
that their isolated little dishonest acts

HARRIGAN

aren't hurting anyone."
Mr. Walsh noted that there are
numerous safeguards that can be utilized
by business against internal crime
"separation of responsibilities, frequent
audits, thorough investigations of the work
histories of prospective employees, afore- stringent inventory procedures, are only a
fews." He observed that while some firms
will prosecute even the smallest offenses,"
the arguments against applying legal
sanctions are powerful from a profit and
loss standpoint: adverse publicity, timeconsuming litigation, and finally, the
fatalistic reasoning that prosecution
----simply isn't worth the effort."
Mr. Walsh commented that "the
traditional standards of moral conduct
whiefi civilized society always assumed
would protect it from the ravages of intelligent men consumed by greed, seemed
to have paled somewhat—if they still
matter at all." He cited these indicators:
1. The annual cost of embezzlement and
pilferage reportedly exceeds by several
billion dollars the losses sustained
throughout the nation from burglary and
robIderyr2. An insurance company reported that
at least 30 per cent of all business failures
each year are the result of employee
dishonesty;
3. Fraud was a major contributing factor
in the forced closing of about 100 banks
during 11 20-year period;
4. Dishonesty by corporate executives
and employees has increased the retail
costs of one company by up to 15 per cent,
causing shareholders to suffer a paper loss
of $300 million within just a few days.
Our society and our economic system
cannot afford further moral fragmentation. Business leaders must take the
initiative in emphasizing that there isn't
any gray area between right and wrong.
As Mr. Walsh has said, we must not allow
"the tidal wave of situation ethics" to
overwhelm our business life. The
preservation of a free economic system
and a free society requires a buttressing of
the traditions of decency, self-discipline
and personal integrity.
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Today is Wednesday, Oct. 1, the 274th
day of 1975. There are 91 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1949, the People's
Republic of China was proclaimed by the
Communist leader, Mao Tse-tung.
On this date:
In 1860, Spain ceded Louisiana to France
in a secret treaty.
In 1890, Congress transferred the
Weather Bureau from the Army to the
Department of Agriculture.
In 1908, Henry Ford introduced his
famous Model-T car.
In 1910, Japan annexed Korea.
In 1928, the Soviet union inaugurated its
first Five-Year Plan to increase farm and
industrial production.
In 1936, Gen. Francisco Franco was
proclaimed the head of the government of
Spain.

Ten years ago: It appeared that an attempt to overthrow President Sukarno of
Indonesia had been foiled.
Five years ago: President Richard M.
Nixon was conferring in Yugoslavia with
President Tito.
One year ago: The Federal Government
banned the use of two widely used
pesticides, Alcirin and Dieldrin.
Today's birthdays: Supreme Court
Justice William Rehnquist is 51 years old.
Actress Julie Andrews is 40.
Thought for today: It's the trade of
lawyers to question everything, yield
nothing and talk by the hour — President
Thomas Jefferson, 1743-1826.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, American forces under
Colonel Benedict Arnold continued their
march towards Quebec despite inclement
weather and rough travelling conditions
along the Kennebec River.
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Kentucky is concerned is the tobacco price
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support legislation which has passed both
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Senate.
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on Intelligence Activities. We
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pass the bill by unanimous consent in the
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several senators who previously had ob- development
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jected.
by both the CIA and FBI with
We have since had a meeting with activities
the opening of mail of U. S.
to
regard
President Ford, urging that he disregard
citizens.
Earl
Secretary,
the advice of Agriculture
Butz, who has urged a presidential veto. It
could be that the President will have made
a decision by the time this cohimn apTherefore said he unto them,
pears. Hopefully, he will act in the best
interest. d_dip_ nation's 600,000 tobacct The harvest truly fit Feat, but the
farrows aid den the
labourer's are few:. . . Luke 10:2.
The tiling that particularly perturnec
Send a bit of your "bread" to be
Erie was that statement by Mr. Butz tip:
for wages. Better yet,
used
raising the price support would cost !he
a harvester. Harvest time
become
federal government millions of dollars.fit
is now.was talking about federal outlays for amsubsidized government loans to tobetto
farmers, and these do not constitute costs
at all. This is money that will be repaid to
the government.
+++++
In still another area of agriculture, my
subcommittee has beer holding joint
hearings on the illegal practices which led
to the indictment of 48 individuals and four
grain companies in New Orleans for
alleged bribery of gram inspection officials at the New Orleans port.
Because of these illegal activities, I have
introduced legislation to federalize the
Inspection system as far as grain exports

Bible Thought

HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems — fast.
If you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
Heartline: I for one do not think that the
special tax rebate bill or the special one
time gift of $50 to each Social Security
recipient is in any way a solution to any
problem that faces the elderly. Is tharthe
best that this country can do for its
elderly? — D. P.
Answer: We shall quote part of an article from the May 1975 Special Supplement of "Senior Citizen News,"
published by the National Council of Senior
Citizens, Inc. (Vol. 4, No. 165).
"Neither Congress nor the President
must be deceived by the $50 handout to the
elderly. This amount will not even begin to
solve the economic problems facing the
elderly in today's economy.
"The elderly in this country seek no one-

shot handouts to solve their problems.
What they seek is meaningful, long-range
programs that will not only aid them in
this current period of economic decline,
but will be available for their children
when they retire. Senior Citizens do not
want a $50 charity check; they want real
solutions to real and long term problems."
Heartline: I know that I am 70 years old;
however, I have never had a birth certificate or a baptism record to prove my
age. How can I go about applying for
supplemental security income? — W. N.
Answer: Go as soon as possible to your
Social Security office. Take with you any
old papers such as insurance policies or
other records which show your age or date
of birth. Do not delay. File your application and the people at your Social
Security office will be able to assist you in
getting the proof that you need.
Heartllne gives you helpful information
in the free leaflet, "Three Basic Types of
Health Insurance." For yours send a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope to
Heartline, 8514 N. Main St., Dept. 2,
Dayton, Ohio 45415.

By and large, the law holds
each person responsible for his
own safety. He courts danger at
his own risk. Even if he was not
aware of the danger, his legal

In due course Melvin's family
filed a damage suit against the
other man, charging him with le.gal responsibility for the tragedy.
But a court rejected their claim,
saying Melvin had "assumed the
risk" by jumping. The court noted
that he was an adult in full possession of his faculties, well able to
make the choice.

position is no better than if—as a
prudent person—he should have
been aware of it. Thus:
A young man, out hunting with
a companion, chose to ride
through a bumpy field in the back
of an open truck. During the ride
he was jounced out and injured.
Demanding damages later, he
claimed he had not realized the
danger But the court held him
bound by the assumption-of-risk
rule because he should have been
able to foresee trouble.
On the other hand, the risk
may be so obscure that the victim
cannot he expected to have foreseen it
When a woman sought damages

for scalp burns she suffered in a
beauty shop, the manager pointed
out that she had asked him to finish her bleach in a hurry.
"By making that request," he
said, "she assumed the risk of a
burn."
But the court said the woman
neither knew nor should have
known that a speeded-up bleach
could be dangerous. Upholding
her claim, the court said this was
not the sort of hazard that the
average customer would recognize
without being warned.
A paddle service famine of the,
American Bar Association and .
the Kentucky Bar Association,

-Lees Stay Well

By F.J.L. Blassingame, M I)
injuries from catfish fins may
be sufficiently severe to require
the attention of a physician.
The injuries usually occur
when the fish is being removed
from the hook or is being
cleaned
The top (dorsal) fin and one of
the side (pectoral)fuss are sharp
and contain a toxic or venomous
material which is introduced
when the fin penetrates the skin.
Shortly after injury by the fin.
the injured site becomes very
painful anctswollen, the amount
of discomfort depending on the
depth of the wound and the
amount of toxic material introduced into the wound. Seldom
are the toxic effects severe
enough to cause any generalized
symptoms or shock.
Treatment should be started
immediately 'after injury Sucwound may rove
tion of.

some of the venomous material.
Inasmuch as pain is often severe,
medication, even a narcotic,
may be required for relief. After
the wound is dressed. the hand
should be rested, elevated on
pillows, and 2.old applications
used for a few hours.
Rarely does any of the tissue
adjacent to the wound necrose
or die. Such a development takes
place only in severe injUries and
in situations in which proper
treatment could not be started
soon after the injury Healing is
usually prompt. and recovery
without impairment of function
is the rule,
Immunization against tetanus
should also be given, such as an
injection of toxold if the person
has had earlier immunization
Persons who handle catfish
should 'consider wearing gloves
to lessen the danger of injury

BLASINGAME

The budget for the 1965 United Fund
Campaign was adopted last night by a
large group representing the participating
agencies. The budget is for $29,077.
Euin McDougal died yesterday at his
home on Beale Street.
Keith Hill of Murray Cablevision spoke
at the meeting of the Dames Club, Murray
State College.
Mrs. T. A. Thacker and Mrs. Keys Keel
were elected as officers of the Southwestern Region of the Baptist Woman's
Missionary Union at the meeting held at
Mayfield on September 29.
Miss Denise Morton was honored at a
party on her eighth birthday on September
23 by her mother, Mrs. Mickie Morton.

The Murray High School Tigers beat the
Fulton Bulldogs 34 to 7 in a football game
last night,..._
Deaths reparted include Frank W. Mills,
age 77,-and Ralph Gingles, age 33.
Mrs. Marjorie Buie, assistant cashier of
the Bank of Murray, will attend the 33rd
annual convention of the National
Association of Bank Women at Phoenix,
Arizona, October 13-18.
Mrs. Jean Weeks and Buel Stalls were
Installed as worthy matron and worthy
patron respectively of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star.
Births reported include a girl, Janet
Kay, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rob Adieu
on September 24.
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A: I am more concerned that
you refer to having trouble
which appears to be in one thigh
bone, not both of them. Thinning
of our bones takes place gradually as they lose their mineral
content as we become older
(osteoporosis). Rheumatic
changes affect the ends of bones
and are characterised by swelling, limitation of movement, and
pain in the affected joints When
only one bone is "deteriorating."
as you describe your condition,
you need to see a physician and
have an X-ray and other studies
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Paris, Buchanan and
Pwyear, in., $1230
per year.
Other destinations,
12130 Per year.
Q Mr T J says that he is full
of vigor and ready to go, with an
abundance of energy, but nearing 65. He has to retire at that
age from his work and wants
suggestions.
A: You failed to mention your
hobbies and your finances If you
Ilaye no hobbies, it is late to try
to start them.You may be forced
to earn income. If 30- YOU ShOUid
seek work, at least part time If
not. I suggest that you apply your
energy and experience in
tees' work at your church, a hospital, or some other Community
project. Exercise regularly if
your physician feels that vou are
to do so
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The Family Lawyer

Melvin. out walkinc during a
storm. came to a ditch filled with
rushing waters As he caied at
the torrent, a man on the other
side shouted.
"Jump' I,dare your'
Mekin jumped, fell short and
was swept away to his death
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Fancy California
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ge 33.
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urray Star
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girl, Janet
Rob Adams

Joie A. Crawford
Addle Crass
Bob Holland
Estelle Delaney
Mrs. I. H.Key
Imo Jene Belcher
Peggy Visher
Versie StuhillPfield
Ruby Barns
John Dee Williams
James P. Collins
Christine Graham
Josephine Futrell
H.B. Turner
Thelma McDougal
Orien Hodges
Debbie Cunningham
Cordie Matheney
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Dewey Harris
Carl Miller
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Ruby Stallons
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Trade with Progressive Merchants of Kentucky
for Beautiful Souvenir Coin good for FREE
LODGING at any State Park Lodge. (Coin
good for 1 Night 1 Person based on Double
occupancy.) Offer expires December 31, 1975
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Jinx Of The Sphinx Strikes
Cornell And Racers Once More
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The jinx of the Sphinx was
struck again.
First of all, the entire area of
deep southern Illinois is called
"Little Egypt." B811/IS, lakes
and even a soft-drink company
bear the name of "Little
Egypt."
And even the university,
Southern Illinois, is named after
an Egyptian dog. The athletic
teams are called the "Salukis."
"It must be a jinx," Murray
State cross country coach Bill
Cornell said after his Racer
harriers dropped a heartbreaking 27-28 dual meet to SIU

at the Murray Country Club
Tuesday.
"I don't know what it is.
Maybe we just try too haul
against them. We should have
beaten them. Last year, we had
one bad performance from one
of our best runners and they
beat us by a point. A week later,
we beat them by over 50 points
in the Indiana Invitational,"
said Cornell, a former AllAmerican at SIU.
It was again a case of
misfortune Tuesday. Bob Arnet,
a junior who has been running
fourth for the Racers all season,
took a spill early in the race
"He stubbed his toe on a ditch

and fell down and wasn't able to
get up and finish the race,"
cornell said.
"That cost us the win."
Sophomore Englishinan
Brian Rutter easily won the
meet. He posted a 25:18.9 on the
five-mile course to easily
outdistance the Salukis' John
St. John who was second with
25:31.
Two seconds behind St. John
was sophomore Englishman
Martyn Brewer of the Racers.
Like Arnet,he too fell down. But
he was able to go ahead and
finish the race. But a strong
kick at the finish line wasn't
enough to make up for the lost

Writer Picks Bruins To Upset
Ohio State In Television Game
By HEFtSCHEL N1SSENSON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP)- Colorado and UCLA, themselves
among the Top Twenty, get a
chance this weekend to stick
their two cents into the dispute
over whether Oklahoma or Ohio
State is the nation's No. 1 college football team.
While Barry "I'm Still Happy
to Remain No. 1" Switzer's Ok.-"/
.7 f2=2:7.-1.75-'n•Riffirn
:".".:;;=.
their Big Eight crown by entertaining Colorado, Woody "We
Deserve to* Be No. 1" Hayes'
Ohio State Buckeyes will be in
Las Angeles far a nationally
televised game (ABC-IT,
1).111., EDT)against UCIA.If Oklahoma was looking past
Miami of Florida 20-17), what
do you think the Sooners will be
doing this week with arch-rival
Texas next on the agenda?
"Most teams are up and
down during a season, but if
you're a good enough football
team the polls will take care of
themselves," says Switzer.
Despite some problems on
the offensive line, the Sooners
are a good enough football
team to handle unbeaten Colo-

ground after the fall. Had
Brewer been able to pass St.
John, Murray would have won
the meet by a point instead of
the Salukis.
Mike Sawyer of SIU was
fourth in 25:36 and fifth was
freshman Englishman Ralph
Cheek of the Racers in 26:16.
The KU had the next three
places before Don Willcox
crossed in ninth place ( to take
the fourth position for Murray
and Clint Strohrneier finished in
10th. Had Arnet been able to
finish the race, he would have
been somewhere ahead of
Willcox, thus enabling the
Racers to win the meet.
The loss drops the Racers to 31 for the season. Murray will be
at the Indiana Invitational this
Saturday.
Women Second
The jinx of the Sphinx also

Big M Club
To Meet At
Triangle Inn

women too.
Southern Illinois won a
quadrangular meet on the same
course. Team scores were SIU
32, Murray State 37, Western
Kentucky 68 and Memphis State
had its day with'the

96.
The women ran two miles.
SIU won the meet by
sweeping the first three places
In the two-mile race. Ruth
Harris took first in 12:07, Peggy
Evans second with 12:08 and
Jean Only third in 12:12.
The first Murray runner to
cross was Carol Schafer who
lifts both of his index fingers
was fotuth in 12;32. Kathy
HE'S NUMERO UNO-Brion Rutter of the Murray State cross country team
Murray lost 27-28 to SIU
rote,
12:47.
in
five-mile
Schafer was fifth
to show that he's number one. Although Rutter took first in the
Rounding out the top five for Tuesday afternoon.
(Staff Photos by Alike Bre/Wall
coach Margaret Simmons'
Racers were Glenda Calabro in
eighth, Camille Baker in ninth
and Jewell Hayes in 11th. •
The women will be running at
Macomb this Saturday in the,
Western Illinois InvitationaL
The Racer women are now at 2-1 on the season with the secondthe
in
finish
place
quadrangular.

Penn State or ahead to Ohio
State? Southern Cal 31-7.
Miami, Fla. at Nebraska:
Can the Hurricanes, coached by
long-time Nebraska aide Carl
Mon's Rosati
1 Brian Rutter, 2651.1
Selmer, give the Cornhuskers
2. John St. John,SIU
as tough a battle as they gave
3. Martyn Brewer, MU
4_ Mike Sawyer,SR/
Oklahoma? Uh-uh...Nebraska
The Big M Club will have its 5. Ralph Cheek,159SU
29-7.
8.
Pat Cook,SRI
regular meeting at 6:30 p.m. 7, Kirk
Leslie,SlU
Texas A&M at Kansas State
the Triangle Inn. 6. Jerry George,Sill
at
Thursday
Last year, the Aggies were unMSU
Willcox,
Don
9.
Lester Stinnett will be N. Clint Slueter,
ICU
beaten until they ran afoul of
honored as the defensive RAW Ha y, MSU
The.146414.
4.°71"
standout of lett
play against the best, it better again, and they'll stay that way wale Art Kennedy will • be Ft.
35-7.
A8ibl
for
awhile...Texas
bring out the best in you. We'll
honored as the offensive player 15 John Donets, MSU
Utah State at Texas: Will the
be intense."
the week for Murray State.
of
Visawe's Results
Ruth Harris,sru
the Longhorns be looking ahead to
of
Upset Special
Coach Bill Furgerson 1. Peggy
Racer
Evans,
Sill
a
be
Oklahoma? 'That would
We!k...UCLA 27-24.
will go over the game film of the 1.SRI
Daradmits
,"
.concern
4404
4
caralsoikag,stsu
was
to•Tennessee Tech and will
"were
Lest wee
rell Royal, "but I kniiiv the bigvhchiSti
tth,:jSchaier
report on
right, 21 wrong, three ties for a
scouting
a
give
gest mistake you make is to unwill be at 7 Carol Mean. WK
which
.682 percentage. For the seaMorehead,
MSU
derestimate your opponent. It's
djecia2„.'Ntsu
son, it's 135-67-7-.668.
Stadium for a 2 p.m. -1Glenda
pretty obvious we should win Stewart,
Molnar,
MEMP
Jean
10.
Racers'
Missouri at Michigan: If Miz- this game, but it's also pretty Saturday game in the
11. Jewell Hayes, msu
12 Linda Bladhom,S112
zou wins this one, the fifth- obvious that the best team Homecoming.
are13.Santh
Sims. Ntsu
All members of the club
ranked Tigers will have to be doesn't always win." Texas 34meeting.,,,-:Diane Elam,SIU siu
the
attend
to
urged
considered a serious threat for 6.
the national championship.
Michigan is No. 1 only in ties,
so why are the 12th-ranked
Wolverines a 10-point favorite?
Simple.. Michigan 20-14.
Southern California at Iowa:
Will Iowa be looking back to

rado...Oklahoma 28-17.
UCLA Coach Dick Vermeil,
who may be slightly prejudiced
in the matter, has his own opinion of the rankings. "I vote the
Buckeyes No. 1. I'm afraid if
our guys see the films, they
may not want to show up."
But he knows the Buckeyes
will show up. "On national television and with the football
polls, they'll come after us-no

gernrrk'n.mINJ

less

12:07
12:09
12:12
12:32
-12:4i1
12:49
13:02
13:11
13:16
1442
1443
14,51
1457
1401
15:09

TOUGH SALUKIS - Carol Schafer (in the stripes) tries to stay at the head of the pack in the
quadrangular meet hosted by Murray State Tuesday. However, SW took the first three places in the meet
whil Schafer was fourth. SIU won by five points over Murray.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE

Hilltoppers gam Some
Ground On Grambling
By The Associated'Press
Grambling remains atop The
Associated Press college division poll this week, but the Tigers' lead over second-place
Western Kentucky slipped to a
meager 19 points.
In balloting by a nationwide
*panel of sportswriters and
sportscasters, Grambling 3-0-0,
which was idle last week, took
18 first-place votes out of 41
cast and had a total of 357
points. The Hilltoppers of Western Kentucky, a 30-3 winner
over Austin Peay, got 11 firstplace votes and 338 points.
Boise State, with four votes
for No. 1, Texas A&I, with five,
and Jackson State, with one,
rounded out the top five, just as
they did a week ago.
Idaho State and Eastern Kentucky held onto sixth and sevrespectively,
places,
enth
meaning the top seven teams
remained the same this week.
Northern Michigan, a 41-14

AiRhoet-°"
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winner over Nebraska-Omaha
last Saturday, advanced from
llth to eighth, while North Dakota State shot from 15th to
ninth on the straigth of a 49-7
victory over Morningside. Delaware, the only team in the top
10 with a loss, is 10th, down one
spot from a week ago.
Rounding out the top 15 are
Wittenberg, Henderson State,
Montana, Ithaca and Abilene
Christian.
Wittenberg slipped from
eighth to llth despite winning,
Henderson State slipped from
10th to 12th and Abilene Christian fell from 14th to 15th after
a narrow 24-21 loss to fourthranked Texas A&I.
Montana and Ithaca are the
newcomers to the poll, and both
made it on the strength of firstplace votes. Montana got two
and Ithaca one to put them
ahead of teams which got more
votes but fewer points

Collins Says He Didn't
Even Think About Mark
By BOB COOPER
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.. (API It's almost impossible to believe Kentucky's Sonny Collins
when he says he doesn't have
even a fleeting thought about
setting football records while
he's doing it.
But when you look him in the
eye and hear him tell it, you
become a believer.
"TO be honest with you, and
it's the god's honest truth,
thought nothing about it," Collins said of becoming the Southeastern Conference's leading
rusher of all time last Saturday.
"I didn't even think of it before the game because I
thought I needed at least one or
-two more games before I even
got close," Collins said.
"And in the game (against
Maryland), I didn't think I had
even 1011 yards because that
team was so hard I was getting three and four, then maybe
10, then one or two again," Collins said.
•
Obviously,Collins wasn't paying attention. What he actually did against
Maryland was set a school
record by crrying the ball 31

times, gaining 161 yards and
setting his Career total at 3,099.
That's four yards more than
Tulane's Eddie Price, the old
record holder, had during his
1946-49 career and Collins has
eight games to go this season.
The first of those carries also
erased the old record of 574
rushing attempts by Johnny
Musso of Alabama in 1969-71.
"I was super, super surprised
when they told me I carried 31
times. You know, I felt like I
could have run a lot. more,"
Collins said in an interview.
Collins, a six-foot senior from
Madisonville, Ky., vows he isn't
at all finished tinkering with
the record books-and he may
be right.
"My goal still is 2,000 yards
, this season," he said.
And, while his average so far
this year, 138 yards a game, is
something less than his goal, it
is 206 yards better than the
SEC mark of 1.112 yards in a
season set by John Dotley of
OW Miss in 1949.
At his present pace, Collins
also could erase Dotley's 131.2yard season average and the
Kentucky speedster is only a
fraction behind Musso's carer
average of 91 4 yards a game
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Bears And Steelers
Win In Little League

1*On
,to SIU

I)

The Little League football 12-12.
season opened at Holland
With 3:23 left, Reed scored on
Stadium Tuesday night and it a 40-yard run and added the
looked like it was mid-season action point on a run and the
the way the teams played.
Bears went up 19-12. The
- In the first contest, the Browns scored one Mdre time
Steelers ripped the Colts 20-0 with quarterback Mike Boggess
while in the second game,. a throwing 70 yards to Calvin. But
barnburner that went clowrt to the conversion failed and the
the wire, the Bears trimmed the final•score of 19-18 was on the
defending champion Browns 19- board.
18 in a super contest.
The coaching staff of the
The Browns scored first in the Browns cited the following
contest with David Dickson offensive players for good
scoring on a three-yard plunge performances: Mike Boggess,
• with 3:47 left in the first half. Kevin Calvin, John Purdom and
Then with 4:03 left in the third Robert Billington. The defenperiod, Stefon Reed, playing as sive standouts, as cited by the
a cornerback, watched a pass coaches, were Craig Crawford,
bobble from the hands of one of David Dickson, Kevin Calvin,
the Browns' players and fall on Don Hargrove and Kenny
the shoulder pads.
Denham.
Reed picked up the bouncing. The coaching staff of the
ball off the pads and ran 45 Bears cited the following ofyards for the score. The action fensive players: Stefon Reed,
point failed and the game was Stacy Smith, Tim Brown,
Jimmy West, David Denton,
lied At six apiece.
gut the Browns came right Ricky Dickins, David York,
back. On the first play from John Scherer, David McMillen
scrimmage, Kevin Calvin and Robbie Wilburn. Defensive
scampered 60 yards for a score players drawing plaudits were
and the Browns went up 12-6. Smith, Reed, Dickins and Doug
Seconds into the last period, 'rutt.
Reed taak a pit back trom-:7-7.-in-the--opening game, the
Stacy Smith and went 40 yards Steelers established themselves
for a score that tied the game at as a tough defensive unit by

in the

0 meet

crunching the Colts 20-0.
Charlie Santagado carried the
bulk of the offense and Todd
Rutherford established himself
as the workhorse of the defense
as he had an outstanding game.
Santagado broke a scoreless
tie early in the second period as
he scored on a seven-yard run
and then on the conversion, hit
Rutherford with the pass to lift
the Steelers to a 7-0 lead.
With 1:47 left in the third
period, Santagado sctired from
seven yards out and again found
Rutherford on the conversion
pass to boost the lead to 14-0.
The final score came early in
the final period as Santagado
scored on a 22-3ard run with the
conversion failing.
Santagado had 85 yards on the
ground while Rutherford had 41
total yards, 35 of those coming
in the air.
The Colts got good running
out of quarterback Percy Abell
ana-freiers halfback SiiVV.
CuLston but could never get on
the board.
The coaching staff of the
Steelers did not single out any
individuals but instead praised
the entire team•.for-ti-super
game.
Next Tuesday, the first
contest at 5:30 p. m. will pit the
Steelers against the Bears while
the Browns and Colts meet in
the nightcap.

Sports
In BrieT

REARS' OFFENSE -17rafon Reed (26) was the offense for the Boors
Tuosday night in their exciting 19-18 win over the Browns. Pursuing
Reed is Crag Crawford (21) of the Browns. Reed scored all of the
19 Beers' points.

By The Auselated Press
130XING
MANILA - Muhammad Ali
defended his world heavyweight
boxing championship with a
14th-round technical knockout
over Joe Frazier.
BASEBALL
CHICAGO - E.R. "Salty"
Saltwell, a member of the Chicago Cubs organization since
1955, was named general manager of the National League
club. DETROIT - Gates Brown,
the most prolific pinch hitter in
American League history, anflounced his retirement to become a scout for the Tigers.

Tigers To Play First Game In
Stadium At Caldwell County
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Muhammad Ali got his
revenge Tuesday night against
Joe Frazier. Now John Hina will
try for his Friday night.
No Hina isn't going to step
into the ring. But that's sort of
the air surrounding the battle in
Princeton Friday as the Murray
High Tigers visit the Tigers of
Caldwell County.
A year ago, Caldwell County,
ran back a kickoff with less than
a minute left in the game to clip
the Tigers 7-6 in the
Homecoming at Holland
Stadium. And this Friday night,
Caldwell County will be making
its debut in their new stadium.
"It's really a fine high school
stadium, the sod is in great
shape and if it doesn't rain a
whole lot before the game, then
we'll be the first team to play
there. They spoiled our
Homecoming so we're really
hoping we can spoil their debut
in their stadium," Hina said.
Early in pre-season talk,
Caldwell County was being
mentioned as one of the
favorites for the..District Class

AA tale. And now, just like
Murray High, they find
themselves (1-2 in District play.
Caldwell County owns wins
over Marshall Caunty and
Christian County while they
have lost to Mayfield and Trigg

County. In the contest at
Mayfield last week, they were
blitzed 34-6 by the powerful
Cardinals, the same team that
nearly was stopped cold by
Murray High two weeks ago
when the Cards posted a 3-0 win

BASKETBALL
ST. LOUIS - Fly Williams, a
colorful player who was a hit
with the Spirits of St. Louis
fans, was placed on waivers by
the American Basketball Assoaistioril%

over Hina's Tigers.
-The 34-6 score against
very
was
Mayfield
misleading," Hina said.
"Mayfield scored right at the
latter part of the second quarter
and went ahead 7-0. About four
plays later, Caldwell County
came back and scored. But they
missed the extra point and that
gave Mayfield a big boost.
"Mayfield scored again and
led 14-6 at halftime. In the third
quarter, Caldwell County had
several big costly turnovers
which Mayfield was able to
capitalize on."
Caldwell County has one of
the top college prospects in the
area, that being 200-pound
senior running back and
linebacker Tony Franklin.
Caldwell County will run the
popular veer offense out of a pro
set. They play a "50 defense"
with a "split 40."
Last week, the Tigers chalked
up their first win, a 34-9 pounding of Fulton City in the
Murray High Homecoming.
In that contest, sophomore
tailback Tony Bayless plowed
his way for 142 yards while
junior tailback Lindsey Hudspeth rushed for 84.

"We were very, very' pleased
with the win over Fulton.
There's just no comparison with
how it feels to win with how it
feels to lose," said Hina, whose
team got their first win last
week to run the season mark to
1-3,
"Performance-wise, we had a
much better offense. Our
defense did pretty much what it
had to do. Due to the weather
last week, we didn't get to work
on a few things on defense that
we needed to..,
Hina said he was very pleased
with the blocking of the offensive line and of the backs.
"of course with the good
blocking came the good running. They go hand in hand,"
Hina added.
"Attitude wise, it's been great
this week. One thing our boys
have maintained even though
we've had some disappointing
losses is the great attitude.
They believed in themselves
and the coaching staff believes
in them too."
The contest will begin at 8
p.m. Friday. The new stadium
is located on Highway 91 West
on the road that runs from
Princeton to Freedonea.

A new way of
walkin'

MAKING THE HIT-Todd Rutherford of the Stealers smashes into
Cot's Quarterback Percy Abell (12) for a jarring tackle. The
Steelers ripped the Colts 20-0 in the first week of His Little League
football program.
keit litotes by ritiimanniaki

Burial Arrangements
Completed For Casey
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GLENDALE, Calif.1 AP) - ball and Casey were sY- forge a record 10 pennants and
(A) Men's Genuine Leather Slip-or- Bold
Befitting his stature of baseball nonymous. We have lost a seven World Series triumphs
New Platform Sote, heel Brown
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York
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the
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royalty, Casey Stengel will lid great and true friend, but his
in state before burial in thil memory and contributions to said of his onetime field boss: . OM Men s Leather Wing-tip Oxford Antique
Brown Uppers Thick Sole. and Heel
the game and to our league will "He was wonderful. He knew
I.os Angeles suburb.
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Arrangements for Stengel) survive all of baseball's future what to do with the talent he
players.
his
understood
He
had.
Boys'Leather Brigade
years."
funeral were completed The
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"Caaey was one of a kind," I enjoyed playing under him."
day, amid a dramatic ava
laanobiall-taist A great
s13971090
lanche of tributes that contin- Id Cronin."How fortunate we
foi-miet
Brown
ued td flood Glendale for the
to have had Casey around sild Berra, another
P.,ces Good
latig and what a contribution Yankee great. "He contributed
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was very
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He knew just who to play.
Often acclaimed as baseball's him."
he made
Get to know us; youll like us.
DiMaggio, one of the all-star About every' move
No. 1 goodwill ambassador, the
colorful Stengel died at the age players who helped Stengel was right."
of 85 after an exquisitely rich
career.
Funeral services for the Hall
rET
of Fame player and managerial
great will be held next Monday
at 1 p.m., PDT, at the Church
of the Recessional in Forest
Lawn Memorial Park in Glendale.
Stengel requested before his
death that in lieu of flowers
charitable donations in his
name could be made to the Association of Professional Baseball Players of America, 630 E
17 cu ft frosties*
19 inch diagonal
Wardlow Road, Long Beach.
refrigerator
•
color portable TV
WAS 409 95 Poo4. 359.88
Calif. The association is a beneWas 409.95 5054 339.994
formerly
fit group helping men
associated with baseball.
Stengel's body will lie in state
on Sunday from 9 a.m. until 9
CERTIFICATE.
p.m. at Scovern Mortuary in
Glendale. Stengal is survived
by his wife, Edna.
Among the host of eulogies
Microwave oven with
AM/FM component
for Stengel were tributes from
gourmet control
stereo with S-track record
manhigh baseball officials,
WAS 339.95 no% 299.8$'
WAS 197.95 nos. 149.1111•
agers, players past and present
and politicians, as well as close
friends.
Jocko C,onlan, the Hall of
RTlF IC AT
,Fame umpire and longtime
friend of the princely Stengel.
commented: "He was not only,
colorful, but I think he and
21 tu. ft. upright
freezer
Babe Ruth have done more for
319.89
.
149 95
baseball than anyone else."
Conlan, who played for baseball's grand old man at -Toledo
In 1930, added:
Among the officials Who euloCEtTIFICAT2
gized the onetime record-maker
of the New York Yankees was
Baseball Comnassioner Bowie
Kuhn. He acclaimed him a
bona fide national hero.
WAS279.95 NOW 239.98*
"There has never been anyone like him," Kuhn said. "Casey was irrepresibly himself.
But Casey left a nation that
adored him and a host of memcE.RT1F1CATE.
ories so vivid and marvelous
that we really can't ever lose
him."_
That majority opinion was
tin applit able
qievittertl, will he
The Merchandise Certifir ate, in the denomination
at partii 'paling
also voiced by American
. Thursday. Friday and Saturday ik tuber 2.3 and I
appliance purchaser,
will notif the r ustomer when
League President Lee MacWards Catalog Store- and Sales Agendes. The Saki' tnit
'I'luk transportation
Catalog H.IUSIF. uprin Viiifiration of the
the Certificate arrives from thy neari,t Pareor
Phail, American League Chairpurchakes at any Wards
milehandise
•
on
redeemable
CertificatiThe
man Joe Cronin, Hall of Earn,r,on
ers Joe DiMaggio and Yogi
Durbin
Berra and Gov Hugh Carey of
Sales
New York. "Casey Stengel was unique
Agency
DEFERRED PERIOD
FINANCE CHARGES ARE APPLICABLE DURING THE
among baseball's folk herded,"
Casaid MacPhail. "His long
1203 Chestnut
reer was a tribute to the yell
753-1966
Base
much.
game he loved so

i
"

National Truckload Appliance Sale

Every Appliance in Store on Sale
tFREE Merchandise Certificate with select
Appliance Purchase...October 2,3 4.

TYPICAL EXAMPLES—MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM

Leisure Look

Save $50

tFR EEselri
LA.,
TOTAL $70

For

Homecoming

Save $48
$20
tFRE C

TOTAL$68

Leisure Suits
by iantzen and Joseph H. Cohen

Save '50
$ A
tFREE,

Leisure Shirts
Shoes
Over 200 Leisure Suits
to choose from

TOTAL$70

Over 150 Vested Suits
to choose from

Save $40
WREEs
20
TOTAL $60

J.
•

rig 5
The Store For Men
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Open Mon.-Thorn. 10-6
Fri. 10-9
Sat. 10-6

WU.

BmtAMMCMV
AAP* Asr,

No Monthly Payment Till February

*Of

•
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Champion Stops Frazier

Mt 11 LI IM AM 21-

All: "I Couldn't Have

P0111.5

Taken The Punishment"

Coliseum.
sore, my side is sore. I want to scored it 67-62 and referee Pa- everybody I am the best in the
By WILL GRIMSLEY
world," he said.
co
in
his
stood
Frazier
rest."
dilla had it 66-6e, both for Ali.
AP Special Correspondent
He certainly becomes one of
for,
a
slugfest
with
sight
purple
bruise
to
the
vicious
It
a
was
g
sad
himself
Addressin
—
It
was a
MANILA (AP)
the
richest of all athletes and
the
on
Ali,
knot
with
a
eye,
his
right
never
14
all
under
who
rounds,
r,
beaten challenge
great fight, one of.the greatest,
of the most heralded. He
brutally physical and gutty. his forehead and blood oozing touched a knee to the floor al- matador, stabbing his man with one
was
guaranteed $4.5 million
He
head.
teeth.
to
the
his
shots
between
lightning
appalling
he
absorbed
though
The combatants—the stand-up
"Joe was taking some hard punishment, the champion said, delivered his one-two punches against 43 per cent of the gross
matador with lightning reflexes
reach $22
and the charging, pursuing shots to the head and, in his !'I couldn't have taken the with such quickness that some- gate, which could
$9 milhim
bring
and
million,
sent
no
were
he
had
I
thought
eight
punches he took. He is really times six and
bull, his attack unrelenting— condition,
was
guarantee
Frazier's
lion.
n
successio
Futch
in
head
the
win
fight,"
to
of
way
Frazier's
couple
me
to
a
He
shook
tough.
gave no quarter.
cent,
per
23
against
$2
million
want
"I
didn't
.
was
response.
afterward
there
before
said
times, shook me good."
And at the end of it—after 42
Frazier, a buzz-saw always which might gross him $5 milOne of the times was in the
minutes of warfare, him to get hurt."
incredible
to
him
staked
or
Pirates
seriously
the
when
too
By GARY MIHOCES
take yourself
.
who
has
Dundee,
Angelo
moving
forward and often tak- lion.
stubby,
the
when
round
10th
of intense battle among two bitAP Sports Writer
walk around with your head a 22-0 lead one day against the
Promoter Don King, who has
Ali's fortunes ihrougn 51 stoop-shouldered Frazier lashed ing a half-dozen blows to land
guided
ere
familiar
and
rivals—th
ter
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Two down," says newcomer Bill Cubs.
fights, all but two of them vic- out with a left hook that caught one, was the aggressor through- emerged as a new P.T. BarnThe pitchers, who had the stood Muhammad All, undisJapanese baseball coaches Robinson. We lost a doubletories, said he thought Futch Ali flush on the jaw. All's legs out, moving in close to punish um, already is making plans
in
all
he
of
surveyed
king
puted
league,
were about to visit Danny Mur- header one Sunday. It really second best ERA in the
took wise and humane action. wobbled momentarily, but he All in the mid-section but for boxing's next multi-millionht
boxing's heavyweig ranks.
taugh recently when some surprised me the next day that also include Ken Brett. His
would have done the same quickly recovered.
frequently scoring with his dollar spectacular.
The record books will record
Pittsburgh Pirate players ad- everybody was joking on the brother George plays at Kansas
As usual, Ali is, the centersaid.
he
thing,"
shattering left hook.
fight,
the
that
then
It
was
All
Joe
over
Frazier,
it
simply:
vised them of the supposed way bus, and we beat Cincinnati City and says Ken gave him vipiece.
loser.
the
gloves
cut
gallant
handlers
a
was
While
in
Frazier
to
turn
which had seemed
tal tips for the majors: his TKO, 14th round. But the cold
to greet an American manager. that night."
statistics don't pay proper trib- from Frazier's wrists and the Frazier's favor after a strong justas he has been a man of
CincinQuitting Job
numbers.
in
be
phene
will
Pirates
"— you," the Visitors told
The
referee screamed the announce- All start, suddenly turned class and dignity throughout his
Reliever Dave Giusti ribs ev- ute to the durability and refusal
ON,England ( API
Murtaugh, bowing as they re- nati this weekend to open the
WIMBLED
Muthe
crowd,
ment to the howling
around again. At the end of the 11-year career, including
erybody. "Say something, any- to fold on the part of a great
cited the obscenity.
National League playoffs.
-- Capt. Mike Gibson, referee
and
champion
actor,
fighter
Ali,
as
last
hammad
the
ruled
of
he
four
period
lost
having
10th,
the raw courage
Murtaugh laughed. Even he
Jerry Reuss, a 6-foot-5 blond, thing," he once shouted at Lar- champion and
Muslim preacher, could not re- five rounds, his legs beginning from 1970 through 1973. "It was of the Wimbledon Tennis Tourr.
d
does not escape the needling will pitch the opener. He leads ry Demery, a quiet youth who of the challenge
to show signs of weakness and a heck of a fight," he said. "He nament since 1961, announce
-He could have whupped any sist one final charade.
the job
quitting
was
he
that is habitual among the Pi- the team in victories and use of pitched one game with a spike
Tuesday
from
away
steps
two
took
He
fighter."
tough
a
is
his
the authority gone from
fighter . in the world, except
the time has*
rates—and, perhaps, the key to baby powder; puffs of white gash in his hand.
his stool and did a swan dive to punches, Ali thought he might
Most observers believe this is because "I believe
There's also Dock Ellis, me," a weary Ali said aftertheir success. Their play does follow him from the locker
come to make a change."
that
lying
floor,
Frazier,
for
song
canvas
the
blue
swan
the
be finished.
whose hot rhetoric got him sus- ward. "He is great—he is
not always blend smoothly, and r00111.
The 46-year-old former Army
"I felt like quitting," he said. he will retire and spend his life
He is there prone with arms outReuss isn't the tallest Pirate pended a few montleligo. He's greater than I thought.
their personalities are not all
officer said his contract was
children
was
himself
if
he
five
as
his
wife,
enjoying
stretched
`I
cannot
to
myself,
I
said
"But
it
was
he had to
harmonious. Yet the banter pitcher. Rookie John "Candy back but not his luxury car; one hell of a fighter and
and fruits of financial success. about to expire and
in a faint.
quit, I am a champion."
a fight."
for
to
continue
whether
Man" Candelaria is 6-foot-7, someone stole it and burned it. one hell of
never abates.
decide
"He wasn't trying to be funThis fantastic ability to reach But he refused to make a comIt was the third meeting be10 years. His
or
five
"You're asking for it if you and so poised he never let up
another
Big bats include leftfielder
to
it
did
"he
Dundee.
said
into some invisible reservoir mitment.
tween these two powerful black ny,"
the wake of
Richie Zisk, a Brooklyn-born Ali has announced he wants decision came in
champion out of 'keep all of those idiots in his for strength and fresh commen—the
without
that the All-England
rumors
trivia buff, still playing
a
y
up
preferabl
and
fight,
jumping
from
more
one
corner
the
keynote
was
petitive vigor
Kx;, 33, a man who
a contract. There's_also....sok,..
bout • with the-winner etrir-44404!,,11.141.1
of the fight.
has been at center stage'for-15 down •cift him." sayslie
who
Oliver,
Al
fident
on
sat
match between former cham- was about to change referees.
while,
The
a
ended,
the
fight
after
arose
r,
When
All
years now, and the challenge
Although Gibson never dis"always" hits the ball hard, ex31, out of the Jim Crow South his stool and then walked slow- Associated Press scorecard pion Seorge Foreman, from qualified any player from a
cept for one spell this season he
last
the
crown
took
Norhe
whom
room.
in
tied
dressing
fighters
the
his
to
showed
house
ly
and a one-time slaughter
Wimbledon tourney after taking
was "my first
admitted
butcher in a Philadelphia mally loud and bombastic, Ali points 66 to 66. All Philippine October, and Ken Norton, who over the job from his father-ingame.
in
the
hits
24
had
North
er."
slump—ev
alive
East Elementary stayed
officials had All ahead. Judge once broke All's jaw and handwas subdued.
ghetto.
er each had
law, Col. John Legge, he. ruled
Other potent hitters are secin the .County SoftbeR .Tour- Hale and Frankhous
-"My LarrY Nadayag had All ahead- ed NM one of hts-two defeats.
said.
1*
tired,"
Were
ain
"I
battles
early
the
of'
Both
Tabers
B. Smith,
while
hits
four
Stennett
Rennie
baseman
ond
nament Tuesday.
"Then, that would prove to with authority.
went arms are sore, my legs are 66-62. Col. .Alfredo Quiazon
and D. Smith each had three and catcher Manny Sanguillen, slugging matches which
In the boy's contest, East took
the
hits. With two hits were Todd, both natives of Colon, Panama. the limit—Frazier taking
a 5-2 win to eliminate Southwest
and Bynum while Stennett got a year's supply of first in 15 and Ali the second in
Darnell
on
in the double eliminati
12—and this one went through
one hit.
had
Compton
a "7-1.113"after going seven-fortourney. East has lost one game
14 rounds with little to choose
For East, Wilson had two hits seven one game, and Sanguillen between them.
thus far and will meet unTucker, Housden, leads baseball in grinning.
while
defeated North today.
But in the 14th, drawing upon
Danny Stone got the win on Over5ey and Brandon each had
At short is Frank Taveras. some mysterious source of
who hit .212 this season. He strength after appearing on his
the mound for East. There were one hit.
In the second girl's game, takes a lot of ribbing, but he last legs in the fight's middle
no homers in the game. Duncan
and Childress had three hits Southwest was eliminated as was the only Pirate to get a full rounds, Ali jarred Frazier'
Home of Better Value,
apiece for the winners while East took a 10-7 win. Mary bucket of champagne on his rock-like head with a sl
Emrnerson, Barnett and Stone Wagoner was the winning head after the title clincher.
for Over 57 Year:!
sent
and
right
hammer
At third is Richie Hebner, a challenger's knees crumb
had two hits. Also hitting safely pitcher. There were no homers
..„
grave digger's son from Bos- with a series of one
were Sanders, Cook and Moss. in the game.
.
For Southwest, Rogers and
14crrilialaan,"; and ton. Re has a natural swing, punchers to the head.
Wilson
C,oebrurn each had three hits Tucker all had three hits for plus a flair for obscenities.
Before the bell could ring for`
while Baiser and Pittenger each East while Wagoner, Housderf,
At practice Tuesday, reserve the final round, Eddie Futch,
Make Your
had two. Also hitting safely Lamb, Overbey, Shepard and catcher Duffy Dyer watched as Frazier's trainer, strode to the
th,
Butterwor
,
McCuiston
Own 8-track
were
Srnotherman all had one hit the ball whistled around the in- middle of the ring and told the
Smotherman and Colson.
PaCarlos
Stereo Tape
apiece. Paschall led Southwest field. "A thing of beauty," Philippine referee,
In the first girl's game, North with three.
Jr., that his man had had
dilla,
we're
why
"That's
yelled.
Dyer
•
ripped East 17-2 in a battle of
S. Miller had three hits for playing while other goins are enough.
undefeateds. Darnell was the Southwest as did M. Miller, going home."
A loud roar of -Ali, Ali,
winning pitcher for North.
Dick. Also hitGiusti Ali"—by now a universal
and
Dyer,"
it,
Buchanan
"Stop
Reg.
The only homer in the contest ting safely were Fleming and 'touted. "This isn't Ohio chant—went up from the crowd
Monty
East's
by
shot
solo
169.95
was a
25,000 in the indoor Philippine
McBride.
State."
Wilson.

Even Murtaugh Can't
Escape Bucs' Needling

East-Stays
County Softball Play

SAVE

UPf
TO

COMOLETTE STEREO

SAVE

ATTENTION BUSINESSMEN,
DOCTORS,LAWYERS,ACCOUNTANTS

•L

9

9
_
1
1°1L__1 t 1 15

• AM/FM/STEREO

Now you can have the advantages of
expensive plain paper copies for about
the same price as you're paying '
for coated paper copies.

Component System
Mayes-Recorder\
and separate full
size deluxe record,player. Diamond needle, dust cover
and 2 mikes. assess
FM stereo/AM/FM/8-trock play record

• 8-TRACK TAPE PLAYER
• BSR AUTOMATIC RECORD
CHANGER WITH
DIAMOND STYLUS45 RPM ADAPTOR
•
Enjoy the rich sound of big console stereo from a corn.
pact 24-in. cabinet. 4-Speaker sound system with plug•in
jacks for remote speakers. Walnut finished cabinet. is DA

PUT IT IA
LAYAWAY!

Big 25"C0i0f Console
*d.ogonol

RADIO

measure

Portable Color ri
One Year Parts & Labor Warranty*

,The Minolta ElectrographicTM is a revolution in copying machines..
plain
The first copier to combine the advantages of expensive
now
So
Copies.
paper
coated
of
economies
the
and
poperr copies
worlds
you con hove the best of both
ff you ore a small to medium volume copy user; the Minolta
Etectrogrophic cart save you up to
MINOLTA
64%•over the cost of comparable
plain paper copiers.

Coll or stop by for a demonstration of this remarkable new

Electrobord' copies are dry. They're non-glare, smudgeirei.
•
erasable, easy to write on and don't stick to each other.
The Electrogrophic is extremely versatile You con copy anything
from bank checks to accounting worksheets. And high fidelity Electrobond copies will amaze you with sharpness-and contrast, regard.
less of how detailed the orivginol.
-Coll or stop by for a demonstrot;on of this remarkable new cdpier

o

copier

3:y1
(

1WIPtiARES HAS' MINOLTA FACTORY TRA!NIED
SERVICEMEN STATIONED RIGHT HERE IN MURRAY
TO KEEP YOUR MINOLTA COPIER SERVICED

CaLes

One Year Part/ it Labor Warranty*
SALE $E
Reg.
iiiiurri. ir
USE
.7.7c1,4dTen OTAS
PRICE
599.95
CO
400% SOLID STATE — no small tubes to' burn out,
T
CREDI
block matrix picture tube for brighter picture, con-,
temporary . .ectIrtuf finish cabinet on a
-Wit 5

We Service
What We
Sell

amemmeswe

PHILCO"
Reg.
$349.95

swivel base.

SALE PRICE
'ONE YEAR PARTS
LADOR WARRANTY
portselit a, 4,,
free ift.shop
ITN erMme servige sn remelt ti
witipia low
41•4(11.•
usy pert peret
year of Iola k.erepletrmint podwo
hobo 'Atm Iwo ytert. Ineetleten sore
otter me year

299with

Eve n less
trade-in

no small tubes to burn out,
in-line picture tube for brighter color picture, 13-inch
(diagonal) screen, rosewood finish cabinet. sson
100% SOLID STATE —

OFFICE PRODUCTS,IN(.
114 East Main Street
Murray, Phone 753-0123

A
L.

—

ti

areoket4v
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Coleman"

Sporting Goods Dept.

3t in the
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ttes and
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)er cent,
$5 mil-
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T. BarnV Plans
I-million-

t center-

THRU OCT. a

BLACK POWDER
ARCHERY

7".11—
1s 87ssories
Gur .
i.°161

VOA
LONG RIFLE

WINCHESTER 30-30 RIFLE

IlAWKEN
Thompsoiteenter top quality mui.z.le loading hunting_
rifle intended for serious shooting.
Button rifled 28" barrel for ultimate precision. Features a hooked breach, double set triggers, first grade
American walnut stock, adjustable hunting sights, solid
brass trim.
15 Cal.
U.L. Reg. 179.95.

ind(AP)
, referee
'Lis Tourinounced
g the job
time has*

Ler Army
lid was
e had to
tinue for
tars. His
wake of
-England
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direes.
aver disfrom a
;er taking
father-inhe,riled

SALE STARTS OCT. 1

164%

1111n. ,
1.14,
•
Both the draw weight and draw length are adjustable and it is
pre-drilled to accept accessories, stabilizers and most cushion
plungers and micro-adjustable arrow plates including the Browning Super Berger Button. Faster, flatter, harder hitting arrows
. • . this is Use Compound Huriter.
,
MAWS
lind•RrOWrIall*(
Reg. list 2:0.95. I:A,. Reg. 149.95.

SPEC I Al.$

THOMPSON/CENTER
MAXI-BALL

Lever Action, 7 Shot
Noted for its dependability, light weight and ease an handlmic
rugged. fast operating carbine is popular throughout the West as
saddle gun and in the F-ast as the ideal timber rifle.
20 in chrome-molv steel barrel carefully rifled and chambered. Bead front sight on ramp with cover; sporting rear sight
with elevator. Receiver drilled and tapped for receiver sightsbossed at both ends for better bearing and to match swell of
env and forearm. Rapid,smooth working lever type action:visible hammer with half cock safety notch: top election.

SPECIAL

Bear

A maximum weight, solid base Proentile
for superb ecculate%. The ma xi-ball is
perfect for deer huntini...

ITION
.22 AMMUN
HIGH VELOCITY
High velocity 22 caliber rimfire
ammunition Ideal for the plinker
or small game hunter Excellent accuracy.
flat trajectory and extra heavy copper-plated
bullet gives exceptional hitting power
poInts 100

CAMOUFLAGE
BOW COVER

SHOTSHELL WADS
RE
American made.

713$ Camouflage Bow Cover
7.^..7-7TWZRZa-Cover to Slip over bc h

"
$1
_

56 Cal.

U.L. Reg 2.29

SPECIAL

"
$1

54 Cal

U.L. Reg. 2.29

SPECI A L

$1"

SPECIAL

U.L. Reg. 1.99

BOX OF 20

I
II
4a-ca.,„ L.LoSsai. LAS.

pack.

4 in. shells.
/
Made in !2 and 20 gauge chambered for all 21
AU models have chrome lined barrels, automatic cut-off, fourforend with
and
Mot magazine capacity, genuine walnut stock
twit, checkered pistol grip and fore-grip. Thitsvorid's lightest
automatic.
Adjustable friction piece controls remit &silos permitting
for standard or high velocity loath. Effects
settings
specific
of recoil are therefore greatly minintnisill. •
26" improved cylinder, plain banal.IS gir II ga.,

- rifts Conceals without hampering
your shot.

Reg 2 56. SPECIAL

1 .1,1Lat 1 IA oz.
12jpi...only.

PACKED 500 PER BOX

U..1.. Reg:1101U

ALUMINUM
ARROWS

SPECIAL

SPECIAL IP II4995

POWER AUTOMATIC
"WOODSMASTER" MODEL 74!

REMINGTON HIGH
Thompson/center's 54 cal. rifle intended for the large
game. Features 26" octagon barrel American walnut
stock, double set triggers and adjustable sights. Its big
54 cal. handles the 400 grain maxi-ball with mazing
accuracy. Lifettme guarantee.

U.L. Reg. 145.00. SPECIAL

1

BLACK POWDER
1 lb. cans
FFG
FFTG
FFFFG
U.L Reg. 3.59

299
'

SPECIAL

ALUMINUM ARRO‘v...
3" Cons-erts-Point )iitKntini
Arrows for Hunting- or Field
Made of • special tough aluminum alloy. Specially coated with
164
hard-anodic film that gives exceptional wear resistance, complete corrosion protection and a no-glare finish. Attractive cap
dip, multi-color cresting with hand pirist-iping. Matched feather
(leached to a true helic.al.
Pick ofa arrears, razor heads and inserts. No. 1534.

L

U L. Rea.1 9 .9 7

SPECIAL26

kentingt
Automatic, 5 snot
The Model 141 automatic big game rifle has been recently
smoother operation and improved
handling,
faster
for
restyled
appearance. New vibra-honing Process makes metal surfacer
smoother. last longer, too.
easier.
work
oth.
parts
mirroe-smo
Stock and fore-end have beautiful skip line checkering. Du
Pont RK-W wood finish. white line spacers—plus black (meet-id up.
Gold bead ramp front sight. 72 in. barrel receiver drilled
and tapped for scope mounts Gas operation cushions recoil
with no loss of power American walnut stock
3941 Cal ADL Ret. mat 724.91.

95

U.L Reg

SPECIAL $16995

HUNTING COVERALLS
Lightweight insulated dacron fiberfill. Ideal for
bow hunting.
Camouflage or OD.
U.L. Reg. 21.96

Model 1100 Gs operated
Automatic_Sbotgun

SPECIAL$17
7
]

BUSHNELL SCOPE
4 POIVER

1010
YER
ECORD

12 p. vent-rib barrel. Choice of choke and
Impel length. Reg. list. 254.95.
Ult.. Reg. 206.49.

H&R MUZZLE LOADER

4X, 32MM sportview, 1" tube
crosshair reticle. U.L. Reg. 24.95

Vtatcr

010011...4.1171UNTSMAN
The Hill Huntsman IS a modern/nuzzle loader designed to
fulifIll present day requirements for primitive weapon hunting and sport shooting. Available in 46 or 56 cal walnut firdsh hardwood stock, adjustable sights and stainless steel
nipple for No 11 caps.

BROWNING AUTOMATIC 5 SHOTGUN!

U.L. Reg 74.95.

of Automatic
12 16 arid 20 Gouge

The Aristocrat
SPECIAL

BUCK KNIVE
MUT/LE LOADERS

SHOOTING POUCH
SHOOTING POUCH Reproduction of Kentucky muzzle load
mg Pouch. Custom leather with
strap. Two pockets.

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

(amoullagi
I L Rig 2 9r)

knife
PERSONAL—Model =118—This famous Buck
skinner
combines the skinning sweep of the wide
with a 41/2 slender blade of a small game knife

Complete with leather sheath
U.L. Reg. 13.95.
SPECIAL

914929UnS

features which make ,t
The Browning Automatic-6 has
hunting and target
ideally suited for all kinds of shotgun
shooting.
and choke.
Ventilated rib barrel in choice of length
17-1140 ga List Price 434.50.
U.L.

Re it

389 95

Blow molded polyethylene. Three dimensional feather decolor.
tail adds realism and prolongs the life of the feather
waterproof,
Feather detail is hand painted with long lasting,
eyes
Glass
used.
is
paint
iant
non-g
custom-mixed paints. Only
are recessed to give real as life appearance
decoys
Flambeau
The extended weighted keel design gives
realistic
a lower center of gravity and better stability for •
with positive
float. Positive anchor depth control is achieved
locking slot.

1 1.L. Reg. 29.95 Doz
SP1F.CIA 1

SPECIAL

U.L. Reg. 8.79

SPECIAL

DETECTIVE SPECI19.

.44 ARMY REMINGTON
frr

New army Remington .44 cal.
revolver with VA" blue steel frame
and octagon barrel.
U.L. Reg. 15.00.
SPECIAL

,
Tough, vet soft, double fleeced colt.
flannel. These shirts wash beautifully: sr
wally get softer with each washing„ Two
roomy button-down breast potkets. All
collar stays are sewn in
Excellent to wear hunting, fishing.
sports events, working around the house
Camouflage or solid colon
U.L. Reg. 11.49.

SPEC1AL

$944

handTottgb. all-sbtel short -harrele
greatar
r-r.iin delivers mow,stabilit y
danced for
Tepeat-shot ocelot-pry. %Veil
f plain
rollick sighting :a:favorite
roth shot
eltitlfettiben."flffers that. trot
pflitCi'tion.
blade frind sight:
-Feathers: fixed ty
d walnut
grooved trigger: fujI checkere
stock: round hot

Easy to blow and
tune. Select
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Senate Nearing Vote To Determine Supplies And Cost Of Gas
By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — The
Senate is nearing a vote that
could determine whether Americans will have adequate natural gas and how many more
billions of dollars they will
have to pay for it.
The Senate arranged a vote

this afternoon on an amendment by Sen. Paul J. Fannin,
R-Ariz., that would remove federal controls from the price of
virtually all U.S. natural gas
immediately. The proposal is
expected to fail, but it could indicate how many senators are
willing to let prices climb.
The dispute over the govern-

ment's role in natural-gas pricing is the latest energy-policy
battle between Congress and
President Ford.
There is wide agreement that
natural gas, which heats 55 per
cent of U.S. homes, will cost
more in the future and on the
need to avert any gas shortage
this winter, mainly in 14 East-

for about $1.25 per unit. That is
ern states.
Senate Democrats want to almost 150 per cent above the
solve that problem before tack- current price.
ling the complex issue of long- Sen. James B. Pearson, Rrange pricing of natural gas. Kan., in a solution endorsed by
But Republicans and gas-state Ford, would allow such pursenators, fearing Congress chases but without any price
won't want to act once the ceiling at all.
emergency is averted, are try- The Federal Power Commising to forte the long-range sion says either approach
question onto any emergency would allow the diversion of
enough gas to reduce the exbill.
Republicans have a second pected shortage to the manageproposal that would phase out able levels of 1974.
price controls over a period of
years. The Democrats are
standing by with their own
long-range solutions which, instead of removing price conTo save energy it's importrols, would extend them to gas
tant to locate a refrigerator
that now is free of controls.
as far as possible
There are indications that or freezer
any heat source —
one or two votes could deter- from
suriny windows, an electric
mine whether the Democrats or
range or any other heat-proRepublicans will prevail on the
ducing appliance.
long-range question.
Commonwealth Edison
The two sides also disagree suggests placing a efrigeraon how to handle the threat- tor in a level, dry, cool and
ened shortage of gas this win- well-ventilated area that alter. Again, price is the prob- lows air to -circulate around
lem.
the condenser and doesn't
The Democrats, led by Sen. force the compressor motor
Ernest F. Hollings, 1)-S.C., to overwork and run up high
want to allow gas-short pipe- operatng costs.
lines, through next June 30, to
Water is heaviest at a tembuy gas directly from the producing states—mainly Loui- perature *slightly above its
siana, Texas and Oklahoma— freezing point. . .

Utility offers
some energy tips

Linda Emerson, recently named as branch manager of the new Murray Branch of Stanley
Home Products, Inc., and Joe Dick, representing the City of Murray, cut the ribbon at the
opening ceremonies at the new Murray Branch Headquarters at Coldwater Road and Dodson
Street on Monday morning. Mrs. Emerson has been with the company since 1961. Also pictured
are representatives and managers of Stanley Home Products in the four state are& A special
guest was Lee Worrell, manager of the Mid-Western Region who is pictured to the right of Mr.
Paolo by Hunter Love
Dick.

Pilot Killed In
Rented Aircraft
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A
pilot wbo complained of rudder
control trouble in his rented
single-engine plane was killed
when the craft nose-dived to
the ground after several landing attempts.
Robert T. Schneider, 4-4, a
Horse Cave, Ky., attorney, was
the only one aboard the Cessna
150, officials said. Schneider
had been flying for about ten
years.
A spokesman for the Louisville-Jefferson County Air
Board said Schneider rented
the plane from Kentucky Flying Service at Bowman Field,
the city's general aviation airport.
He took off but returned
some time later, reporting to
the control tower at Bowman
that he was having rudder
problems, the air board spokesman said.
He said Schneider attempted
several times to land at Bowman, but did not have sufficient
.
control of the aircraft.
Two chase planes, one piloted
by the president of the Kentucky Flying Service, Richard
Mulloy, accompanied the plane
to Standiford Field, a corn-

mercial airport about three
times as large as Bowman
Field.
John Scharfenberger, airport
public relations manager, said
the pilots of the chase planes
tried to "calm the pilot down."
Schneider circled over Standiford Field, attempting to regain control of the shuddering
plane, then renewed his attempts to land.
After several unsuccessful
tries, on a pass from the north,
the plane lost power about 150
feet from the ground and
Our flowered ceramic
plunged nose first to the pave- • pomander is filled with the
the
near
• romantic fragrance of Sylmar
ment of a taxiway
To scent your closet or tutk
north end of Standiford's main •
• among lingene. Your complirunway.
north-south
:mentary gift with this coupon
The plane crumpled, and it • and a $5 purchase of StArnar
Body Powder
took rescue workers nearly half • Spray Cologne.
• Creme Sachet. Fragrance
an hour to free Schneider. He
•
other
or
Splash.
was pronounced dead at the • Merle Norman cosmetics.'
Only at your
•
scene.
The plane was left where it : MERLE
crashed and covered for the :COSMETIC STUDIO
night, pending an examination
today by a team from the Federal Aviation Administration's
National Transportation Safety
•
Board.
•'Oder good through October 31, 19Th or
,ehtle supplies tem e particIpating studios
A friend said Schneider was •
• Redeemable al nme of purchase on
married and had a son and
daughter.
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New Fall Colors ...occented
with Smart Styling!

Famous Monticello

Men's Long Sleeve
PRINTED

Ladies Fashion Like

PANT SUITS

LEISURE SHIRTS

Bonded Acrylic Fo-brics

A Must for Every Wardrobe
pipets
Printed Fashion

SIZES
THU X-L

e

SIZE 8-18

9

7,

$
SPECIAL
PURCHASE

•

SHEETS
9.95
if pert to
Iv,
Full

i/s5.
2.
.
$6

Queen
Cases 2.--

LEISURE SUITS

Perfect partners for
In a great
of

super

styles-Choose a
or pretend fur.

classic

selection

FOR
MEN

!SPECIAL PURCHASE

Slacks.

Ladies Quilted

DUSTERS

*Bronco Suede
•Polyurethene

'Plaids 'Solids •UltraVel
•Meltons * And Others

SPECIAL

Casual Living Suits
to wear over smart
pull-over Sweater...
Polyester Doubie Knits
auseemixeleameneetememeavaereeemillietrA.

..soliessia.,.411111118INNIIIIMMINNIN•Mrss

Special Purchase! Famous Lobel

I\60-75-100 Watts

SPORTSWEAR
Mix
Mild Mate
New Fall Styles. . . New Fall

Others to $49.99

Mfg. List 55c
Turtle

Neck Sweaters 6.99

Colors

. Our Lowest Price Evert

DIAL SOAP
Ass.t. Colors

2 FOR 54c

SAVINGS TO 45%

Famous Name
Man's Double Knit

DRESS PANTS

Bath Size

SHORT SLEEVE TOPS
Favorite Colors
All Washable

LADIES PANTS
GROUP
ONE
GROUP
TWO
Solids, fancies-Sizes 30-42

Boy-Girt
Denim
—Jecquard

Polyester $

Reg. 14.99 NOW

!mei Savingit
Woven Matetasse Type
No Iron Machine Washable
•
. :Pre-Shrunk Who
and Colors

Assorted Sparkling Patterns
Flexible Felt Back

T-SHIRT BONANZA

2."
ERMANS
Hi Style Fashions
Regulir 3.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEE'
'led V alu_e_suiti Cluahli.

BIB OVERALLS
SIZES
4-7

99
U.
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SAV-RITE
0% DOWN"
WILL HOLD
!ANY OF
THESE ITEMS
SO SHOP
!EARLY:
AND USE SAY-RITE'S LAY-A-WAY!
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Soi-Air Shopping Center
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Phone 7534304
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'Wake Up to Music on FM or
AM to Start the Day Right
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Hich Performance
.FM/A1V Table Radio

e
1

-

-A clock radio that's compact in
•
size, moderate in price . . . and
:dependable for fine Wake-to„Music performance on FM or AM.
'ois Wake-to-Music. • Big. easy-to-read
•Clook face. • Slide rule radio dial
.with FM_ AM band indicator • Built-in AFC on FM reduces drift. • 4”
'dynamic spoaker. • Automatic Vol.ume Control. • Cabinet with fully
molded back. • High-Impact polysty;Mlle in rich walnut grain finish.

•
•
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1975 « •
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mi only •

SAY7-4501
(C4501)

law-Pdce

with component type speaker system t r tr-e
enjoyment of brilliantly reproduced radio enter-

SayRite's
Low Price
$5688

C;Z

tainment, this elegantly styled table radio offers
excellent performance A component-type. closed
. plus a
box,_ air suspension speaker system
high performance amplifier provide lull rich tone
at ell volume levels From General Electric

Model7-4150
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COMPLETE STEREO
COMPONANT SYSTEM
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The clear, rich sound of the 9-7501 Stereo System has been engineered for personal
listening pleasure. It features an eight-track cartridge taps player with a buitt-in multiplex
tuner, a precision engineered three-speed automatic changer, matched speaker system and
a handsome roll-around stand. The system is equipped for "QuadraF.i" four-speaker
tamblance) sound:'

SC2208
(9-7501)

..••••••••
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$1988

tip

Innovative "Strategy' dteton Isolates and suspends turntable and

Save
pick-up arm mechanisms to reduce
vibrations.
$230.02
eu•• •
Total Value $429.90
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•Yereephone and +seed
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• AUDIO ELECTRONICS PROOUCTS DEPARTMENT • SYRACUSE,
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"Strata II" Deluxe 3-Speed
Automatic Changer

Say-Rite's

cattalo. tope pieyer

You Save $70.00

#ir it!

p
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94120
(CA960)

Retail Value
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FM/AVI/F:VI Stereo/Matrix, 4-Channel Receiver with
Stereo/4-Channti 8-Track Cartridge Tape Player

THREE-SPEED AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGER
• Jam-resistant changer plays 33-1/3, 45 and 78 rpm records - it features reliable mechanism and safety motor
• The 714" turntable is mounted to absorb Mcitlerital bumps and jars.
" • Stereophonic Mrithill CertraMa is haahlY Mitglhen‘410 and
dlair1108 Ail% I,
uniform in size and quality.
irafs,1
• Protective tinted dust Weer and 45 rpm adapter are Included.
ROLL-AROUND COMPONENT STAND
• "Easy -roll" casters for full mobility
• Brushed aluminum legs.
DIMENSIONS
• Receiver - 18" wide, a" high. 10' deep
• Speakers - II" wide, 1 7" high, 7' deep
• Changer - 1 2%" wide, 3" high, 9.4" deep
it
SHIPPING WEIGHT
• 56 pounds.
•WiTh The oar:Moon of teas loptienell het. Italeholat yau Mama aalaaaa aCa•has shea With the spatiol &locos ol 142.,.-.p•aker

it

9-761•1
(SC4 ?.05)

SPECIFICATIONS.
FM/AM/FM STEREO R•CEIVER
Five-position function switch for AM, FM, FM Stereo, Tape, Auxiliary input.
• Lighted slide Will dial.
• Tuning control provides precision station selection
okl, tvoorluz
s coontr
oonle,sbalance control
ontirac
a
'Tonferocnt
•
_
EIGHT-TRACK TAPE PLAYER
• System plays automitic continuous music, or the channel selector switch allows manual program selection.
• Innovative quadrant sequence lighting indicator identifies which program is playing.
SPEAKER SYSTEM
• Two 5;4' high sensitivity speakers (impedance - 8 ohm) in 1?' x 11' enclosures with decorator grille cloth
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GENERALO ELECTRIC
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FROM GENERAL ELECTRIC — A
Portable cassette tape recorder with
a pencil microphone, automatic level
control. three-way _power, plus
automatic shut-oft
Before operating your new tape
recorder please read the following

V

Take FM and AM with You
... in your pocket

instructions

(M8405)

-

Monogram

(16

1-47
171

••.•

t
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CKING

.Automatic end-of-tape shutoff
...Simple, sure Slide-a-matic T-bar control
.AI,C . . Built in automatic Record Level
control
.Remote control pencil style dynamic
microphone
.Hefty carry handle
.Operates on 4 "C" size batteries (not incl.)
or optional, AC Converter or Auto/Boat Adapter
.Integrated Circuit
*Jacks for earphone, mike and external
power
.Optional Accessories
'AC Converter for house current (3-5901)
.Remote foot switch (3-5930)
.Auto/Boat Cigarette Lighter Adapter (35911)

High Performance FM/AM
Digital Clock Radio
•

io 44%
7-4380
Inc
, ••

Say-Rite's

7-2515
(P4715)
A great pocket-size miniature
radio that gives you the double
pleasure of AM and FM 'with
built-in AFC.
•2Y.'' dynamic speaker,• Nor':onto!
direct tune deal. • Battery saYM circuit.•Four Iktiiined circuits fok batter station selectivity • Telescopic
whip antenna for FM, ferrite rod for
AM •H
-impact polystyrene case •
Operates on 9-volt battery (Incl40•Ol•
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clearly visible for easy nighttime
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federal highway construction problem of drainage versus
dollars could be cut off for non- access has not been solved
satisfactorily by any of them.
cooperative states.
For Kentucky that could Half the states have laws
amount to millions of dollars calling for ramps but none of
those have developed clear-cut
annually.
This state has been moving specifications. By contrast,
faster than most in providing "Kentucky's program is outimproved handicap facilities, standing," he said.
Handicapped Kentuckians
but is not the first to act.
Michigan, North Carolina and will find that getting around in
Washington, D. C. got a head their cities and Awns will be
easier now that—dirisi`Aiiiin-'
start.
However, Williams also noted made obstacles to free
being
are
that in a recent survey con- movement
ducted in every state, the eliminated." Roberts said.

Movement Easier On State City Streets

FRANKFORT. Ky. — For the constructed and improved spokesman. In some cases, the as even an inch rise in the mind However, the lip which way Safety Act of 1973 requires
a we engineers though was that both state and local
stop
can
physically handicapped, getting under the nevi regulations is department has even called pavement
necessary can inpede a han- governments "provide
around toteri can be a IiiCaticl at Central City. The back holder designs to make wheelchair.
person,"
said adequate and reasonable access
Grading of the ramp also is dicapped
frustrating experience.
designs are fulls acceptable to changes after the contracts
across curbs" constructed after
One wheelchair - bound the engineers who worked them have been let — and often at no important and the state will Roberts,
The designs now tieing used July 1, 1976.
build none of them steeper than
Lexington_executive — Gerald out and, according to Williams, additional expense."
will allow both water run-off
That directive — referred to
The problem that makes the 8.33 per cent.
Williams — pointed up some of with the people who will make
as "Section 228" — also menThe emphasis on ramps- also and easier access.
work so tricky is the danger that
those problems by noting that the most use of them.
tions that any state failing to
although he can travel to and
The change-over to the new the ramps might become has extended to driveway enAll the improvements will be provide curb ramps risks
from his office with no way of building is not "birth-baths" of collected trances off public roadways.
problems, it was not until necessarily expensive either. moisture. Drainage must be "Traditionally, they have been made mandatory in future federal rejection of its highway
recently that he could go to his According to a KYDOT design provided, said the spokesman, designed with ,tater run-off in construction. The U. S. High- safety program. In short,
barber without help because he
couldn't get his wheelchair over
the curb.
Williams, a regional director
for the state's Bureau of
Rehabilitation Services, has
been working closely with
engineers in the Kentucky
Department of Transportation
Selection
t KYDOT)to design curb ramps
which will give the handicapped
Of White
Think Christmas
4,IMIFIT•Ifli f'T ilr
11
and elderly the same ease of
,
•
access to streets, walks and
Early & Use
Arilraf•••• IR ••• lo sum a ul IN a • a
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Easy Lay-Away
JII_IIII•
.6.11_111_111,
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111
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-- i7 5111111111111
.Alis
11
It all sounds simple enough —
la%
l
Only 10% DOWTI
just replace some of the step-up
111
km•
curbs with ramps — but it really
isn't that simple. Tolerances
N II
which mean nothing to the nonEntire Stock
es eiUS
us au is
handicapped can present in- •••• N.• m ge ,
on111111.21.11111.1.0•Ball
1111•••111111111r-m
Ladies
surmountable obstacles for the
INININININNIN•11111111111•11111N1•11111111111N•
wheelchair-bound, he said.
NI •
-Our
designers
have
A 64I---MURRA , KY. as
-..... Some items not exact' •ass ictteed
benefitted
from
having
someone of Mr. Williams'
caliber work with us in the
sometimes
trial-and-error
Reduced
business of getting those
designs exactly right," said
For those hard-to-find
state Transportation Secretary
items at Discount prices.
Men's Denim
John C. Roberts.
But now, KYDOT 'feels it has
Ladies Polyester
Bonded 4.4 oz. Dacron
removed the "bugs" and their
designs are ready for adoption
Nylon Reversible
by all interested agencies. The
by Wrangler
newly designed facilities will
Head Folds
comply with legislation enacted
Flat For
by the last General Assembly
Storage
REVERSIBLE
s6
R16 $500
and directives established by
BLAZE ORANGE
the Federal Highway AdNOw
Pr
ON INSIDE
ministration.
CAMOUFLAGE
Roberts said that the new
Western Style
ON THE OTHER
specifications will be made
available to the mayors of all
Kentucky cities.
In a telephone interview,
Vicki
Williams said that both the
Olive
Excedrin
Kentucky office of Easter Seals
NYquil
Drab Color
and the President's Committee
Cold
Nighttime
the Extra strength
Medicine. 6 oz. Boton Employment of the Hanpain reliever
Size: S - M - L & XL
100 tablets
tle.
dicapped also will assist in
distributing KYDOT's designs
to interested agencies not only
#OVAL NAVY
in Kentucky, but elsewere.
SURPLUS
One of the first projects

Mons Karnes:
Style Leather

BIG VALUES

Boot

Bath
Towel's

.lir
••••
•
•••
••••

1st Quality
Nice Brown
Finish

1•
•
•

Entire Stock
Cannon

Coats

Blankets

20%

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.

Camp Shovel

Jackets

Slacks

299

Colgatel6Fp
Colgate
Toothpaste

OVERALLS

OLIVE DRAB
COLOR
BIBBED TOP
WITH SUSPENDERS

Wyler's
Lemonade
Mix
Natural lemon
flavor,complete with sugarjust add water.
3 oz. Pack

Wet•r r•pell•nt •lovtian
cloth shell with wool
lining sipp•r front.

By The Associated Press
MIDDLESBORO,Ky.(AP)-atizens of Middlesboro have
voted to keep their Southeast
Kentucky town dry by a margin of about 2-to-1.
The vote Tuesday was 3,054
against legali7ing sales of alcoholic beverages to 1,456 in favor.
Middlesboro has been dry
since liquor sales were banned
in a 1954 local option election.

Reg.$24.95 $1995

Kills germs by
Millions on contact.

for over dry skin
15oz. Bottle

Quart bottle 32 oz.
Sale994 Limit 2

Galvanized Steel

Playtex
Deodorant

Lysol
Pure-Delicious
Preserves

Disenfectant

Spray

Tampons

Choice of Peach-BlackberryStrawberry. 2 pound jar

and
Disenfects
Kills
Deodorizes,
household germs
14 oz. Can

Choice of Regular or Super
Box of 16

Pitsol Belts
Heavy Web
Olive Drab
40" Length

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Carbon monoxide pushed
Owensboro's air pollution index
toward the unsatisfactory level
Tuesday with a reading of 24.
The unsatisfactory range
starts at 25 on the state Division of Air Pollution scale. The
readings and elevated pollutants in other cities: Ashland,
18, haze; Paducah, 16, ozone;
Newport, 13, haze, and Lexington, 10, ozone.
In Louisville, where a different scale is used, the index
reached the unsatisfactory
range with a reading of 75. Elevated pollutants were carbon
monoxide, nitrogen dioxide and
particulates.

Sale$109 Limit 2

Pipe
nsulation
Wrap

Whistling
Kerosene
Burning
Portable

Trouble
Light--

Home Heater

-

With 50 Watt Bulb
for 12 Volt use

Tea Kettle
by Mirro
Poppy-Avacado
Brown-Copper

8 ft.

Battery
Booster
Cable
Reg. $3.47 $299
Schafer

Battery
Charger
6 amp - or 12 Volt
10 amp -6 or 12 Volt
6amp
Motorcycle

Be Prepared for Winter
35 ft. Roll
With Vapor
Sealed Tape

Reg. $4.87

SOMERSET, Ky. ( API —
The Kentucky Turnpike Authority will consider locating a $2.2
million interchange on the
Cumberland Parkway at Chesterview, 13% miles west of
Somerset.
The state Department of
recommends
Transportation
Chesterview over another possible site, Nancy, in the belief
the interchange will pay for itself faster at that location.
A department spokesman
said Tuesday that funding for
the interchange, with automatic
toll collection facilities, may be
available from the balance of a
1969 bond issue that build the
Cumberland, Daniel Boone and
Green River parkways.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Danville Municipal Judge A.
Jack May was to assume new
duties today as director of the
Judicial Training Division of
the state Jeatiew department's
Bureau-of Training.
May has resigned as judge, a
post he has held since 1962. He
has been an attorney since
i952

Vaseline
Intensive
Care
Lotion

Listerine
Antiseptic

$2147
$25.99
1264.
"t$10.37

asic
Frost King

Check
Uncle Jeff's
for all
Your
fireplace
equipment
&needs
fire Screens
Dog Irons
Crates
Weed Holders

Clamp On

Yard
Light
All At
I)1,,,‘ount Prices

$277
Leaf
Rakes

-99c

36 x 72
with
framing
strip

Storm
Window
Kit

594
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Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Oct 1,
1975
Kentucky Parchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buy mg Stations
Receipts Act 301 Est 500 Barrows & Gilts
mostly 25t with instances Us higher Sows
stesdy to 50e higher
US 1-2 206-230 lbs
1163.06-63.50
US 1-3 200-240 lbs
$629043.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs
$61 75-62.50
US 34 260-280 lbs
861 25-61 75
Sows
US 1-2270-390 lbs
154.00-56.00
US 1-3300-490 Itis....--.-.- - 654.0043-00
US 1.3 450-650 lbs
865.25-66.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
853.0044.00
Boars mostly $42.00

'No Insurmountable Task' To
Defend Patty, Says Attorney

attorney who has defended such
clients as Jack Ruby and Capt.
Ernest Medina said Tuesday,
"That's not my impression.
I've never seen anyone pull a
rabbit out of a hat to win a
case. I don't know how to pull a
rabbit out of a hat,"
Bailey said it "won't be an
insurmountable task" to obtain
a fair trial for Miss Hearst and
that defending her will not be
Aratati to Yesterday's Puzzle
Crossword Puzzler
an impossible job.
ACROSS
DOWN
PM'AAM
ilitAAT;i1
He said he did not yet know
.
:-1S0USM
what the basis of Miss Hearst's
1 Likely
I Simian
OR WAMMOMO 0A
4 Symbol
2 The populace
UM 0201g 003 defense will be, but "obviously,
for iron
3 Teutonic deity
the state of mind of the defendOEIT4:7 000 COMO
4 Golf cry
6 Squander
03000D r4U0
11 Punctuation
5 Dropsy
ant will be a big issue in the
6 Make briefer
mark
MUG@ 0000
trial."
13 More difficult 7 Equality
M000 OR MIS00
Bailey said he wanted to de15 Preposition
8 Gaelic
2NNA 00U OUAM
16 Earthquakes
9 A state (abbr.)
termine whether the 21-year-old
00A OW00 00A
18 Note of scale 10 Explain
newspaper heiress is competent
(90 UMMUZ0 W
12 Pronoun
19 Afternoon
OPMOS0 00111MM0
to cooperate in her own delabbr
14 Hurried
OB0
00 fense.
17 Dairy product
i 17102qA
21 Arabian
chieftain
48 Fish from
20 Flesh
37 Christmas
"This involves her ability to
carol
moving boat
22 Heroic event 23 River in Italy
communicate," he said.
51 Chopped
38'Asoend.
24 Appellation of 24 Man's
cabbage
Athena
nickname
39 Set
Two other members of the
53 Burden
41 Pitcher
26 Singing voice 25 Footless
team, Terence Hallinan
defense
43 Went by water 57 Exist
27 Unlock
28 Number
58 Printer's measure
44 Printer's
and John Knutson, said in court
29 Jumps
30 Anon
measure
60 Before
31 Retained
32 Insttument
papers Tuesday that Miss
62 Pronoun
46 Stamp of
35 Mixed
33 Man's
Hearst was "vacillating in her
approval
64 Exist
nickname
as dough
34 Carried
attitude toward her parents and
3 Mir 8
t4
2 1 itr
1
36 Gaseous
lawyers" and was impatient
element
14
3
12
during discussions of her legal
38 Christian Scientist(abbr.)
case.
17
15•Et!16
40 Accomplished
"She would sometimes sit for
42 Loop
:XS:22 2
19 MIR 2a
staring
minutes
several
45 Sign of
3SU
40:5
zodiac
straight ahead, ignoring ques24
2$
' 47 Salamander
tions that were put to her,"
49 Gaunt
79
they said in a document labeled
50 Irritates
UUU 3° - Mill
52 Danish island
"a preliminary statement of
54 Chinese dis43 44
our concept of Patty Hearst's
41
tance measure 38 39 0.,;; AO
42UU
KAA
mental and emotional condi-55 Note of scale
. gig 47
45
56 Highwayman
tion."
iail
UUJUUU
59 French article
53 a54
51 gt.
The attorneys said Miss
61 Word of
50•
52UU
warning
Hearst, who underwent four
63 Cut and dresshours of testing by court-aped timber
63
pointed psychiatrist Dr. Donald
65 Stitched
66 Legal seal
Lunde at Stanford University
(abbr )
Nit/Si
on Tuesday, may be on the
_
67 Dutch town
By WILLIAM HELTON
Aesociated Press Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) "They tell me I am going to
have to pull a rabbit out of a
hat" to defend Patricia Hearst
successfully against federal
bank robbery charges, says attorney F. Lee Bailey.
But the flamboyant Boston
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HEY, MA!
STOP THE CAR!

,-Mk Pfeil
10. Mftxc l's 01
realm;Spasm mo.
IMWO

verge of a nervous breakdown
and "seemed to have no idea of
the gravity of her position."
Bailey said he and U.S. Atty.
James L. Browning had agreed
not to try to set a trial date yet
and that the results of Miss
Hearst's, psychiatric tests will
influence when her trial will begin.
But Bailey he said he could
not "put a
together" this
year, and he predicted that the
trial would not start before
1976.
Bailey met with newsmen
after attending a conference
with U.S. District Court Judge
Oliver J. Carter and Browning
on ground rules for the psychiatric testing of Miss Hearst.
Bailey said he wanted doctors
to have full access to her.
Carter appointed three psychiatrists and a psychologist to
examine Miss Hearst to see if
she is mentally competent to be
cross-examined on an affidavit
which she signed.
The affidavit said Miss
Hearst was brainwashed and
tortured by her Symbionese
Liberation Army captors and
was forced to participate in the
robbery of a San Francisco
bank on April 15, 1974.
But in a jailhouse conversation with a girlhood friend before the affidavit was submitted, Miss Hearst described
herself as a "revolutionary feminist." Excerpts of the tape
were made public when they
were placed in court records.

2. Notice

SHOE
REPAIR

SOLES ?

-he Sought like an army
and Lived like a legend.

opposite bus station.
108 North
6th Street
153-0140.

1

Whoa yea meal sepplies, *gapmoat or service call as. Owning
is .Wt we balm best. We base
steam dowers and ether
claw* equipment fee rest, or
if see prefer w• will clean year
carpets and flaws for you.

753-7153

tagtinrellMt
er.••••••
(/1•16
•••••••i•••••••••
•OOT 4.0 11,

Wer

Starts
Fri.

••••••••••

INTEREST TO ALL - free
super discount, jewelry
catalog. Lifetime
guarantee. Ombudsman
Enterprises. 104 North
Westmore, Lombard,
lilettsois 60148.

The Brachiosaurus were the
giants of all dinosaurs, the
heaviest land animals that ever
lived. They are known to have
weighed as much as 85 tons.

I'VE NEVER
EVEN HAD THE
MUMPS

HOW
ABOUT
THAT
ONE?

Ewe

1

OF
COLJR4E

News, Society and
Sports
753-1918
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified
Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 753-7916
and 753-1917

NOTICE
Approximately 12,000 sq. ft of
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.
Murray. Ky Phone 753-3342
!
WHEN ATTACK FAII„:9, eV/5E MEN RETREAT

makes cents! Keep
your car's engine in
shape. Come to us for a
chock-up.

WHAT COULD)
HIM ?

DEAR,YOU HAVE
TO STOP
COMING IN
HERE HALF
ASLEEP

Hutson Texaco
W. Main

753-7780

•

AALY.71-1
MItgwFr
E3UT IT

ceursrir
HAPPEN
AGIN!!-fia
5LE5P-

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

BOYS PANTS and coats 1014, baby bed, baby items.
Phone 753-7573:

DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED
To Service Stores-Dealers
Racks of Bycycle Parts

WILL DO HOUSECLEANING for you. Call 753-4917.
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must be
submitted by 12 noon,
before
day
the
publication.
All reader classifieds
must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.

3. Card Of Thanks

WE THE family of Lettie
Forrest (Doran) Wrather
wish to express our deep
appreciation for kindness
and sympathy extended
to us in the illness and
death of our beloved wife
and mother.
A special thanks to Rev.
Charles Yancy, Mrs.
Olivene Ervin 1 organist),
Dr. John Quertermous,
pallbearers, those who
sent flowers, food and
cards, also the Blalock
Coleman Funeral Home.
May God's richest blessing
be with each of you..
Ellis Wrather (husband)
Mary Magulene and
James H. Belcher ,
( Daughter and Son in
Law).
S. Lost And Found

LOST NEAR East Y
Grocvy. Brown and
terrier.
white. cull
Reward. Call 753-5836 or
436-2589.

6

Help Wanted

No Experience necessary, as Cornpany will turn over accounts for you
to supply and service, established in
your immediate area by ComoanY.
for SIMBA BICYCLE PARTS-ACcES This at this time is a
BOOMING INDUSTRY and the accounts you will service shall be
located in Hardware, Variety Super
Markets, Bicycle, Discount. and
College Book Stores,etc;
Profit POTENTIAL is -virtually
unlimited, our records show that
898.00 and more for each day worked
is a very conservative figure and
estimate.
A $4595.00 INVENTORY (immediate I investment puts you in
your own business Right Now
WRITE TODAY: (include phone
number)
SIMBA SALES CORP
3552 Witte Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19134

GIRLS-BOYS
TRAVEL
GALS-GUYS
Travel and work with a
group that is making
great progress. We are
now in your city to offer
you the same opportunity. We travel 30
to 40 major cities a year.
tranfurnish
We
sportation. We have a
daily cash drawing account on expenses plus a
two week training
program, expenses paid
while training. Must be
18 or over and able to
start work now. Apply En
person to:

Mr. Peer
&Awl lam,

ROLL-A-WAY bed, box
springs and mattress,
coffee table, man's seat
valet, ladies coat, girls
clothes, odds and ends.
Call 753-4768.
MUST SELL
items,
HOUSEHOLD
leaving state because of
child's health. Color TV, 3
black and white TVS,
good condition, large
dresser, box stands and 1
attic fan. Clocks, assorted
tools, children's clothing,
bikek, and 1960 Dodge
pick-up truck, good
running condition. Many
ettier items. Call anytime,
_
4364392.

PLO
ar
se
to
89

M1

a

Parents Welcome at Interview

The sooner you call,
the sooner
you save
F'
otsum A,
KC
toga) a Writ

SI

7

TA

C

1

GOOD 11SF.D Couch. Call
753-0816,

16.

Home Furnishings

TAPPAN GAS Stove,
nearly new, Call 753-0087
after 5:00 p. m.
FOUR POSTER BED
SPRINGS and mattress,
dresser with round
mirrors and chest. Good
for antiquing extra adjusted metal bed frame
and mattress. All for $50.
Call 436-2562.
DARK GREEN COUCH, 2
plaid chairs. Call 753-4639
or see at 526 South 7th St.

17

Vacuum Cleaners

KIRBY VACUUM September Sale. Free hose
attachment with the
purchase
of
every
upright. Rebuild your old
Kirby Vacuum for only
26.95. Office hours, 12-5.
Call 753-0359, 24 hours per
day.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery,
753-6760,
day or night.

19

Farm Equipment

Mors. 11:00 a. os. • S:00 p. in.

Pitons 153-0E89

1

MATERNITY CLOTHES,
size 14-16, several brand
names, See at 1111
Sycamore Street, 7538382.

DISTRIBUTOR NEEDED

LOST A 3 month old male
black Labrador Retreiver
in the Cypress Bay Resort
area. Reward offered.
Call 901-232-8662.
•

NICE GIRL'S COAT. Size
8. Like new. Call 753-4494.
After 5 p. m.

WANTS WORK. Will
combine beans.. Call 4354429 for information.

I
.

Articles For Sale

HOMEMADE
WASHBOARD and pitcher sets
$20 a set. Call 753-1237.

9 Situations Wanted

It

Be KEEPING

CUSTOM BUILT portable
buildings x 10, $388.00.8 x
12 $432.00, 8 x 16, $576 00
Free normal delivery. We
build all sizes of storage
buildings, lake cottages,
boat docks, patios and
green houses. See our
special boat storage sheds
for boats from 12' up.
Located
ea
Hick's
Cemetery Road. Call 7530984.

Be In Business For Yourself
Pull Or Part Time

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER & TIMES
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOLLOWS

15

Storage Buildings

753-1441
Fired
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue
753-9332
Ambulance
Hospital Emergency.
753-5131

you'Re &ONG TO
TNE FSOWLIN& ALLE1
p RE56ED L IKE
TWAT

MONSTER'„
ASA PE OF
STONE!

A

8

10. Business Opportunity

BARNETT GRAVE YARD
CLEANING, Saturday,
October 4. Interested
parties, please attend.

I%to
•

„4110
.1\

1979-71 or 72 -Pontiac
Firebird Call 753-7853.
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
up.
and
diameter
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8440.

WAITRESS needed.
Galltmore's Restaurant,
Hazel. Call 492-9785.

If You
Need Them:

-Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
It Times

ii

••••THE PHANTOM-w8EATLE BAILEY
••••,

HELP
DOMESTIC
WANTED. Two or three
days a week. Light
housekeeping. Call 7535757 anytime, or 753-8986
after 5 p. m.

"Cleaning Is
Our Business"

LAWN(SPECTACtaAa EPIC
EARIX CAtJF011141A
Ihiallarl•P•90•01

MATERNITY CLOTHES,
Size 12. Call 435-4294 after
5.

om looking for the person who lies a desire to
get into the fascinating
field of Cosmetics who
feels they have the
ability for sides. If you
are over twenty-five and
I..! you may qualify, call
7534970 between 2:00
and 4:00 p.m.

Welded: Corns-Geld-Slyer sad
Dinwessirs• Glass

Comprehensive Care...
753-6622
.•
Poison Control 753-75158
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

oitit

Are You
The Person?

Southside Shopping Center

Want To Buy

14

Help Wanted

JARMAN
SHOES

Murray Coins
And Antiques

/

1

6

KING'S DEN

•

r -7

Notice

WE LOOK into your needs
as well as at them.
NEEDLINE, 753-6333.

A RIDER

DO YOU PUT)
ON'NEW
(SURE

2

case

c_
SOW DO6!\
MA SAYS q0i.1
MIE+41.
NAVEoves

THERE'S A DOG
LOOKING FOR

.0
-76

NEW AND USED John
Deere 'planters, AllisChalmers hard land
planter. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.

20

Sports Equipment

10' G.W. Invader speedboat
and trailer with 35 horsepower Mercury, extra
sharp. $600. Call 436-2211
After 6, call 753-0224.

INSURANCE
NORTHWESTERN GOLF
Homeowners, farCLUBS, one complete set
mowners, mobile
and bag. Graphit Driver.
homeowners, low rates GR
70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
excellent claim service.
grain bed farm trailer. 2
Galloway Insurance and
bicycles 26" - 10 speed.
Realty, Phone 753-5842, Call
437-4570 or 437-4733.
Murray, Ky.

14. Want To Buy
HOSTESS 'FOR Watkins
753Party Plans. Call
SMALL CAR,call days 3455550.
2225 or nights 345-2681.

ATTENTION
DUCK
hunters:- used styrofoam
for duck blinds, etc.
Cypress Springs Resort.
Phone 436-5496.

EMMERT
CHEAP PIANO, will move.
CHIROPRACTIC
CENTER is now ac- Call 7534960 after 3:00 p.
cepting applications for
employment.
female
Applications may be ONE ROW Corn Picker,
picked up at the center at Call 753-6243 before 5:00 p.
903 Sycamore. No phone m. or 436-5547 after 5:00 p.
m.
calls please
'

1975 15' Challenger bass
boat and trailer ,with 85
horsepower Johneem-engine plus trolling motet.
•
and extras Boat and
motor has less than 1
hour. Call 436-2211. After ,
6, call 753-0224

1
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20. Sports Equipment

27. Mobile Home Sales

1974 MT Starcraft pro bass
boat and trailer with 135
bormaower evinrude
engine with tilt and trim
plus trolling motor and all
the.
extras. Win ace*

APARTWE 'BUY used mobile FURNISHED
MENTS. One or two
homes. Top prices paid.
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Apartments South 16th
Sales, Paducah. Call 442Street. 753-6609.
1918 or 443-8226.

32 Apartments For Rent

X 31PIE 110 3/E0
46 Homes For Sale

Another View

COLDWATER, I year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Extraordinary. Must see to
appreciate. Call 489-2493

49 Used Cars & Trucks

51 Services Offered

51 Servi,:es Offered

1175 MONTE CARLO. Low
mileage. Call 492-8550.

WIRING
ELECTRICAL
home and industrial, air
and
conditioning
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4744841
or 753-7203.

LICENSED ELECTTRICIAN - Prompt,
efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White 753-0605.

1972 METALLIC Grand
Prix. Excellent condition.
ROY HARMON'S, Car2 door, power steering.
trade-An a run oboist or 12184, 1971, 2 BEDROOM, NICE I bedroom fully
penter Shop (614--ice
Reasonable price. Call
111111 cc. or -Unger motor- 2 baths, central air, ex- furnished apt. on N. 18th
EXPERIENCED Eitecplant),
753-1442 or 753-8278.
complete
cycle. $3800. Call 436-2211, cellent condition. Call 489- St. Available October 1st.
trician. 30 years depenremodeling and repairs,
Call 435-4578.
after 6, 753-0224.
2440.
service,
dable
cabinets, paneling, doors,
NEW 13"CRAG ER,wheels
hornewiring, remodeling
BEDROOM furnished
formica work, finish
ATTRACTIVE THREE
and tires, raised lettering.
repairs, service changes,
1918 TAG-A-Long, 15 foot,
carpentry, contracting.
apartment. All utilities
bedroom home near
Call 753-0802 after 5.
1175 DELTA PRO BASS
grain bins & dairy barns.
stove,
camper,
be
Can
month.
south
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
$75 a
School on
paid
Carter
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
All work guaranteed Call
refrigerator, beds, etc.
nights.
seen at 416 N. 8th St. after
13th Street. Large family 1973 DODGE Van, V-8
trolling motor, power
753-7488.
Call 753-3608.
fireplace,
5 p. m.
Real
with
Bronze,
room
Automatic,
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753dining room, living room,
Sharp 435-4550.
Free Column
3226 after 4.
AVAILABLE
PRIVATE 54
12x70 FLAMINGO Manor,
ample closet space
room
in
state
approved
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
r ent
Newly decorated both DATSUN, 1971, 2 door;
22 Musical
home for elderly lady. FIREWOOD, hickory-oakcentral heat and air,
-inside and out. DishFord Torino, 1968; 2 door,
ash-elm. Located on
ice large furnished
Call 7534392.
throughout,
carpeted
washer, disposal and
vinyl top, $575.00. Pinto,
Highway near Kirksey
partment
for
4
3,
5
or
OF
WAY
"NNE
OUR
WE
C4N'1
LMNG.
UP
CAVE
repair
PIANO TUNING,
refrigerator and stove,
stove included. Move into
Vega 1973,
1250.00,
1972,
for the cutting and
Free
Is.
•
APRIL.'
PIP THAT SACK II-1
and rebuilding, prompt
electric fireplace, unthis reasonably priced
GUTTERING BY Sears,
$1350.00. Call 489-2595.
cleaning up brush. Call
service. Rebuilt pianos
derpinned, excellent
Phone
home NOW! John C.
Sears seamless gutters
489-2197.
41. Public Sales
for sale. Ben Dyer 753condition. Call 753-9816.
43. ReJi Estate
Neubauer Realtor, 505 1964 GMC Pickup. Call 489- installed
753-5165
per
your
8911.
Main Street, Murray, Ky.
2394.
FREE PUPPIES OF ALL
specifications. Call Larry
or 753-5101
GARAGE SALE, 12:00 IF ACRAGE is what you
29 Mobile Home Rental,
Res. 753-7531, Off. 753Lyles at 753-2310 for free
SEXES and colors, some
by
come
o'clock Wednesday Oct. 1
are looking for
MUSIC LESSONS. Piano,
0101.
solid black, 6 weeks old,
1971 PLYMOUTH Fury II, estimates.
id at 301 S
Real
and
Estate,
-Majors
October
Boyd
organ, guitar, clarinet 12 x 55 TRAILER, natural EXTRA
one
NICE
mixed breed. Will be
2
full
door
power
hardtop,
3
it
6th
have
Street.
We
12.
N.
105
and accordion. J. & B. gas heat. See Brandon
BY OWNER, 3 oedroom,
bedroom furnished
small dogs. Very healthy
and air. 9900. Call after 5, HAULING AND yard work
62
acres,
10
acres,
5
acres,
Y
East
home,
brick
Music, Call 753-7575.
Dill at 413 Sycamore.
apartment, lots of closets
done. Call 753-2732.
and cute as can be. Can
753-7295.
YARD SALE - Dishes,
acres, developed or unManor. Call 7534064 and
and built-ins, couples or
see at the dog pound
clothing, miscellanoues.
Some with
developed.
753-3139.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
persons
mature
50. Campers
I% BEDROOMS, nice with
located on Poor Farmers
507 Chestnut St. 8 a. m. til
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT
homes, some with trailer
organs. Rent to purchase
preferred. After 5 call 753electric heat and air
Road near Fisher-Price.
4
p.
will baby sit after school
m.
7534080
Saturday.
Call
sites.
with
plan. Lonardo Piano
house
ROOM
FIVE
4992 days, 753-5712.
22 FT. FULLY SELF- and on weekends. Call
conditioning. $40 a month
Can also see a male white
Company, across from
two large lots and outwinter
the
Shepherd
through
contained travel trailer
German
753-9921
Post Office, Paris,
buildings in old Almo,
WOODED
OUTSTANDING
ONE BEDROOM furnished
1972 model. Sacrifice
available for adoption.
months. Call 436-2427.
Priced
reed
of
Kentucky.
Tennessee. Also The
MINIM SIM 250'
Call 4384623.
apartment. Located by
$2,750 at Fox Meadows ALUMINUM SERVICE
frostily it 16S' deep. liergoisi
Yard Sale
Antique Mall, 4th & FOX
$5750.00. Call 753-4955.
White Hall $105.00 Per
16th Street, Call 753MEADOWS AND
South
COMPANY siding by
prbsgileil enaf 55,000.
Sycamore, Murray, Coach Estates
OctROpr12-3-4 _ ion port Sated this 7-risen
Mobile
month, Part of utilities,
3855.
Alcoa. Stronger longer FREE TOYS AND GIFTS
Kentucky.•
BRICK HOUSE, 8 acres.
Home Parks. South 16th
couples preTered. -Phone
to Playhouse hostesses..
awnings by Howmet
brick lunch style h.....e N.
641
Highway
or
Will sell together
CAMP-A-MAMA
Sales,.
Street. Homes and spaces
for more details call 437753-3805.
Aluminum or Rigid Vinyl.
Eleineetory. It features •
FLUTE for families only. Call 753SELMER
spearately. Call 753-6486.
1 Mile
Coachman, Trail Star,
4147.
No down payment. Free
fireplace, dining rook end s
SPECIAL. 2 years old in 3855.
34. Houses For Rent
Fold down, unique, Good
huge weeied let. Priced to tei
North of Hardin
estimates. Call 492-8647.
excellent condition. Call
2 mile east
1
used trailers, /
QUALIFIED REBATE - 3
al S32,000.
FREE - mother cat and 6
m. to 5p. m.
753-8046.
of 68 and 641 intersection.
2
combaths,
bedroom,
NICE
SPONT'SMAIrS
NI0f04.771
Escape
NEWLY
week old kittens. Gray
30 Business Rentals
BABYSTITING
DO
WILL
high
Ones,
deldree
Daisy &
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
plete kitchen, 1,584 square
t• Me waterfront setter for
DECORATED, furnished
stripped. Will make
tiger
m.
p.
5:00.
a,
7
clothing,
choir, isrobweris. twins
foot Living area. 504 Blair
597-7807.
, buslIng or fishing tripe.
V..
2 bedroom, all purpose
monthly CLEAN-tip SHOP, body
UP
TAKE
lovable pets. Call 753-3994
Monday- Friday in my
she.., beets, desks, twins
view,
excellent
on
find
Teel
St. Call 7534403.
room, close to college and
payment of $18.05 on
after 4 :30 p. m.
shop or warehouse. Call
stroller, adults dething Sad
apartment for any preveer sow bent deck, eel s
51 Services Offered
grade school couple or
console color T.V. Stereo
shoes, heeling bet if rein the
753-7850.
fireflies' to were op by.
school child. Hot lunches
family. Inquire 1408
be held et•law dine.
sole
console for $9.02 a month.
HOME HUNTING? You CARPENTRY
$28,540.
provided. Call 753-0429 if FREE -(week old puppies.
WORK.
Poplar St.
J & B Music. Call 75327575. 31 Want To Rent
a
find
selection
will
large
Mixed breed. Will be
interested.
adWises Ind Estate
Remodeling, room
in all price ranges at
medium sized. All colors.
ocress frees Pest Office
home
of
type
any
ditions,
3 BEDROOM unfurnished
Very healthy. Call 753Wilson Realty, Auction
Moe 753-3263
YOUNG MARRIED
improvements. Free NEED YOUR hay hauled?
house. Inquire in person, CARPORT SALE 4307 after 5:00 p. m.
and Insurance. Across
COUPLE looking for
Brothers at
Lamb
Call
436-5840.
8
from
3
October
Friday,
estimates.
ask for Bill. Oakley Used
from Post Office, Phone
TWO STORY oak log barb. house in the country. Call
502-436-2516.
perCars, Old Benton Road. until 5 and Saturday, THE QUALIFIED
753-3263. Nights and
FUZZY GRAY KITTEN
-Excellent condition._ Call 436-2510. Ask for Connie.
sonnel at Guy Spann
October 4 from 8 until 4.
TROUBLE
TO BE given away. Call
Holidays. Wayne Wilson, HAVING
7534870.
Realty are waiting to talk
Polaroid camera, winter
getting those small
37 Livestock Supplies
753-8215
Talent,
753Ron
753-5086,
32 Apartments For Rent
real
your
regarding
to you
coats, etc. Behind Love's
plumbing jobs done?
HEATERS,
WOOD
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345NOTICE
Our time is
needs.
estate
Poplar,
503
Studio,
Then call 753.6614.
BEDROOM SOW AND seven pigs. Pigs
FREE SHRUBBERY, 50
automatic, cast iron fire ONE
2343, Loretta Jobs 753your time. Give us a call
Coll Frank Kirks
one month old call after Murray.
red Barberry shurbs,
APARTMENT, dining
S.
L.
M.
6079.
Member
box, brick lined, porcelin
901
at
general
office
the
by
drop
or
AND
PAINTING
4:00 p. m. New Concord
FOR YOUR
deep purplish red, now
area, large spacious den
enamel cabinet. $199.95.
Sycamore
Street,
9
done,
SALE,
753YARD
PARTY
10
handywork
436-5460.
Motorcycles
47.
as a hedge,
growing
with bar. Shag carpet.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
FERTLIZER
7724.
Call
to 6, Friday and Saturday.
reasonable prices.
SPREADING
approxirnagely 3% ft. tall,
$170.00 unfurnished,
Term.
at
East
94
Hwy.
miles,
2
753-2732
be grown
but can
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
$200.00 furnished. See at 38. Pets • Supplies
K&H Body Shop. Adults
44 Lots For Sale
Have over 20 years exApartments.
p.
5:00
after
436-5335
your own,
Call
Dig
Embassy
singularly.
FULL SIZE baby crib in
GERMAN and children's clothettall
HUTCHENS'
AKC
JOHN
perience
Lake as many as you need.
m.
204'.
x
FRONTAGE
trolling
organ,
141'
sizes,
very good condition. Call
SHEPHERDS: black and
Plumbing and Electric.
PRIVATE two bedroom
Call 753-6071. Can be seen
Call 753-9564.
Nice trees. On 641 South.
motor, radio, tape player,
753-6506.
tan; solid black; only a
No jobs too small. Call
at 818 North 20th St.
garage apartment. Newly
250,
YAMAHA
MX
1973
mobile
or
home
new
a
tires,
snow
portable
TV,
For
or
for
excellent
morning
few left;
436-5642 early
decorated, new carpet,
excellent running conhome. Call 753-0774.
FORMICA SALE. Odd lot
protection and children's mowing machine, grader
late afternoon.
refrigerator. Air
.
6 MONTH 011) female
436stove,
or
753-9168
Call
dition.
blade, maple table,
laminated plastics for
pet. Reasonable prices
CLEASINO.,_ kitten. Black and white.
CARPET
furnished.
conditioning
5370.
atbuttonhole
Singer
S.3iP
For
cabinet tops. Solid colors
45. Farms
Call 502-362-4764.
experienced-, very Gentle and loving. Also
FIREWOOD BY truckload.
Electric heat. Couple
taclunent, odds and ends.
and patterns 40 cents a
Pottertown
reasonable rates, have 6 week old female
on
Reference
ton,
pets.
2
1
/
No
only.
cc
YAMAHA
1973-750
BY OWNER - 240 acre
square foot. Murray
SHEPHERD.
references, free
Road. $10.00, you pick up.
and deposit required. Call GERMAN
part Persian kitten. Gray
front
extended
chopper,
cleared,
acres
80
farm.
Lumber Company, 753AKC registered. 8 mo. FOUR PARTY YARD
Quick drying. and black striped. Call
estimates.
753-9618.
Call
753-2835. After 5:00 call
sissy
bars,
highway
end,
several
woodlands,
in
rest
11th
South
411
Sale,
3161.
mannered.
Well
old.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618. 753-3535 after 4:30 v. m
753-2376.
bar and pad. Excellent
acres in pine. 2 springs,
and
Championship breed. $50. Street, Friday
753-8046.
Call
condition.
housing
or
cattle
ideal for
Call 502-247-7261 after 5 p. Saturday October 3 and
,a TON Ford tran1971 1,
HAULING.
LIGHT
MANOR - All
development Located in
4th,from 9 a. m. til 5 p. m.
m.
smission, radiator, 390 MURRAY
Livestock hauling and
with
HONDA
350-4
1973
electric, one and
from
miles
2
/
21
all
Tennessee,
new,
Glass, toys, clothes. In
Intake and carburator.
sissy bar, backrest and 2 small appliances. Call
state line on old Murraytwo bedroom apartments. FEMALE PEKINGNESE. case of rain sale in
W70 Ford Torino body for
436-5844 or 436-5472.
helmets. For more inrefrigerator, and
*PRESCRIPTIONS
753-5769
Call
Road.
Stove,
Paris
Registered. Well trained. garage.
parts. One Chippendale
On
489-2505.
call
*HOSPITAL SUPPUES FOR RENT AND SALE
formation
furnished.
water
Call 753-0164.
chair, lion head, back
PAINEXPERIENCED
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Duiguid Road, just off 641
48 ACRES,priced just right
claw feet. Call 753-4716.
43 Real Estate
or
interior
do
will
TER
for
Perfect
TL-125.
HONDA
$12,500,
North. 753-8668.
only
for you at
PARADISE KENNELS exterior work by the hour
hills. Good condition.
ideal for cattle or horses,
Boarding and grooming,
26 TV Radio
or job. 7534343.
ALMO HEIGHTS mostly fenced, has 'about
NEAR
350
$425.
Honda
Scrampick up and delivery
within view of Highway 18 tendable acres and
bler. Extra ruce. $650
REGENCY 23 channel
service
now
available.
ForARent
2
641. Estate of Alfred tobacco base, year round
M&B CONSTRUCTION
Call 753-2263.
mobile C. B. Call 7534578
Call 753-4106.
landscaping,
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
CO.,
property,
through
creek,
after 6:00 p. m.
refrigerator,
Stove,
backhoe work, general
Davidson
HARLEY
one
1974
the
be
could
this
41 Public. Sales
water fdlished, all
FIVE ACRE tracts on
16'60 AMP Electric service
XLH, 1000 c.c. $2450. hauling, bush hogging,
you've been waiting for,
electric, central heat
Kerby Jennings Trail (Ky _Call Moffitt Realty Co.,
plowing and discing. Call
Call 753-1796.
conikiste. Call 753YARD SALE - Blair
a
1918),
road,
blacktop
436-2540.
753-3597.
12th
products, few clothes,
206 So.
Start at 9115 month, no
near Hamlin, Ky and
furniture, TV,8 a. m. to 5
49 Used Cars & Trucks
Pets
Chandler Park. These lots
27.Mublie Home Sales
SHOLAR
ONTACT
p. m. on Hwy. 299 at
Murray Manor
are located in an ex1172 CHEVROLET Impala, Brothers for all your
Kirksey.
Apartments
clusive development near
1965 HOUSE TRAILER.
4 door, power and air. bulldozing, backhoe work,
7534668
Kentucky Lake. It is only
For Sale
Good condition. Call after
New tires. One owner
or trucking needs. Phone
SALE
CARPORT
a short distance to boat
5 - 474-2342.
Paducah.
554-2947,
Call
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354clothing, bunk beds, youth
Owner
By
launching facilities at
8161 after 7 p. m
bed, Halloween items,
subfor
Ideal
35 Acre One.
Chandler Park. Each
1973 DODGE CLUB CAB.
miscellaneous. Friday
dividing heellent fur fanning.
AUCTION SALE EVERY FRI. NIGHT
tract is nicely wooded and
automatic transmission, FOR ALL YOUR backhoe
p.
7:00
to
12
Saturday,
and
loose, meek hese,
_rows
5
T.:
641 bodies Neese - Paris,
needs anywhere South of
has good building sites.
power steering, power
m. 1700 Calloway.
eet-beild,igs. 4 erre lake
Murray. Call Ross after 4
This week a good load from St. Louis
Electric and phone are in
brakes and air. $2495. Call
stocked witis hybrid codfish,
m., Lakeland Conthe
p.
area.
gig. ler* for
Wee
Reasonably
eel
crappie
or
753-7414
436-5840.
Glass-Glass-Glass Lots Of It.
RUMMAGE SALE, 8
struction. 436-2505
priced. John C. Neubauer,
fidner S reavotes hew low
and
party,
Friday
DEPRESSION, pressed, carnival, most of all kinds.
holly Leer Coll 7534476 er
Realtor, 505 Main Street
1964 OLDSMOBILE. Can
Saturday, October 3 - 4th
desk,
437-4113
Murray, 753-0101 or 753Hand painted vases, dishes, old clocks, flat top
be seen after 5 p. m. at 416 GENERAL
Hall
American
Legion
at
lamhigh backed chair with carved head, old kerosene
N. 8th St.
HOUSECLEANING. Call
from 7 a. m. to 5 p. m. One 7531.
table
dining
chairs,
tables,
odd
ps, library table, dolls,
Linda 436-2510 or 436-2295.
Sale
like
TV,
new,
For
12"portable
Homes
6.
and chairmany more things. Open Thursday night.
one roll-a-way bed,
1919 CHEVROLET. Good
YARD WORK, tree cutting
clothes, including tall girl
Shape. See at 507 South
SPECIAL MIS WEEK
Auctioneer, Shorty fitclrido, No. 247
done. Call 753-2732
sizes, electrical apSt.
7th
_completely re-done 3
pliances, games, toys
bedroom frame home
For Sale
potted plants. Something
NOTICE
with maionite weather
for Everyone.
By Owner
boardin located 2%
miles west of Almo
Orewleg weft hesinres tieing
GARAGE SALE, Friday,
geed Isphoss. The "sly Croft
Height., on Ky. 464, 4
Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Oct. 3, 8:30 a. m. 1305
Shop is 45-_as rein. Excelieet
miles from Murray.
South 16th Street across
learlien. Needy it Perking
Thursday Night Oct. 2nd, 7:00 p.m.
Situated on a 5 acre
Cd 7534676 er 437-4733
from Fox
Meadows
10 mhos *anti of Pons Tens. at Henry Auction Noes*,
tract with trees in yard,
Hos °pooled e new store in Downtown Hotel,
Trailer
Park.
Bed
henry To... next to Post Officio, Sollise Veit Load of
2 SEOrago sheds, 6-stall
e complete him of
Kantneky.
drapes,
flower
Spreads,
now Morehaadiso.
stock barn, stock pond,
arrangements, boys
Nene wooed end spree/ ever 28 years. be est sip an centrect
good well, woven wire
*Alcoa Siding
until Ob is finished
regulars and husky sizes - ROBERTS REALTY
Big Antique Sae
fencing House has new
located on South 12th at
girls and jr sizes clothes
panehrw, new car•Howmet Awning
100 South 13th St.
Phone 753-3914
has
five
Sycamore
sale
clean
excellent
Good
sons face olio les ef good swipe
peting, new wiririg and
This Seterdey *in 440
Flies,
Roaches
Silver(
and
Fish
Shrubs
sales
bonded
and
licensed
buys.
forultwo, glessirere, end•cellectien .41W pos, eirl Are. bertios,
new
*Free Standing and Built In MAJESplumbing,
personnel to serve you
cheeks sad is.. mom This I..sale fell isn't eget to =Ns.
basement.
See
or
call
TIC wood burningefireplaces.
plus twenty years exYARD SALE - Dresser,
today.
clusive real estate ex"action Service
chest, gotic.h. and chair,
ANimm•Man...

WALLIS D

1

200 Cash Rebate
On New Track
Load0---

1

Retiring

Wurlitzer Pianos

B Music
J &Chestnut
St.
Murray - 753-7575

FREE
Termite
lnspedion

Retiring

Auction Sale

7.

ALUMINUM SERVICE
COMPANY

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control

Beechams

Pets Teineecoes
Gory Beechen Aectiseser
Lk Ile. 471,Phew 10144541111

S.

portable TV, Avon,
dishes, clothes, etc.
Friday at 8 a. m., 3 miles
on Hwy 94 E. Box 100.

perience. can 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE

Futtorl Young Realty
408 So.4th
753-73M.

- 4924447
WA Ed Bailey 492-7497
Bobby Lawrence 492-11179

a

General Assembly To Consider #
Plan For Education Development,
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ths and Funerals I
Mrs. Carl Hopkins Harry K. Harrell
Dies This Morning; - Dies Tuesday With
Rites On Thursday
Funeral Thursday
Harrell, age 73,
Mrs. Carl Hopkins, the former Eva Lee Turner, died this
morning at 6:20 at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
was 75 years of age and a
resident of Mayfield Route
Seven near Coldwater.
The Calloway County woman
was a member of the Coldwater
Baptist Church. Born May 11,
1900, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
John R. Turner and Ada Gray
Turner.
Mrs. Hopkins is survived by
her husband, Carl Hopkins; two
daughters, Mrs. Cody (Daisy)
Darnell, Mayfield Route Seven
near Coldwater, and Mrs. Dee
( Eva Lamb, 213 Irvan Street,
Murray; two sons, Edison
Hopkins, Farmington Route
One at Coldwater, and Newell
Hopkins, 1603 Dodson, Murray;
two brothers, Jennings Turner,
Mayfield, and Truman Turner,
Coldwater; ten grandchildren;
seven great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Joe
Doran officiating. Burial will be
in the Coldwater Baptist Church
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p. m.
today (Wednesday).

Lowell L Tatum,
Former Countian,

Harry King
died Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. 4„his
home at 15 Aspen Street,
Calvert City.
The deceased had been a
merchant for thirty-one years
and was a member of a Baptist
Church. Born May 23, 1902, in
Marshall County, he was the son
of the late John Harrell and
Albie Gillahan Harrell.
Mr.}Lsrell is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Gladys Dees Harrell,
Calvert City; four sons, Billy
Harrell, Hazel, John, Jimmy,
and Mike Harrell, all of Calvert
City; one daughter, Mrs. Nita
Knoth, Benton- Route Seven;
three sisters, Mrs. Dona
Coursey, Central City, Mrs.
Iona McGregor and Mrs.
Juanita Lamb, Calvert City;
one brother, Albert T. Harrell,
Calvert City; eleven grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Johnson and
Lambert Funeral Home,
Calvert City, with Rev. G. E.
Clayton and Rev. Fred S.
French officiating. Burial will
be in the Calvert City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after three p.m.
today (Wednesdayl.

of the 100th ArEND OF THE TOUR — Col. William Cavin,commander of the Second Brigade
of the units
tour
helicopter
a
during
my Reserve Division, visited the Murray company recently
of comin
change
retire
to
scheduled
is
(Center)
Owensboro
Cavin,
Col.
in Western Kentucky.
of the
the
commander
was
mand ceremonies Oct. 19 in Madisonville. Greeting Cot Cavin
the
(right),
Hopson
Richard
Col.
Lt.
(left).
Hopkinsville
of
Moss
Ronnie
Murray company, CPT
by Col. Cavin during
battalion commander with headquarters in Paducah. Other units visited
and Paducah.
his final tour of the battalion included companies in Mayfield, Clinton,

Covington Parents Paying For
School Bus To Take Students

Funeral ThursdayFor Mrs. Lewis---

The funeral for Mrs.
Raymond (Euda) Lewis will be
held Thursday at ten a. m. at
the chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale officiating. Burial will be
m the Murray City Cemetery.
Lowell L. Tatum, formerly of
Friends may call at the
Calloway County, died Monday funeral home.
Florida
at seven p. m. at the
Mrs. Lewis, age 62, died
Hospital, Orlando, Fla. He was Monday at 4:15 p. m. at her
65 years of age and a resident of home, 1513 Kirkwood, Murray.
1100 Park Drive, Apopka, Fla. Her husband died June 20, 1972.
The deceased was self em- She was a member of the
ployed in the laundry business Seventh and Poplar Church of
at Orlando, Fla., where he was Christ.
three
a member of the North Park
are
Survivors
Baptist Church.
daughters, Mrs. Jacqueline
Born November 30, 1909, in Rushing, Murray, Mrs. Patricia
Calloway County, he was the Allbritton, San Jose, Calif., and
son of Mrs. Ethel Lee Tatum Mrs. Winona McRoy, St. Louis,
Fulton, who survives, and the Mo.; one son, Gary Lewis,
Santa Clara, Calif.; two sisters,
late W. R. Tatum.
Mrs. Gerldine Lints and Mrs.
Mr. Tatum is survived by his Fleda Allen, St. Louis, Mo.;
wife, Mrs. Rudith Cathey twelve grandchildren.
Tatum, to whom he was
married on October 7, TM;
mother, Mrs. Ethel Fulton,
Paducah; mother-in-law, Mrs.
Sula C.athey, 603 Sycamore
Street, Murray; one son, Robert
P'nees of stocks of local interest at noon
Tatum, Orlando, Fla.; two today
f urntthed to the Ledger & Times by
(Pauline)
Bill
I M Somon Co are as follows:
sisters, Mrs.
Warden, Orlando, Fla., and
17% -44
Airco .
Mrs. A. T. (Lorena) Meunier, Amer . Motors
Mt Mt
1044 woe
•
Paducah; one aunt, Mrs. Myrtle Ashland Oil
41 +34
AT&T
McDaniel, Murray Route Boise Cascada
22% one
.31141i +46
Ford
Three; two grandchildren.
5.4 +44
Gm. Motors
1554 +46
The body is being returned to Gen. llre
h...um
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral Goodric
Gulf Oil
)4% +34
Home, Murray, where friends Pennwalt
17% -34
Gats
may call after seven p. m.
Steel
3044 +%
1154 +5.
Thursday.
Smgsr
+54
Tappan
1254 -34
Graveside rites will be held at Western Union
unc
2234
Zenith
the Palestine Cemetery in
Calloway County on Friday at
Prices of stock of local interest at noon.
two p m. with Rev. R. J. EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
limes by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Burpoe officiating.
Murray,are as follows

Dies On Monday

COVINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
"All the trouble with busing in
Louisville and other places, and
we're here paying our own way
to get bused across town," says
Barbara Thompson.
Mrs. Thompson is one of a
group of black parents paying
$50 a week to operate their own
busing program._
Her daughter, Elizabeth, 8, is
one of 55 students riding the
rented bus.
The 55 are among 200 black
students sent to schools outside
their neighborhoods this year
under a court-ordered deseg-

Rape Crisis. . .
(Continued from Page i

regation plan. The plan, designed to balance the school
system's racial mix, also involves 150 white students.
The parents renting the bus
are mostly low-income residents of Jacob Price Homes, a
predominantly black housing
project in East Covington.
Mrs. ltilompson said Elizabeth andlther students, many
of them first and second graders, would have had to walk
as far as six blocks and cross
four of Covington's busiest
streets to get to their assigned
school.
"We just didn't want them
walking across those streets,"
she said. So the parents rented
the bus from a Covington charter service.

Lynn Crysler Will
Conduct Workshop
At Art Guild
A special workshop will be
held at the Murray Art Guild on
Thursday, October 2, from 1:30
to 4130 p.
Lynn Crysler, a member of
the Guild who has studied with
various arts in the Texas area,
will demonstrate the uses of the
knife in painting in different
mediums. She will provide
some of the supplies which can
be purchased at a small fee. The
artist will be using simple
sketches with a very limited use
of the brush.
The workshop is open to the
public with a charge of one
dollar being made for each nonmember, but no charge will be
made for members of the
Murray Art Guild.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
In the coining session, the General Assembly will consider
what could be the first comprehensive plan for future developmen( of Kentucky's state
colleges and universities.
The plan will be submitted by
the state Council on Public
Higher Education.
Dr. A.D. Albright, executive
director of the council, told legislators Tuesday he believes
this will be the first time such
a plan has been proposed.
Up until now, Albright said,
much of the planning for the
state's educational institutions
has been of "an add-on nature."
Albright told the Interim
Committee on Appropriations
and Revenue that the initial
plan will attempt a "redefinition of the role, scope and nature" of the state's colleges and
universities.
A second phase will involve
implementation of those guidelines, he said.
Albright said the council will
begin issuing individual reports
within six weeks on separate
areas of education such as
medicine and law. Those reports will be combined into a
single comprehensive document
for presentation to the General
Assembly.
Legislators ate luch from paper sacks during the com2 hour session
/
mittee's final 51
as they worked on a wide range
of bills. Several so-called housekeeping and technical measures
were prefiled for the 1976 legislature.
The committee also heard
from Edward Kerman, assistant vice president of Moody's
Investor Service, who explained
why Kentucky's bonds do not
have a top rating.
He said Kentucky was ranked

Ff."; S'isock, Ma/ricer
aura

trthc

Major Earthquake Reported
Near Sumatra, Indonesia

•

Open For
Lunch

"

Monday Through Friday
Beginning Sept. 29
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#etten etts
Arstaurittit
753-4141
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Cunningham
Speaks To
SDX Chapter

Pour it on:

Murray Bird Club
Plans Meet With
Kentucky Society

Paul Sturm, president of the
Murray Bird Club, urges all
members of the group to participate in events of the azunialmeeting of the Kentucky Ornithological Society. The
headquarters of the meeting,
October 3-5, will be at Kentucky
Dam Village Inn, with field
trips into Land Between the
Lakes.
Registration for the meeting
begins at the Inn at 5:00p. m. on
Friday,and reservations for the
banquet on Saturday can be
made then. Sturm states that
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He said in the latter two:
categories, Kentucky ranks below average.
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million debt for toll road construction, and such factors as
income levels and educational
attainment are considered
when Moody makes its ratings.

them to work today.
some of the students were ridAntibusing groups have ing on top of cars and othercalled for a countywide boycott wise endangering themselves.
of schools and - businesses Dennis Sherron, 19, an 7'
Wednesday to protest the bus- Iroquois student, was charged
mg program that began this with reckless driving. Tiro, jufall.
veniles were charged with disGrayson said school bus driv- orderly conduct and three others were threatened and ha- ers with reckless driving.
rassed by anonymous phone
"I haven't made up my mind
callers in an attempt to keep how to deal with this," Iroquois
them from wort today.
Principal Edwin K. Binford
He said a woman driver told said, "but I will say this. We
him a caller threatened to over- can't allow this to continue.
turn her bus if she reported to- without some very strict punday, and several other drivers ishment."
indicated anonymous_ callers
The merged Louisville and
threatened to run them off the
Jefferson County school system
road.
Charles Ruter, assistant su- is in its fourth full week of a
perintendent for transportation, court-ordered desegregation
said he believed the drivers program that requires busing
staying home feared their of 22,600 of the system's 124,000
buses and the children on them students.
might be harmed.
"This kind of thing is insane.
These people are sick," he said
of the anonymous callers.
Some businesses, including
many service stations and the
city's Coca Cola bottling plant,
indicated they would close for
the day, but it remained uncertain. Tuesday how widespread
the support for the boycott
would be.
City police reported making
nearly 30 arrests Tuesday
night, many when they were
twice called to disperse crowds
of 150 to 200 persons at a shopping center near Iroquois High
School.
Police were called the first
time after bottles were thrown
at a police car that had anNavy man Kent A. Klein, son
swered a burglar alarm.
of Mr. and Mrs. William R.
A second sweep of the shop- Klein of 1513 Dudley Drive,
ping center parking lot was Murray, has graduated from
A member of the Murray made after protesters threw
State University Board of pieces of steel rod at police recruit training at the Naval
Training Canter, Great Lakes,
Regents highlighted the first ears across the street.
M. Classes include instruction
meeting of the Society of
Other arrests were made in
military
seamanship,
Professional Journalists, Sigma
when police were sent to a regulations, fire-fighting, close
Delta Chi on the MSU campus
demonstration at the interlast night.
order drill, first aid and Navy
section of Taylor and Berry
Dr. Mark Cunningham,
history.
protesters
after
faculty representative on the Boulevards
fire near the
trash
a
started
body,
governing
official
street.
reviewed several of the
No incidents of violence were North Elementary. PTC
previous actions taken by the
reported.
on
commented
Regents and
news coverage given to them by
Earlier Tuesday, six persons Plans Meet Thursday
local news media.
were arrested, five of them juCalloway_
In other business, chapter veniles, after 200 to 300 stuNorth
The
members viewed a special film dents walked out of Iroquois Elementary School Parentproduced by the national High and held -an antibusing Teacher Club will meet
organization entitled, The march.
Thursday,October 2, at seven
-lt
at the school.
JournalisTs.' whichi will be
Louisville Police officer Carl
shown later in the year to area Yates said most of the arrests
Roy Gene Dunn, president,
high school journalism classes. occurred when the students left urges all parents, teachers, and
It was also decided that a the school and marched down interested persons to attend the
special committee would be Taylor Boulevard He said meeting.
appointed to select delegates to
the organization's national
convention which will be held in
November in Philadelphia.
Dr. Carl Denbow of the MSU
journalism department is the
group's adviser, while Steve W.
That little girl look for the not-so-naive!
Givens, a Mayfield senior, is the
• A strappy wedge that captures round toe
1975-76 president.

prosecuting a suspect in a rape
case.
Sondra Ford, a counselor and
instructor at MSU, urged those
present, if they are a friend of a
rape victim or if they are raped
themselves, to be sure to get
help emotionally as well as
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) —A poor who need tax relief most.
physically. She said the proper
Gov. Julian Carroll also has
legislator says it is
Democratic
to
is
victim
way to help a rape
he will announce a "resaid
candidate
a
for
"facilitate their clearing up "irresponsible
sponsible tax reform program"
their problems rather than to promise tax cuts along with
which would take into account
tossing on them your feelings large new spending.
the needs of public education
and fears concerning rape."
Robert Gable, Republican and the elderly.
The program was presented candidate for governor, has
Clarke said his criticism
as a service to increase proposed a plan to cut taxes by
apply to Carroll if Carwould
will
women
awareness so that
at least $55 million.
the same things
proposes
roll
calculated
more
take
State Rep. Joe Clarke, 0- as Gable, but Clarke said he
precautions that will perhaps Danville, chairman of the Interdoubted the governor would do
thwart a raptist," Mrs. Thur- im Legislative Appropriations
so.
man said.
and Revenue Committee, reClarke's committee did apSeveral important statistics ferred to the plan in a comone tax-cut bill Tuesday,
prove
were presented during the mittee meeting Tuesday.
that would give all
measure
a
program, including:
taxpayers a
income
who
masadvocates
individual
"Anyone
—Rape has the lowest conreductions one week $500 standard deduction.
tax
sive
per
10
than
less
—
victiOn rate
But a staff member said estiand promises to adequately
cent — of all violent crimes.
fund elementary and secondary mated revenue loss should the
—About 75 per cent of all
education the next either bill be passed would be less
rapes are premeditated.
understand third-grade than $1 million. "That's so
doesn't
—More than one-third occur
or is being mis- small I don't see too much
arithmetic
or
house
in the woman's
problem with it," Clarke said.
leading," Clarke said.
apartment.
The committee voted to prerepeal of the state insaid
He
is
rapes
10
in
one
—Only about
heritance tax on real estate, as file the bill with the recommenreported.
called for by Gable, would ben- dation that it be passed by the
—Almost one-third of the
the wealthy more than the 1976 General Assembly.
efit
rapists know their victims.
—About 90 per cent of all
rapists carry a weapon or
threaten death.
•
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Gable Proposal Called
Irresponsible' Promise

AA, which he described as in
the "high grade" category, because the margin of protection
for its investors is not as strong
as for the AAA rated bonds.
The lower rating a bond gets,
the more interest must be paid
on it.
Kerman said Kentucky's $800
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The East C.4lowayl1ementary eighth graders have
;ust
completed their first two-day environmental study at the
Land Between The Lakes youth station.
The students have been on many one-day outings,
but
this was the first overnight stay for the group, which
included 73 students and 11 teachers and counselors.
Teachers and counselors included Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
Patterson; Mr. and Mrs. Scott Seiber Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Fielder, Miss Diane Wilkins, Mrs. Lucille Ross, Mrs. Pat
Skinier John Brinkley; and Andy Coles.
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East Calloway Students
Complete Trip To 1.131.

Teachers, counselors and students pose for a group picture in front of the dining hall.

aasses in weather science were instructed by
an LB/
student intern.

Klein, son
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ey Drive,
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Istruction
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Paul Fielder, counselor,instructs this group

in pond life.
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Radio listeners will have the
opportunity to hear the New
York Philharmonic for the first
time since 1967 when a special
network of about 180 stations,
including WKMS-FM at Murray
State University, begins a new
series of nationwide weekly
broadcasts Sunday evening,
Oct. 5.
Presented by the Exxon
Corporation, the series of 39
taped performances to be
broadcast during the concert
season will be inaugurated with
a program at 8p. m. to be aired
by the network of both public
and commercial radio stations
across the country.
Concerts in the series will
include
a
mult-faceted
representation
of
the
Philharmoic's extensive and
varied season, including subscrlptidn concerts, parks
coneerts, tour appearances,
promenandes, rugs, pension
funds, and
other
nonsubscription events.
Conducting the Philharmonic's radio concerts will be
Music Director Pierre Boulez._
Laureate Conductor Leonard
Bernstein and romenandes
Artistic
Director
Andre
Kostelanetz, as well as guest
conductors. Interviews with
conductors, soloists, and orchestra members will be
featured _during intermissions
- to Maintain the popular
tradition of past Philharmoic
broadcasts.
Richard L. Kaye of Boston's
Charles River Broadcasting
Corporation will be responsible
for the production and
distribution of radio broadcasts
with
Harold
Lawrence,
Philharmonic manager, as
executive producer. Martin
Bookspan will be hostcommentator.
Danie Barenboim will conduct the opening program of the
series. He is the music director
of the Orchestre de Paris and
-

has frequently conducted the
New York Philharmonic.
Equally renowned as a pianist,
Barenboim has played with or
conducted the major orchestras
in England, continental Europe
and the United States and has
made frequent tours and
recordings with the English
Chamber Orchestra.
London-born pianist Clifford
Curzon, who has performed
with the world's great orchestras, will be the soloist in
Mozart's "Piano Concerto No.
23, K 488" during the first
concert. The program will also
include Beethoven's "Leonore
Overture
No. 2"
and
Schurnann's "Symphony No.
WKMS-FM, which broadcasts
at 91.3 on the FM dial, serves a
dual role as a training facility
for radio arid television students
at Murray State and as a public
radio affiliate of National
Public Radio, the only
nationwide noncommercial
radio network. The stereo
station broadcasts from 8 a. m.
to midnight daily.

Schofield Barracks,Hawaii —
Army Private Jimmy L.
Bramley. 4, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James L. Bramley, 506 N.
Second St., Murray, was
assigned Sept. 9 to the 25th
Infantry Division here.
A clerk in Company A of the
division's 65th Engineer Battalion, Pvt. Bramley entered
the Army in February, completed basic training at Ft.
Knox, Ky., and was last
stationed at Ft. Lee, Va.
He is a 1972 graduate of
Murray High School.

The Murray Vocational Center DECA Chapter
-What It Is -What It DoesWHAT IS DE? — Distributive Education identifies a program of instruction which teaches marketing merchandising and management.
WHAT IS DECA!— DECA identifies the Program of Student Activity relating to DE-Distributive Education Clubs of
America-and is designed to develop future leaders for marketing and distribution. DECA is the only national
student organization operating within the nation's schools to attract young people to careers in marketing merchandising, and management.
DECA AND THE STUDENT-DE students have common objectives and interests in that each is studying for a
specific career objective. DECA activities have a tremendous psychological effect upon the attitudes of students,
and many students have no other opportunity to participate in social activities of the school or to develop responsibilities of citizenship. DECA members learn to serve as leaders and followers and they have the opportunity for
state and national recognition that they would not have otherwise.
DECA AND THE SCHOOL-DECA Chapter activities are always school-centered, thus contributing to the school's
purpose of preparing well-adjusted, employable citizens. Chapter activities serve the Distributive Education teacher
a. teaching tool by creating interest in all phases of marketing and distribution study,and serve as an avenue of expression for individual talent. The Chapter is the "show window"for student achievement and mogess arid is the
public relations arm of the DE instructional program. It attracts students to the DE program Who are interested in
markeing, management and distribution careers and assists in subject matter presentation.
DECA AND THE NATION-DE instruction and DECA activity constantly emphasize America's system
of corndevelopment of their own community. Individual and group marketing projects continue to encourage this type of
contribution. Many businesses favor hiring DE students because of their interest in training and their related school
study of that particular business. Many leaders in business and government have praised DECA for its civic-related
activities.
DECA AND THE COMMUNITY-DECA members have made numerous studies and surveys to aid the economic
petition and private enterprise. Self-help among students is the rule rather than the exception and DECA leaders
give constant encouragement to continued education. History has proven that whenever a nation's channels of
distribution fail to function, that nation is shodlived. As DECA attracts more of our nation's youth study marketing
and distribution, the total DE program becomes a vital necessity to our national economy.
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New .Map Shapes Up
Alaska And Hawaii
A new 50-state map published by the U.S. Geological
Survey, Department of the
Interior, is the first to show
Alaska and Hawaii in their
proper size and position relative to the other 48 states.
Until now, 50-state maps
usually have shown Alaska
and Hawaii in separate insets, with Alaska the largest
st.atet at a greatly reduced
scale.
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Mrs. Patterson and her group take time out from fossil
collecting to pose for this photo

TARIFF
BECOMES LAW
The United States protectionist tariff was enacted
Sept 21, 1922, airevent which
helped to change the shape of
world trade in later years
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EPA RATING
That's with the itandard 1.4litre engine and 4-speed manual
transmission. The mileage you
get, of course. will be strongly
influenced bs W and where
you drive.
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Vega •
Built to take it. Vega fa? 1976:
An extensoe anti-corrosion
program \ew. hydraulic valve
lifters, for quieter engine

o Chevette is international in
design and heritage, incorporating engineering concepts
proved around the world.
o Its wheelbase is about the
same as a VW Rabbit's.
o It has more front-seat head
room than a Datsun B-210,
more front-seat leg room than
a Toyota Corolla.
o Its turning circle is one of the
shortest in the world..

o It can carry cargo up to four
feet wide.
o It is well insulated against
noise.
o It is protected by 17 anticorrosion methods.
o It is basically a metric car.
o It comes with a clear, simple
self-service booklet.
o It has a standard 1.4-litre
engine. A 1.6-litre engine is
available (except Scooter).

performance. A new torquearm rear suspension. And Vega
offers a tough Dura-Built 140cu.-in. 4-cyl engine guarantee.

One of America's most
popular full-size cars. That's
the result of giYing America
good value for the dollar.
This year, the Impala series

Playa/Concours
America's favorite compact
CNC Our basic compact,
1 A

WAY

sense t a
n
, Novas that preceded it. And
Thews much

Monte

Prices start at $2899
2-scat Scooter(not shown).$2899
Chevette Coupe (shown)..53098
The Sport (not shown)....53175
The Rally (not shown)....53349
The Woody (not shown)..53404
Manufacturer's Sugseseed Remit Pewes
mcluchng dealer new rehorle preparanon
charge DestInallon charge, available equipment. state and local taxes are additional

includes the new value of
the thrifty Impala S —
Chevrolet's lowest priced
full-size car.

Chevelie
Concours, the'brand-new
model fegtored here, moor
lasady piacticei apputech io •
compact luxury

EnotqWcar for practically
aaythiag:lt offers room for
six at a seositslc
year, more than ever, its
deft blending of mid-size

more to see at your Chevy dealer's. Caprice, Monza,
C-amaro,Corvette, Chevrolet wails—something for everyone in 1976.

economics, plus room for
the average family, makes
.Ctrertle a'si7e WhiCfe time
has Come.

new Come in Oct.2.
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News In Brief
two-way contact with the
people "by every prudent and
practical means," says he expects to visit by the end of the
year the 11 states he has not
seen as President. In the midst
of a two-day Midwestern swing
marked by stringent security
precautions, Ford invited about
30 small-town mayors from Illinois, Michigan, Indiana and
Wisconsin to meet with him
here this morning before he
flies to his native Omaha, Neb.,
for a White House-sponsored
conference on domestic policy.
Minutes before Ford arrived at
the Conrad Hilton in nearby
Chicago for a speech Tuesday
night, police arrested a woman
who ,was allegedly carrying ,a
25-caliber pistol near the hotel,
but White House aides said the
LISBON, Portugal ( AP) — incident had nothing to do with
Premier Jose Pinheiro de Aze- Ford's trip.
vedo called offf the military ocSA ,FRANCISCO (AP) —
cupation of all but one of LisThey tell me I am going to
bon's Communist-dominated Todio.and television stations early have to pull a rabbit out of
today but said the broadcasting hat" to defend Patricia Hearst,
of political communiques would successfully against federal
be controlled. The Information bank robbery charges, says atMinistry also said police would torney F. Lee Bailey. But the
continue to be deployed around flamboyant Boston attorney
the stations. The troops were said Tuesday he does not besent ta. the stations Monday lieve defending Miss Hearst is
with orders to stop the broad- an impossible job or that it will
casting of leftist political state- be '.'an insurmountable task" to
ments which the premier said obtain a fair trial for her. Two
was inciting the public to vio- other defense attorneys, Telence and the army to dis- rence Hallinan and John Knutson, said in court papers that
obedience of its conmanders.
Miss Hearst may be on the
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. verge of a nervous breakdown
AP) — The United States has and "seemed to have no idea of
vetoed U.N. membership for the gravity of her position."
South and North Vietnam again The 21-year-old newspaper heirbecause of the continued ex— ess Underwent four hours of
clusion of South Korea from the testing at Stanford University
world organization. U.S. offi- on Tuesday by a court-ordered
_
eials said the Security Council's
failure to give equal treatment
NEW YORK (AP) — Conto all three membership applicants was the sole reason for sumers got a bit of a break at
the American vetoes Tuesday. the grocery store in September,
The United States vetoed the an Associated. Press markettwo Vietnams on Aug. 11 for basket shows. But higher prices
the same. reason and ,said it for coffee, butter, eggs and
would keep on using the veto pork wiped out most of the savuntil South Korea was admit- ings on beef and sugar. The AP
ted. But the Communists mus- drew up a random list of 15
tered a big majority in the commonly purchased food and
General Assembly last week nonfood items, checked the
and asked the Security Council price at one supermarket in
• to "reconsider immediately and each of 13 cities on March I,
favorably" the applications 1973)and has rechecked on or
'IOWILthe start of each sticceedfrom Saigon and Hanoi.
ing month. The September
BEIRUT, Lebanon ( AP) — marketbasket total increased in
Night-long fighting broke a two- six cities, up an average of 3.7
day lull in Lebanon's Christian- per cent, and decreased in sevMoslem warfare, and police re- en cities, down an average of
ported at least 16 more persons 2.6 per cent. Over-all, the bill
killed and 60 kidnaped. There at the start of October was
were mortar and machine-gun three-tenths of a per cent highbattles in the eastern suburbs, er than a month earlier. The
the Christian district of Ein price fluctuations generally reRummaneh and the Moslem flected changes at the farm and
district of Chiyah. Authorities wholesale levels.
said snipers had closed all eastern and northern approaches to
the capital. Shops and has
that reopened Tuesday after
two weeks of commercial paralysis were closed again today.
Moslem and Christian armed
There are no rivers in the
factions were rebuilding street
Bahamas and therefore no
barricades that they had torn
silt to cloud the sea.
down in compliance with a
Because they generally are
regarded as among the clearcease-fire last weekend.
est in the world, Bahama waters often are used by underwater film makers.
MADRID, Spain (AP) — Terrorists killed one policeman
and injured three others in attacks in Madrid today as the
Spanish government replied to
its critics abroad with a massive demonstration of public
support for Generalissimo
Francisco Franco. The four attacks on armed police officers
were apparently a coordinated
terrorist demonstration on the
39th anniversary of Franco's
rebellion against democracy at
the-start of the Spanish Civil
War. The attacks came as
crowds awInbled in the Plaza
del Oriente, in front of the National Palace,'to cheer Western
Europe's only remaining dictator when, he appeared on the
palace balcony.
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100% acrylic V-neck
cardigan in smooth
or rib knit. In assorted sizes and colors.

COCOANUT 6.-its

Welch's
Grape
Drink
Gallon

99.
LADIES

Your choice of chocolate stars
junior mints, peanuts, raisins, co
nut
and
fudge.
coanut

SHIRTS
33

LADIES
-PRE-WASHED

y ladies shirts
are 8.5135 acetate/
come in a
Miler)
large selection of colorful prints. Sizes
32-38.

_ JEANS

and

IAPERENE

BABY
WASH
CLOTHS

97'
Soft, casual prewashed jean is
styled with a natural waist, flare
contoured
leg,
stitched
band,
crease and dual
Junior/
zipper.
Misses 3-13.

70
CLOTHS

WA
LOVING

ARE

Ives quick, temporary relief to pain
in
stiffness
and
joints or muscles.

HAMIL
BEACH

inetudes aftat ments to
slice, chop, shred, grate
and julienne.

GENERAL
ELECTRIC
GENERAL ELECTRIC

4-SLICE TOASTER

REDUCE!!

Call Today for
Your FREE
TRIAL VISIT
753-6881

with BOWL
Model M36WS

(Me id'
ree,
beat chop, gri
grate, churn,

LADIES

Self-cleaning iron
steams better, long. Uses most tap
ter. Model F118
or F110W.

"PEANUTS"

PLAY
PATCHWORK
SNEAKERS
ER

SANI-FLUSH

IN-TANK

Model T127
Features adjustable
toasting selector.
Easy-to-clean.

TOOL
ASSORTMENT

Features speed sefor aft
lections
your mixing needs
and matching mixbowl,
ing

11/2-OUART

PYREX
CASSEROLE

251b. Bag
Min, 138
per store

_
REG. 6.99
Neat, colorful loafer
has patchwork trim on
handwhipped
vamp,
soft knit lining; low
classic heel. Sizes to
•
10 in brown.

Central Shopping(enter

STAND
MIXER

GENERAL ELECTRIC

SELF-CLEANING

*Lose Pounds
*Trim Off Inches
*Firm and Tone

44

44

Bahamas have no
rivers, no-silt

You Can Do It
We Can Help

ICY
HOT

Colbrful
"Peanuts"
characters frolic on
canvas sneakers. Cushioned arch and insole.
No-slip bottom. Sizes
to 12. Assorted
2
colors,

1111111.11
lBANKAMERICAP

REG. 4.88
Cleans, deordor izes
inhibits germ
and
growth.

DI'shes go from stove to
refrigerator. In severll
pat terns.

master charge

An Equal Opportunity Employer

GAIL M. WATKINS. a state Department of Education
artist, works on sketches of the award-winning cover
she designed for a booklet on a new program for
Kentucky's exceptional children. The rising sun
symbolizes the dawning of new hope which the
program will bring. Ms. Watkins received her award for
excellence from the Educational Press Association of
America, a national organization concerned with
educational journalism.

SAN FRANCISCO I AP) While the remnants of the Symbionese Liberation Army enlarged their arsenal and gathered the makings of a bomb
factory, they collected thick
files of information on business
and government activities and
notes on corporate officials.
Weapons, explosives and
cryptically labeled file folders
were listed in a 128-page Inventory of items discovered at
two apartments- one that had
been occupied by Patricia
Hearst and Wendy Yoshimura
and the other by SLA members
William and Emily Harris.
The FBI, which catalogued
the items but declined to elaborate on many of them, made
the inventory public Monday.
Miss Hearst, the Harrises
and Miss Yoshimura were arrested on Sept. 18, Miss Yosh-

KAINTUCK TERRITORY S BIGGEST EVENT OF THE YEAR'

HOSPI1Al NEWS

OCT.FAIR
rn.E1880's
FIRST 2 WEEKENDS
IN OCTOBER

100 CRAFTSMEN

)T
44
REG.
3.00

tempto pain
in
ss
cies.

Doing Woodcarving, CanQuilting,
dlemaking,
Jewelry Making, Leather,
Pottery, Dried Flower Work,
Dolls, Crochet Work,
Sculpturing,
Weaving,
Lapidary, Copper Work,
Wood Burning, Furniture
Making, Silver Unitising, no
Crafting.
Other events include
Musk, Ky. Long Rifle Shoot,
Gunfights, Puppet Shows,
Antiques, Games for
Children and lots of Street
Cooking.

11(KEISEYA1158tt
r.114EG iDES
%141.1*S

ALL THIS FOR GEN. ADM. PRICE
OF $1.00 FOR ADULTS. CHILDREN
50'. UNDER 5 FREE

IRONNORSI
AND FAMILY

ONE TERRITORY
A KENTUCKY TOWN OF THE tits° S OPEN 10 6 30PM
HWY 641, 5 MILES SOUTH OF KENTUCKY DAM

September 27, 1975
Adults: 112
Nursery 2
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Master Terry Lee Cotrell,
Route 2, Dover, Tn., Miss
Nancy Jane Wallace, No. 7,
Riviera Courts, Murray,
Raymond Sims, 1502 Clayshire
Drive, Murray, Master William
W. Barnhart III, Route 1, Box
16, Hardin, Mrs. Janice Ann
Capps and Baby Girl, Route 1,
Box 159, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Loucillia Nell Shelton and Baby
Girl, Route 1, Kirksey, Mrs.
Shirley Ann Paschall, Route 7,
Murray, Ricky Joe Jackson,
Route 2, Bardwell, Master
Joseph Lyrin Thorn, Route 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Maudeen Marie
Cohoon, 1718 Magnolia Drive,
Murray, Mrs. Johnie G. Elkins,
905 Meadow Lane, Murray,
hes:Bessie L. Collins, 506W South
llth St., Murray, Mrs. Shirley
A. Parker and Baby Boy, Route
2, Box 172A, Buchanan, Tn.,
Mrs. Dorothy S. Wargoner,
Hamlin, Mrs. Vinell F. Patterson, New Concord, Mrs.
Mildred Brandon, Route 1, Box
45, Almo, Mrs. Rubie M. Elkins,
Route I, Almo, William Gillard
Ross, 1608 Locust, Murray, Earl
L. Gordon, Route 1, Dexter,
Master Daniel Sean Hall, 207',2
Oaks Road, Paducah, Charles
E. Sanders, 821 North 19th,
Murray, Mrs. Dora Ethel
Jackson, Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Linda Sue Hill, Route 2, Box
168C, Murray, Mrs. Mamie
Page, 1312 Sycamore, Murray,
Mrs. Hattie H. Trees, Route 8,
Box 85, Murray, Vernon P.
Butterworth, 170C Magnolia St.,
Murray, Mrs. Virgie Knight,
Route 1, Hardin, Jesse T.
Huddleston, Route 2, Ceruleon.

imura charged with a bombing
and the other three accused of
a variety of charges including
bank robbery and kidnaping.
The two apartments yielded
17 guns ranging from .38-caliber revolvers to sawed-off shotguns and thousands of rounds
of ammunition. In the Harris
apartment, agents found several pipe bombs and materials
for making more explosives.
In a file folder marked "Money," agents found a one-page
diagram that apparently
showed the interior of a bank
teller's window, with the notations "window," and "till,
coins, cash drawer."
Separate pages mentioned
"Wells Fargo La Sierra" and
"B of A Marysville."
A spokesman for the Bank of
America said the Marysville
branch has not been robbed in
the past 18 months, and a Wells
Fargo spokesman said there is
no Wells Fargo branch in La
Sierra.

Miss Hearst is charged with
participating in the April 15,
1975, robbery of a Hibernia
Bank branch in San Francisco.
In Sacramento on Monday,
Chief Deputy Dist. Atty. Geoffrey Burroughs said authorities
there are investigating robberies at the Crocker Bank in
suburban Carmichael on April
21, 1975, and the Guild Savings
and Loan Co.'s Sacramento office on Feb. 25, 1975, for possible SLA connections.
The four robbers who shot
and killed a woman patron during the Carmichael robbery
wore ski masks.
The FBI inventory of the
Harris apartment included a
navy blue ski mask.
In both the Hearst and Harris
apartments, agents found more
than a dozen wigs, large quantities of makeup and cosmetics
and a wide variety of sunglasses and clothing.
Phony identification documents, including college stu-

dent ID cards and California
drivers' licenses in the names
of deceased persons, were also
found in both-apartments, along
with more than 100 books ranging from Marx and Lenin to
Herbert Marcuse and Chairman
Mao.
Hundreds of clippings from
the New York Times, Wall
Street Journal, San Francisco
Examiner, San Francisco Chronicle, Oakland Tribune and other publications were also found
in the Harris apartment.
In a file folder marked ''Oil
- PG&E - etc." was a clipping of a picture of Charles De
Brettville, Bank of California
board chairman and a member
of the boards of directors of
Pacific, Gas & Electric Co. and
Safeway.
Literature of the New World
Liberation Front (NWLF), a
radical group closely associated
with the SLA, was also found.
Police have described the
NWLF as a small terrorist or-

ganisation. The carport of De
Brettville's home was firebombed on Aug. 4, 1975, and
the NWLF issued a communique claiming responsibility
for the act.
Law enforcement sources say
Harris Was deeply involved in
the NWLF, which has claimed
responsibility for more than
bombings in the past two years,
many against PG&E.
Other newspaper clippings
found in the apartment concerned World Airways, the
Oakland-based charter airline
that played a large role in the

n

South Vietnamese babylift, and
its president, Edward Daly.
One item was described as a
two-page list of Individuals with
the heading World Airways.
Other companies on which
clippings had bean collected Included Safeway, International
Telephone & Telegraph, 3M,
Gulf, Mobil, Texaco and Standard Oil of Indiana.
California Atty. Gen. Evelle
Younger and Alameda County
Dist. Atty. Lowell Jensen were
among government officials
about whom clippings had been
gathered.

When: Friday, October 3, 1:00 p. m.
Kind of Flower: Doinsetto
Cost: $1.2.5 for materials and take your flowers with
you.
Door Prize given to lucky name due to limited space,
please call and make your reservation today!-

_ - 753-0859
Make your own flower arrangement
Brighten Your Home
All ColoriFur
-

-

4" x 12" Ideal for puppets, pillows, flowers, jackets, rugs, line your
car or van, animals.

Representaiiwes of the Houston-McDevitt Clinic and Peripheral Systems Research, Inc, both
of Murray, refently entered into a multi-year contract. The clink is changing it's billing system
to the local computer service firm to provide additional and improved service for its patients.
The service will begin April 1, 1976. left to right, seated, are Dr. C C Lowry, president of the
clinic and Dr. Hal Houston, business office chairman. Standing are Charles Walston, manager of
PSR and Pete Waldrop, business manager of the clinic.

and browse. Custom made jewelry. If we don't
have what you want, we can make it! Over 8,000
items to choose from
Need a gift? For reassemble prices pee cal beet Jewelers.

SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY-ENDS SATURDAY

We Reserve The Right
TO Limit Quantities

scotchgverd
Fabric Protector
Protect your home furnishings, best
dresses, any fabric from the oilest
salad dressing, spelled foods or
watery liquids.

ititti,l,te

FROM 5:00 P.M. EACH EVENING - NOON ON SUNDAY

BAYER
Supper at Jerry's. It's more than Meat and potatoes

its a whole meal.

One Price Buys

Gillette Trac II
Adjustable Catridges

Bayer Aspirin
Fast
Pain
ASPIRIN 410 Relief

Eye Drops

„ coupe

Adjust to suit your skin and
beard
Pock of 4

HAY MINIM

UM sinus camosurriow

Dristan Tablets

Fast relief from aches and pains choice of original or greasless
14
1 oz. Tiolbe
Reg. 41.29

100 Tablets

Listerine

Appetizer

Antiseptic

Your choice from an assohntent of soups. salads

Kills germs by
millions on
contact

or juices to start your meal just right.

Sun Glasses
Entree
You choose from a selection of four different
main dishes every night.

&
Two Vegetables

SKIN CARE

Choice of Cool-Ray Polaroid, Foster
Grant or Opti-Ray

aricalsi MEIlaw

2 Price

50°A) Off Manirfoctvres Soegestral Retell Price
Miss Breck Hair spray_Deflect-0
`Air Deflectors

• You pick any two healthy garden_vegetahles from
'

the big choice On each night's menu.

Choice of Reg.,Super
Hold, Unscented,Super
Unscented, Ultimate
Hold

$129
fifer
Keeps draperies clean, • keeps floors
'warmer, held in place by Magnets, adjustable

'11Atelaaws

_
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11(11111)11

DEL
MON

1ST BIG WEEK
Prices Good Thru Tues. Oct. 7, 1975

THIS IS IT!

OUR BEST
STORE
SLICED

BOLOGNA Lb.

Our annual Beef Roundup is in
full swing. We're offering special
prices on Beef and celebrating
store-wide every single day.

1.29

Field's Bacon 12 oz.

Now's your chance to stock up
on freezer beef and enjoy the

FROZEN

Catfish Steaks

bargains all year. We're only
selling U. S. CHOICE Beef - our

Lb.

usual high quality.

841r

it

Swiss Steak
PI

.09

Lb. $1
U. S.GOV'T
GRADED

IL &CHOICE

CHOICE
BEEF

RI I

RIB STEAK

WHOLE
SIDE

$1.39

Lb.

U. S. CHOICE

Rib-Eye Steak..

Lb.

$2.99

U. S.CMOICE

11.1.X.110ICE

HIND
QUARTER

FORE
QUARTER

Lb.$
CUT & WRAPPED AT
NO EXTRA CHARGE
TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

BU

‘

%

RUMP

%
RIB f
%.
---.-SHORT' LOIN .
%
.
4 LOIN 4%4 ENCOI
SHORT l'I
.,
1
:1 ND
I -1/
.. _V
__...___
I
RIBS i
t

I
I
I
I
Ir

15
Lb.

CUT & WRAPPED AT
NO EXTRA CHARGE

CUT & WRAPPED AT
NO EXTRA CHARGE

Mill11111111111111111111111111111111
*
•4i 4
,4
,14/. At 10t S** 141.4 If 4. ). V.* If V. V.

*

*
*
*--,
*
*
. *
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*

QUANTITY,RIGHTS RESERVED

**************31.*********************

:: SOUTHSIDE STORE ONLY

FREE BAR-BE-QUE

SQUARE DANCING
PLUS TOBACCO ROLLING CONTEST
WINNERS RECURS FREI CTN. CIGARETTES

************411.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Oct. 349 a. m. - 6 p. m.

WITH ME
FIXIN'S
THURSDAY NIGHT 6:30 P. M. WHILE IT LASTS

KY. BLUE GRASS RANGERS, Bend
Caller, "KIEL BRAY"

11- 20-11******ifiit********************

.
•

BUGGY BINGO
FREE CUTS OF BEEF
STEAKS, ROASTS, ETC.
TO PEOPLE WITH LUCKY
NO. BUGGY — NO PURCHASE

1

%
Saturdall
Oct. 4 2:00 P. m.
COWBOY &
COWGIRL CONTEST
BEST DRESSED
IN EACH AGE GROUP
WINS S Lb.
CANNED HAM!

Jim Adams Fopdliners

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
:
*
*
*
*
*
,

*

A
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NINO

SOTNSIDE
NORTNSIDE
Story
S. 12th 1
10th 1 Chestnot
8 a. m.-10 p. rn
a. m.-12 p. m.
MON-SAT
MON-SAT
CLOSED SUNDAY

l
i
R
E
N
I
L
D
O
O
F
S
M
A
D
A
JIM
KRAFT

Grape Jelly or Jam

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

694

18 oz

49

CATSUP

ROBIN HOOD

20 oz.

FLOUR

KRAFT—DELUXE

Macaroni & Cheese 634
Dinner 14 oz

5 Lb.

I

DEL MONTE

Prune Juice ""'

KRAFT 8 oz.

French Dressing • •

,$359

DIXIE LILLY

BREAD
20 oz.

Flour 25 lb-

25'

JENO'S-FROZEN

Pizza Rolls

69'

PEPPERONI
SAUSAGE 6 OZ.

lis The Total On The
Tape That Counts

TIDE

PILLSBURY

57'
63'
47'

Biscuits 4 Pack 8 oz. cans
RICELAND

Rice 2 lb. Bag
BUSH'S SHOWBOAT
NO.

2
/
Pork 'N Beans 21

KING SIZE
DETERGENT

DEL MONTE
2Can
1
Pear Halves No.2/
DINTY MOORE

Beef Stew 24 oz
DEL MONTE

Tomato Juice 46 oz

BANQUET-FROZEN

69'83'
•59'

CREAM
PIES
CHOCOLATE
LEMON
BANANA

14 oz.

49'

,••••

—

KRAFT

$1-69

DEL MONTE

Ay

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

MARGARIEN

PRODUCE

CABBAG

FLORIDA

Oranges

Doz.

Sweet Potatoes

Lb.

69'
19'

CALIFORNIA-WHITE
•
.

1 Lb.
QUARTERS

•
IcO

A

Lb.

303
Can

Grapefruit

A

**
I
*

*NORTHSIDE STORE ONLY*

FREE

*
*
*

4

WINNERS
thW
LL
:Pri

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

ENTRANTS MUST IN 111 OR OLDER

* 2 Hind Quarters rim=:*
**
re Quarters

*
*
*

RS
"rWINNw;)

*

•

DRAWING TUES 6:00 P. M.Oct. 14
NO PURCNASINECISSART • JUST INGSTER

-

..-•••••....

BEEF
tIP
Prices Good Thru Tuesday Oct. 7, 1975
AL
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Joseph's Disease Limited To Descendants
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) —
More than 100 descendants of
Antone Joseph, a Portugese immigrant whose genes carried a
crippling and fatal disease, are
finally learning about the mysterious family illness that has
killed 48 of them.
Some members of the family
learned for the first time last
weekend that they are victims
of "Joseph's Disease" when Dr.
William Nyhan, professor of pediatrics at the University of
California at San Diego, con-

Miss Your Paper?
Subscribers who have not
received
their
home.
delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. are urged to call
7531916 between 5:30 p. m.
and 6 p. nt. to insure
delivery of the newspaper.
Calls must be placed before
6 p.m.

ducted a special clinic for them
Nyhan told parents who face
at Oakland Children's Hospital. the possibility of passing the
The incurable neurological disorder on to their offspring:
disorder occurs only in Jo"We had two brothers and
seph's descendants.
one said, 'With this informa"A single gene carries it," tion, I'm simply not going to
Nyhan said. "Every time you have any children.' The other
have a child, there's a 50-50 said, 'I'm not going to limit my
chance of transmitting it and life in any way, I'm going to
that, in genetic terms, is a live my life regardless of
huge risk, the biggest risk we 1)13.'" •
deal in."
Family -member Rosemary
Silva,
who traced the descendNyhan and Dr. Robert Rosenburg, a neurological expert ants and organized the clinic
from the University of Texas, through the foundation, decounseled and tested family scribed it as "an emotional exmembers in the clinic spon- perience. For years we didn't
sored by the National Genetic know what kind of disease we
had."
Foundation of New York.
The mistaken belief that the
"Early on, people notice that
they stair getting wobbly and disorder was linked to venereal
staggering and their speech be- disease had made many family
comes slurred," Nyhan ex- members reluctant to discuss
plained. "As time goes on they the illness, said Mrs. Silva, who
become increasingly spastic. is not a victim.
"Genetic disease has the kind
Usually it's at least 10 years
of
stigma that cancer once had,
from the onset of the illness to
the time of the patient's like it's someone's fault," said
death.'

David Balls of the foundation.
"But it's just hereditary. In
this case, nature throws the
dice and all four children in a
family may have it or they
may all be OK."
Harold Herber of San Jose,
whose brother and two sisters
have the disease, said family
members have reacted in different ways to being told about
the disease.
"People can get emotional
over this because when you
talk about marriage, the only
way you can stop this in a family is not to have children,"
said Herber, who is 40 and believes he has escaped the disease. It is normally detected in
a person's 205 or 30s.
"I wasn't really hoping for
anything for myself," said Violet Weldon of Redding, who has
known about her illness since
1964. "Basically I am quite
peaceful with myself anyway."

mem, Aglow mew
October2, 1975

Large.Selection
Many Different
Floor Plan

Big Day At
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Showing
i
i
The one and only 40 miles per gallon (EPA
Highway Estimate) American made car!.

52 x-12 2 Bedroom-Carpet

See Jerry Boyd, Hugh Wright or J. H. Nix

Ready To Go

Only

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
mew
ANIIIEF
641S.

753-2617

239S®

Jerry Bolls, left, of Murray, is shown receiving a medallion
from Marlin Perkins, host of the television series, -Mutual of
Omaha's Wild Kingdom". Bolls, who is a member of Mutual
of Omaha's Exclusive Chairman's Council, was honored for
being named a recipient of the company's policyowners service award of excellence for highest qualifications and
superior servicecfor 1975. Perkins is beginning his 14th
season on television this month as host of the popular allfamily television show sponsored by Mutual. Bolls is
associated with the R.B. Condon Agency, general agency for
Mutual of Omaha and United of Omaha in Louisville.

I . THIS MAN WILL

DEPOSIT YOUR
OCIAL SECURITY
CHECK
Recent legislation permits Uncle
Sam to deposit your social security
check directly with us.

On Any Pre-Owned Home
This Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.-Sun.

Merely fill out an authorization form,
available at the bank. From that
point on, you cartstop worrying
about lost or stolen checks. You'll
save time,too. And you'll have the
Immediate use of your funds.

GREEN ACRES
MOBILE HOMES
Hwy 79 E.Paris, Tenn.
Open ikurs.-f,ri.-Sat. 8 a.m. till Dark

Sunday lbo 6

We buy good used Mot+ Homes

Green Acres
Is Still Alive
And Doing
Quite Well
Thank You

It's The Best Chance
You Will Ever Have To
Buy Economical Housing
With Only $ir Down.
We'll See You Oct.2-3-4-5

DIRECT DEPOSIT OF
SOCIALAnSECU
RITYCHECKS
idea whose time has come.
.PEOPLES BANK
MURRAY v

KY.

Member FDfC.

0,
.2,-;Imme 4
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Prices OMNI
Oct. lit

Titre
Oct. 7th

U.S. Choice Grain-fed
Chuck Steak
Swiss Steak
Round Steak

Spt

Rump Roast

$15t

Chuck Roast
Chuck Roast

991

Weiss

Stew Meat

Sirloin Steak

$291
s241

Rib Eye Steak
Tip Fillets
Cube Steaks

"FRIENDLY GIANT"

Isssiss

Short Ribs
Pot Roast
bissa Ca

Chuck Roast

Family
Pack

Fryers
*W.Reserve Right To Limit
*Ogee 7 Days Per Week

Hyde Park

Big Tel Grapefruit

Armour's 3 lb. Can

$100 Picnic
Del Monte

Baby Beef
Steak Sale

White
tdra

Flour

98'
98'
$11
51
$11.8
•

Rib Steak
Sirloin Steak
1-Bone Steak
Club Steak
Round Steak

Limit 3 Please

$ 59

Freezer Special

Side
Cut Wrap Froze

68C

lb.

Bologna

n
o
m
=
"Play. Cash.-Pot" Win $20000This

Winner:

Hazel, Ky.
Card Not Punched

COUPON
Limit One Per Family

Jell-O

6/119
10-7-75
Expires.
Good Only At Storeys

Expires 10-7-75
Good Only At Storeys

COUPON
Unit 1 Per Family

Hunt's

A. 1

Snack
Pack

59C

Steak
Sauce
501.

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
143699
WOOlite

COUPON
Limit I Per Family
143690

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
a43695

Wizard

EasT-Off

SOS095

Bowl
Cleaner

Window
Cleaner.

liquid
8 or

39c

16 oz.
Expires 10-7-75
Good Only At Storeys

COUPON
Lhnit 1 per family

Expires 10-7-75
Geed Only At Storeys

49'

Expires 10-7-75
Good Only At Storeys

901.
Expires 10-7-75
Good Only At Storeys

Gold Medal

Flour
25 lb.

5419

Expires 10-7-75
Good Only At Storeys

Octet:A.1, 1975
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL-FREE 10 LBS. FRYERS TO FIRST 25 CUSTOMERS WITH.PURCHASE

FOR THURSDAY,OCTOBER 2, 1975
Look in the section in which LIBRA
your birthday ,comes and find (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
No day for a shy violet. Let
what your outlook is, according
others know you have someto the stars
thing of value to offer. What has
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA seemed out of reach is closer
You may feel the weight of than you may imagine.
pressure in certain oc- SCORPIO
cupational issues. Don't try to (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rnioiltP
Not 11 good day in which to
force your own views. Listen —
commit yourself to a long-range
and learn
TAURUS
program — especially if
Apt. 21 to May 21)
finances are involved. Review
to
you
encourage
may
Some
your ability to make necessary
indulge in extravagance. If payments — and act acwise, however, you'll do some cordingly.
financial retrenching instead.
SAGITTARIUS
GEMINI
/Lop (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
(May 22 to June 21)
Avoid tendencies toward
Propitious influences
and contrarimerindulgence
dominate now, but you will ness. You can accomplish
much
accomplish much more through .if cooperative, and if you refuse
alone.
it
going
than
teamwork
to let frivolity interfere with
This is usually difficult for the necessary
i
obligations.
Geminian but, at times, it has C4PRICORN
its merits. —..
dab
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) kr
CANCER
Some good luck in business
1 June 22 to July 23) 12IP
interests indicated. This will,
the
be
should
day
of
type
This
therefore, be an excellent
just-right one for you. Where a
period in which t° evaluate your
project is pending, take the progress
as of now and make
initiative if it will prevent loss of new plans for the future.
you
Otherwise,
time or assets.
AQUARIUS
can "play it by ear."
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
LEO
What you feel is a certainty
July 24 to Aug. 23)
could
be more of an illusion, so
Superiors are now likely to be take a second look. Better to
intrigued by your highly change
now, if necessary,
original ideas. In presenting, than to plans
be sorry later.
stress your innately dynamic PISCES
approach.
uk (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) .
KG
VIRGO
Stress self-control AND selft Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) *
reliance. Don't count too much
A financial transaction could on the cooperation of others.
sure
be
but
profitable,
be highly
Plan a workable program and
you are aware of all the angles make all commitments judibefore signing on the dotted ciously.
line. Romance favored.

doii?

'lip

ATTENTION

3 DAYS ONLY!

SMALL FREEZER OWNERS

SMALL FREEZERAKSPJCIAL
STE

5,0 POUNDS $61simiil oc
Total Price
EXAMPLE.
50 Lbs * 7Pe - 13950
Average weights 50-1 7Sibs

FREE

--

44z

YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with remarkable intuition, a warm, but not
gushing, personality and great
artistry — but of the mental or
intellectual type, rather than
the emotional. You attract
friends easily and like to be with
people, though you do your best
planning in solitude. A constructive worker, with big ideas
for attainment, you can make
many come true through sheer,
dogged persistence. Fields in
which you could make your
greatest success: the law,
music, writing, painting, interior decorating, fashion
design and the stage. Birthclate
of: Graham Greene, author
playwright; Groucho Marx,
'
famed comedian.

a•••

What little girl wouldn't
be happy with a real
Lamp Doll under her
Christmas Tree. Made to
match her room decor.
Get your order in now.

Crafts
Unlimited
1101 Aycock& St.Mursay

'HIT' GROUP
USES PIES
SAN ANSELMO, Calif. AP)
— If you have someone you
want splattered by a pie in the
face you can get such action
for a fee from a group of four
girls in this area.
While there supposedly are
four other groups in the United
States who will score a "hit"
for a fee, the four girls, who
refuse to be identified, say they
are independents. The standard
price for a "hit" is $15, but
they claim that's not high. A

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
,

10 LBS. BACON
FREE
IP YOU MAXI AN APPOINTMENT WITHIN 24 HOURS.

cfic
BEEF
HALVES `i`i

SELECT CUT
BEEF ORDER

890. Tosr

,VAlUABLE COUPON e

4

51Pc pound

•T-BONE•SENN
•PORTERHOUSE•GROUND BEEF

$1 Ww081

mos

60

LOIN & RIB

•(tUll Mix
•me sliss
•DfilSONICO STIAP
•rdeitil NOISE 'MAP
•mg 110ASt
•mINUT1 MAPS
•I 5010 STIANs
•111110114 Ms.
•FIII1
•5111001 TIP ROSSI
.estS0 UMW AmOuNt
'Of &POUND 810

4 lit 6 all 11
Mil,
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PORK CHOPS

Lbs. All MEAT FRANKS

Here's How It Works

Weight 1607rc
to 225 lb.

Only

90 DAYS
SAME AS CASH
WITH PURCHASE
OF'100"OR MORE

1. First payment starts 30 days from date of purchase
2. 3 Payments 30 days apart.
3. No down payment required.
4. Extended terms available with approved credit.

HINDQUARTERS

Lbs. Savory Shred 1AC0N
tbs

CHARGE IT!

Ii

GUARANTEE
Goarantood for tenderness
and flavor. If you aro not
completely satisfied, return and your purchase
will be replaced, packacto
for package

*All MEATS GOVT. INSPECTED
MEATS SOLD AT HANGING-WEIGHT

BEEF LOIN

13 Woks sem am oat
IN Ni Is Milk An.
'MONO al &MP

JiPr

CUTIING &
WRAPPING

U.S.D.A. TRIMMED

IEKAMPUL
350 biasl

group in Florida charges as
much as $50 to $300 to do the

Job.
"Our motto," the girls say:
"No person stands so tall that
he cannot be put down .by a
pie."
The pie arsenal includes lemon cream, the standard hit;
chocolate cream, cheesecake,
rhubarb, pumpkin, chocolate
layer vette, banana cream,
Mom's.apple pie and raspberry
-(for ex-lovers).

90
DAYS
SAME
AS
CASH

Lb.

EXAMPLE
100 itos.
756 lb
Total Price
$75 00

INFORMATION
1.
2.
3.
4

Ail beef sold hanging weight
subject to trim loss
Size of beef varies on size
of cattle available

Beef all government
Inspected

Prices Good Only
. White Supply Lasts.

-

$1

cutting —
• wrapping

Lbs. DUKIOUS SAUSAGE

90 Days Same As Cash

6.
7

Ypu take no chance on tough
meat Al meat guaranteed
tender

Beef custom cut to your
• instruction

No Money Down le-Carrying
Or Interest Charge. Payments Start In 30 Days

YNN'S BETTER MEATS
Call NOW!

753-0020or
Coupon
good thru
Oct. 13, 1975

Central Shopping Pinta

,for Appointment141-4 al Kurt* FirMurriy-AtileAucT

Watch
Your
Meat
Cut.
All
Meat _
Air

BY APPOINTMENT

•", 111,91411/1,1140
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-King of the West" 6 size

3±1,

CELERY

PASCAL

4127

APPLE
if. CIDER

51

1beg0 $199

RUSSET
POTATOE4

SWEET
POTATOES

Mississippi Grown

The Kroger Co. is proud to announce a plan to help senior citizens living on a fixed income
get more for their money.Persons eligible are those over 59 years of age living on fixed incomes
in areas throughout Tennessee, Arkansas and Mississippi where Kroger stores are located, plus
Paducah and Mayfield,Kentucky and Poplar Bluff, Mo. Eligible senior citizens should register
at any Kroger store office. Proof of age is all we require for your registration. Those registering
will redeye full information on Kroger's Senior Citizen Program upon registering, and can
begin immediately to get more food for their money.

Senior Citizens.. .still time to register!

MOONUGHT,
MUSHROOMS

89'

RED
GRAPEFRUIT HONEYDEWS

"Viralicfast Special" 48 Sae

Kroger Fresh Fruits and Vegetables are so good they're guaranteed.
If you WO not completely satisfied, Kroger will replace your items
or refund your money.

GUARANTEED FRESH
Fruits and Vegetables

Good thru Oct. 704.
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YELLOW
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towsvd the ',urchins of

WORTH 10c
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DELICIOUS
APPLES

Washington State Extra Fancy Red
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KROGER SHOPPERS
SAVE MORE MONEY!

INV INV AEI AI.'

Prices good only at your Krelly gore
In Paris. Tenn. and Murray. Ky.

good thru Tuesday,Oct. 7, 1975. Limit right
PT
mearved. Copyright 1975 The Krogar Compeny.
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PROVES IT AGAIN THIS WEEK!
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T-BONE STEAK

••••••••

lb.

SIRLOIN STEAK
68

STEAK SIOE

U.S. Gov't. Graded "Peeples Cimolce" Beef

air AIIIIC„'1111, AIN/ Alar ast air 4.111W _

The proof is waiting for your inspection, at your Kroger Store every week. Not jut a
few comparisons but 150 items you know, trust, and need frequently. Comparison right
it's as simple as
hare hi-town proves that Kroger Shoppers save more mosey
that. -WE'RE WORKING TO BRING YOU LOWER PRICES!
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Allrg0

..tank AV
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KROGER GELATIN
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1

KERNEL

1.441

0
°

Adr0

32-0Z.7SC
BTL.

IVORY LIQUID

MILO

KROGER

with this ookilkort. Link ono- Good thou
Oct
7th.
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69c

PKGS.

2"43z'1
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CAN
1643z.

CAN'

ar 79c
=I69c

SHOPPERS
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KROGER

414.

KROGER

Plain Chili

2:310
- 1. Toaster Traits

2

1

•

Chili with Beans

KROGER

Beef Stew

KROGER

Lunch meat

K ROGER

4tk X Ns Vkr gegV•drAer AdO

•S

•
•

with this coupon and purchase of one
Package. Good thou Out. 7. Um* one.

KROGER SAUCE
OR GRAVY MIX

FREE

Aro

CANS

317-oz.$109
£
2Jr:89c
2...2:r 79c

1Vorc
E" estershire Sauce

Air Freshener

HOME PRIDE

Facial Tissue

SWANSOFT

Fleece Towels

ASSORTED 1-PLY

Del Monte c

CREAM STYLE OR

cans

141
/
2-oz.

sheout
PORK
& BEANS

ONE PACKAGE OF

211-89c

5

GREEN
BEANS

Fruit Cocktail

L MONTE

Vegetable Soups

CANS

4='1
3=01
31,2Az s

KROGER OLD FASHIONED, VIGETAA IAN OR

Kroger Corn

Tomatoes

AVONDALE

Spinach

KROGER

Chunk style
KROGER
TUNA

flKROGER IS THE
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plameele rewired

$199

TEA SPOON, Open Stock Price 59e
SOUP SPOON, Open Stock Price 85c

3RD WEEK
4TH WEEK

Feature
Week
OR

SEVEN YEAR OPEN STOCK GUARANTEE IY MANUFACTURER

Speak. Feature
During the mat 15 weeks the fallowing completion will be aveilabis
sayings. No purchase required. FLATWARE COMPLETER& 4 iced am spoons • 3
tablespoons •sugar shell and pastry server — Ias,most fork ma pierced spoon.
HOLLOWARE COMPLETERS: 1314" timing trey • large sorting bowl • divided gowns
bowl • 4 petits treys • 12" breed trey • cowered butter dish • 2 pc. pwty sit
Follow the Special Features'

DINNER FORK, Open Stock Price 89c

SALAD FORK, Open Stock Price 89c
2ND WEEK

5TH WEEK

DINNER KNIFE, Open Stock Price 99e
1ST WEEK

BUILD YOUR COMPLETE SET ON WEEKLY FEATURES
THE SCHEDULE BELOW RUNS 3 CONSECUTIVE TIMES!

weft wiw wary 88 ettreben

11

4 KED TIA SPOONS

*SWIM FEATURE
TM WIWI

-

1111••••••-

KROGER SHOPPERS SAVE MORE!

18-8 SUPERB STAINLESS HOLLOWARE. It has the weight. the appearance and brilliance of silver, bu all
the advantages of stainless. Retains its lovely luster Won't tarnish Seldom needs polishing.
A GALLERY TRAY—Party dish for hors d'oeuvres. snacks, finger sandwiches, cookies, petit fours, coffee
cake. moulded salads. 8. LARGE SERVING BOWL for hot or cold salads, vegetables. Also fits perfectly as
a cover for divided serving bowl. C. PARtY SET (dish and spoon)for nuts, mints, candies, relishes, jellies,
jams. dips. D. OVAL BREAD TRAY to( bread rolls, cakes. crackers. relishes. E. 4.PETITE TRAYS for individual snacks hors d'oeuvres. coaster for cup or glass. F. COVERED BUTTER DISH—Stainless cover
and base with removable glass insert to Store in refrigerator. 0. D:VIDED $ERVINO BOWL for hot or cold
snacks, salads vegetables Large serving bowl can be used as perfect fitting cover.

FIRST WEEK FEATURE

*SAVE ON TWO SPECIAL FEATURES EVERY WEEK'
With this plm Its fest, k's row, Its fun to mama se you Mewl
Every piece of stainless Is right here In our sews, reedy for yea se
see, select sod take along. Just pick op the Spade. Feuture,piase sae
ring pleas every week with eech aid every $5.00 pereihees. Take
schentage of the weekly Spaniel Pasture completer, too. No purchase required

DINNER KNIFE

Offered in Your Choice of 2
Patterns With Seven-year
Open Stock Guarantee
by the Manufacturer
This is the New Concept of
Stainless .... Heavy,
Handsome, worthy of a place
beside your finest china. All
the beauty of design, the
careful craftsmanship, once
reserved for sterling alone.
r Now in stainless that needs
no upkeep, no polishing.

SEE THIS FINE HOLLOWARE, TOO!

•

BEAUTIFUL
STAINLESS
FLATWARE

twilit Padc

72 ct

'.4sgs CIL A I ROL

2-kOG
I

$165

Hair'COO

SHAMPOOTORMULA

PRO

4'fl-oz

net

416.40•Pon

Schidc

STP

Final Net

can

15-oz.$ 109

mis1"

Adorn
Hair Spray

For Clearw Eyes

Regular or With Body

127

8 oz
btl

.

Lotion Roll4- n z SUPER HOLD
Vitalis

JLTRA-BAN REGULAR

Deodorant Tampons

DIGEL
TABLETS

tube

Secret
Deodorant
PK°

100-ct
Pkil

68

Sominex
Tablets

NON HABIT FORMING

$219

09
.
2

ONE-A-DAY
VITAMINS

Regular

07

FEMININE SPRAY

FDS

Regular or Powder

ANACIN
ABUTS' 33

88,,
(al!
11-..$143 $1IL'

42
9 C

4h,

For Fast Relief

68

COLOR FILM
Type $229

Polaroid

CRICKET
LIGHTER

Disposable

14-0Z. ANTI PERSPIRANT
OR 13 OZ. SUPER SPRAY

BEN GAY
OINTMENT

pkL

pkg.

fAsileo100.c
t.
1

•

y•••
•••••••••

Regular OS Orange

99„

16-CT.
PKG

13
3

CONDITIONER

WELLA BALSAM

btl.

MINE
EYE DROPS

btl.

PLAYTEX REGULAR OR SUPER

5...c,1118

SUPER II
BLADES

10-0E.
bd.

REGULAR OR EXTRA HOLD

DISPOSABLE
DOUCHE

Summers Eve

$117

.g

19

SKIN CARE
LOTION

9

.

r

Oil Treatment

•

•
••••1

KNEE-HI HOSIERY

Jubilee

LISTERINE PI NON-AEROSOL,
NTISEPTIC HAlp SPRAY
24-o
b z.
8.1$138

EFFERDENT
TAIRLETS
"IT

161

4:agro

Bonus Size

' left or right,
with the purchase of one pair

only

Playtex.'

GLOVE

t
A;
i One

ts41

-

E

FOR HOME & FAMILY

Cookies

L.V41kIk

jrAtir

with this coupon. Lent one, Good biro Oct. 7th.
,
.

4 7/13437
$1
BAR

DIAL BATH SOAP

o

Ar

32,0z.$1

14, '',0•A

OMAN,

Ar

-with this coudon. Linn one. Good dont Oct. 7th.
Vdir.dtrAd
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BIG K FRUIT DRINKS

ASSORTED FLAVORS

VALUARI

ALMOLIVE
LIQUID

FEDERAL
FOOD STAMPS

. •

WI R10111011

GLAD

GLAD

Rice

NEWBORN

Kimbles Diapers

TODDLER OVERNIGHT

Long Grain

RICELAND

Double Dinner

a Heartland Cereal

46 Jiffy Cake Mix
- PLAIN,COCONUT OR RAISIN

Aft OWLS FOOD,YELLOW OR WHITE

Kimbles Diapers

OVERNIGHT

Kimbies Diapers

2

2

- KRAFT

ZCS Waste Basket Bagt

akA

10-02. Sec

ROZ. 34ic
FRO.

57c

dook for the )1( outistees
ads

Green Goddess Dressing:11z

purchines.
."

1$ Sandwich Bags

.114

KRAFT

and In out Horn '

allowances end sped,.

X-t
ra Bonus Buys
. . These ere speeds.otters made poldbleloy rnensifect

Oetober 7.

with this coupon and $10 perdue', excluding
Items
and in addition to Use cost of coupon merehandise. wok thrted bY law
SubSoct to appliesble teen. Linrilt one. Good dust Tuesday,

1111 VALUABLE COUPON

SAVE MORE MONEY!

44
4

P(
)
G

99t1

xgz 53c

To"'69c

2 99c

AQUA,PINK OR GOLDEN

vALuARE COUPON

COUNTRY OVEN
Sandwich Cookies
KROGER
Pork & Beans

Farmstyle

Fudge Brownie Mix
KRO4ER
Saltines
C01.04:74/EN COCO CHIPS OR-

KRCeaRft

•

Beef, Chicken, Turkey

PRICE LEADE

It

71'

Sandwich Spread

(RAFT

Salad: Dressing

MIRACt FtHiP

Mayonnaise

Mayonnaise

'1EL TMANIS

Ripe Olives

LiNosAv ieLacT

Log Cabin Syrup

MAPLE ELVORED

24.0Z
BTL.

602

JAR

24 0/

3202
JAR
'

CAN

65'

86
11.
4:)Z

32 OZ
BTL

159

157

Heartland Cereal

NATURAt

Trash Bags

HOME PRIDE

Storage Bags

BAGGIES FOOD

Puppy Dinner

CHUCK WAGON

Gaines Burgers

WITH EGG

Dog Food

SIPONGHE ART

93c 83' Dog Food

HAWAIIAN PUNCH

Assorted Flavors

Kleen 'N Shine

HOUSEHOLD

?stop & Glo

FLOUR SHINE

Syru

Liquid Polish

AUNT J;MA

OLD ENGLISH

HEINZ

Kitchen Bouquet

COOK INC: SAUCE

A-1 Sauce

GREAT ON STEAK

3602 $129
PKG

1607
PAC.

BAG

516

SilS

$131

87'

88'

99'

93'

$1
"

-Kroger
CORN 011
.
4- ,:.

KROGER FULLMOON

KROGER PROCESS

FREEZER PLEEZER

KROGER INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED SLICES

HONIESTnE OR BUTTERMILK

Pizza Cheese
Kroger Biscuits
American Cheese Food
Assorted Pops
American Cheese

KROGER SHREDDED

t.

1-lb.
pkg.

MARG

KROGER

Cottage Cheese
Orange Juice

GAINES BEEF

64 OZ
BT

69c 39C

S259

Italian Dressing

Waffle Syrup

IOHNIE FAIR

Fabric Softener

BAG

65C 44°

'MOGEN

Italian Dressing

Koogie Spread

Air Freshner
STA PUFF

t.-4

c74
4 95' 93C

gr.$125

4-02.
PKGS.

Freezer Pleezer

99!

12-ct. pkg.

ICE CREAM
SANDWICHES

HEATH

FREEZER PLEEZER

Colby Longhorn
Fudge Bars
Ice Cream Bars

KROGER MIDGET

Soft Margarine

No finer dairy foods found anywhere!
Most complete variety in this area!

Dairy Foods

W iSHEIONE

KRAFT

OZ
BTL

WAS NOW
67'

RENUZIT SOLID

Dog Food

PET PRIDE

,Air Freshner

.4 NOME PRIDE SOL 10i

Furniture Polish

Bi-HOLD
'

ER STOOL.....

PEANUT liUTTEN1

Kraft Dressing

Blackberry Jam

WAS 71'
NOW

4't2 -oz. can

VINEGAR 8. OIL

$ 10S
802 4
JaA

8 OZ
CAN

SMOCK

Marmalade

SKAUCK EIS OCI
,ANGL

Nestle's Quik

%1ST ANT STRAWBERRY

Nestle's Quik

NS'ANT

Nestle's Quik

INSTANT

inWASYOUR KR

Here are just a few of the maw Pikes: dichishave beetistivered

AT KROGER

PRICES GO

.1b.
bag

,39

POTATOES

CRINKLE-CUT

Kruger

roa•

PCINIBIL
STAMPS

WI *UNION

El Chico Dinners

59c
2041Z.5119C
PKG.

IDOL59C
PKG. .

:IT:69C

CORN ON THE COB

Birdseye

OGER

Biel, Chicken & Take

Camits

Whole
KR°G
hEOTeCIZ
I
I
EN
Baby.

Peas & Carrots

Orange Juice

C2
A42' $117

KROGER FROZEN

KROGE R

ASSORITeD

CELLO
WRAP

Mixed Vegetables

KROGER

Cut Corn

Broccoli Cuts

KROGER

Green Peas

KROGER

0-ez.

P
21
0 (f.

59c
Paz 59c
59c
P1(0.
2r0.z.
P=2.

FRUIT
PIES

Assorted.Baaqinet

imeiM10.
"
1

PVS9C

=ES$1

$1 9

$1

2
PKG. 59c
zg&89c
OF 12
2

PKGS..

11-0Z. $
lop PKGS.

FROZEN FOOD SALE

•Cinnamon Horns.

ROYAL VIKING

•Farm Style Bread

WHITE OR WHEAT

•Kroger Donuts

PLAIN,SUGARED OR COPMINATION

•Angel Food Cake

COUNTRY OVEN

Cinnamon Twist

IIOZ. CINNAMON SCHNECKEN OR

•Country Style Rolls

KROGER

•French Bread

NEW ORLEANS STYLE

•Brown & Serve Rolls

FLAKE. BUTTERMILK OR COMBO

BAKERY VALUES

Pare Iligebble Cusco

-

silo

54.0!
BY 1.

12-OZ

14-0Z
PKG

1502
PKG.

KELLOGGS OluEBERRY

89'

115' 81'

51° 49'

51° 47
.

KROGER

$105 Pop Tarts

11'3 '1"

i•-az. 96C
PKG.

ZO-07
PKG.

Instant

s)Z.
PKG.

1 LB
(-KG

59'

65'

2 lb can
WAS 12U
NOW

89

BUTTERSCOTCH

Kroger Meal

PLAIN

Pillsbury Flour

PLAIN

Mazola Corn Oil

SMOOTH

Shortening

PURE VEGETABLE CHEF WAN'

Shortening

PURE VEGETABLE CRISCO

57' Shortening

PURE VEGETABLE MSc()

59' Nestle's Morsels

NESTLE'S QUIK

Fruit Loops

1(E LIDOG1

Crackers

WORT? TENDERIST

111.0Z.
PKG,

111/.

59`

ea DEE GROUND BEEF

PON allowsAll

•

$337

$1
"$1
.1

BA(99C

89'

•

3247.
511.

27.07
PKG.

P

41`

1-lb. pill
t
9
c
WAS 61'
NOW

MARGARINE

77
. 70'

$1"

33'

33° 29`

WAS NOW
42° 39'

Sh41. .11•11
CANS

1S4:17.

CAN

Kraft Parkay

73' Cramp* Juice

2" '17
'

$377

$s

OCEAN liPRAy

W 61 Pitcher Pak Tang

Is

Prone Juice

CHU eov

Chunk Tuna

KNOG*P LOI4T

Corned Beef

UNDERWOOD

414-0Z
CAN

21.02
CAN

1.4.5.
pAr;

CAM

io.oz

FLOUR

Chicken Spread

UNDER W000

Deviled Ham

UNDERWOOD

Lima Beans

KROGER

WAS- SOW bgiegetti
•
SUWONET
55e

G7c

5-1b. bag
WAS 754
NOW

PLAIN

Ibrvest Oay er Amdahl

'12
'Liquid Sego

;11-g'1"

32 OZ
8I 1

3-LO
CAN

CAN

-

110Z.
PKG.

n7

27'
69` 63'

"
PICO z. 29'

930

WAS NOW
99c

107.
$PS
CAN

Bundt Cake Mix 1.:::343z

PILLSBURY

Cake Mix

KROGER

Corn Meal Mix

JIFFY

Frosting

• Wyler Drink Mix 12-07 sloe *1" Toaster Treats

I F moNADE

Wagner Drink

LOW CALORIE GRAPEFRUIT

Lime Gatorade

VITAMIN-RICH

Cream of Wheat

INSTANT

Fruit Loops

KELLOGGS

Sugar Smackii

KELLOOOS

Frosted Flakes

KtLt c)ticIS QUO Art

Sugar Pops

WAS NOW
91°
11.07. age
PKG. ow

. can $169
3-1b•
W AS '1"

10-0Z.
PKG.

READY TO SPREAD BETTY OROCICER

Raisin Bran

KELLOGOS

in YOUR KROGER STORE....•..

SHORTENING

KE L LOGOS

AT KROGER

1 / 1 1111.

NOM'

PRICES GO
DOWN

89

PRO..
I.Le

Here are Ost a few of tht illy prices which have beet lowered

Cheespred

T-BONE
STEAK

U. . Go 4. Graded Choice

All for

27,!!

95

4 lbs. Choice Round Steak
4 lbs. Choice Chuck Steak
4 lbs. Pork Steak
3 lbs. Ground Beef
4 lbs. Fryer Quarters
4 lbs. Smoked Sausage
it lbs. Kroger Wieners

BONUS BUNDLE
Turkey Wings

MEATY,

Torkey Necks

surf

Sliced Nam

49c
mi9e
La•

LB $2
29

Piecs9'

..99c

1-".$111$
PKG.

mensi-Saverl

Smoked Sausar

FRONTIER

Shrimp

• TREASURE CHEST BREADED

Smoked Picnic

WHOLE 6 to S-LBS.

89c
99c
UL

Pice•$12
9

Turbot Fillets

VAC PAC CENTER CUT

Ul.89C

FREEZER QUEEN ENTREES

Smoked Nam

CATFISH
STEAKS

Fresh Picnic Style

JCROOIR

SUCED
BACON

LIVER CHEESE,
SALAMI OR
PICKLE LOAF

Na. & Moose

CORNED SERI OR

Canadian Bacon
otws. LUNCMION OR
Beal Salami

c000llt HNo oft

Variety Pak
Na. Steaks
Canned Ham
Fatim
Link Sonata
v•NOLII OR SPIAPS
Clausen Pleitiss

OSCAR MAYER SUCE0

BEEF OR MEAT
WIENERS

Livers

PRYER

uh.49c Cotto Salami
Sliced Turkry,Gathbury & Roof Potties

FAMILY PAK
LB $169

59eL.,69c
LB'

Le.69c
ui.69c

Fryer Legs

Fryer Quarters

MIXED

Breast Quarters

Leg Quarters

c Fryer Breast
9
I
I
I

FRYING
CHICKEN

QUARTER SLICID

asr

'
89

LB.$1.23

LB.

FREEZER SALE

Cube Steak

Pork Steak

FAMILY FAX

_Pork Shoulder

WHOLE 12 to 111-LBS.

RIS HALF SLICED Al CHOPS

U).

3 or
5-1b. pkg.

GROUND
BEEF

Mixed Parts

'
Le

139

La 89°

69°
LB.79°
La '75°
LI

